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A Design for Developing Multicultural
Curriculum (May 1975)
Helen R. Roberts, B.A., University of Washington
M.Ed., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Robert Sinclair
The purpose of this study was to construct a design
for developing multicultural curriculum. The study was con-
ceptual in nature. It was expected that a design for develop-
ing multicultural curriculum would be characterized by (1) a
number of fundamental assumptions, (2) a number of elements,
(3) organization and dynamics, (4) a cultural context and
(5) practicality.
Four sources were explored to yield potential as-
sumptions and elements of multicultural curriculum: existing
curriculum designs, educational anthropology, multicultural
curriculum literature, and educators in multicultural schools.
Seven curriculum designs were reviewed, reviews of the liter-
ature in educational anthropology and in multicultural curri-
culum were done, and 20 educators in multicultural schools were
interviewed. Assumptions were gleaned from each of the sources,
contradictions among them were explored, and repititions eli-
minated.
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Twenty-six assumptions were selected as fundamental
to multicultural curriculum design. On the basis of these
assumptions, seven elements of a design for developing multi-
cultural curriculum were advanced. These were givens in the
educational environment
,
shared understandings
, educational
desirables
,
curriculum plans
, outcomes, assessment
, delibera-
tion and action . The first five were identified as the
tangible or product elements ; the last three were identified
as linking or process elements. The organization of the ele-
ments was shown in a figure. The dynamics of the design,
for developing multicultural curriculum were discussed, and
four steps in multicultural curriculum development were
identified: (1) establishing a common basis of shared under-
standings, (2) articulating educational desirables, (3) for-
mulating curriculum plans and (4) creating outcomes.
In a final chapter, some implications of the design
for curriculum development; teacher training; desegregation
and integration of schools; the roles of students, teachers,
the community and other professionals in curriculum develop-
ment; and for changes in the nature of the organization of
schools in the future were explored; and directions for
further research were advanced.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study
Currently, much of the accepted thinking about
problems associated with the multicultural nature of so-
ciety in the United States ^ has stemmed from the so-called
Melting Pot Theory." 2 The melting pot theory embodied the
hope that while the United States was formed of many peo-
ples with diverse cultural backgrounds, these cultural
backgrounds would recede or "melt" into a larger pattern
of societal values and behaviors as the different cultural
groups all strived to achieve a middle class existence.
Over the years, however, cultural and class differences
have proven not to dissolve, and we must look as a society
for other answers.
1 In referring to the United States of America, this
author prefers to use some form of the words "United States"
rather than the more commonly used, but broader term "Ameri-
can." The construction of certain sentences using this al-
ternative may seem awkward. In the opinion of this author,
however, "United States" especially limits the sphere of
influence of statements to the area actually under discus-
sion. Furthermore, Americans whose native countries are
other than the United States have come to resent the use of
"American" to mean "United Statesian" for its implication
that only the United States is_ America. This is clearly an
ethnocentric usage which must be eliminated from the liter-
ature as quickly as possible.
2 The term "The Melting Pot" is generally acknow-
ledged to be the contribution of Israel Zangwill in his 1908
1
2Following a complex line of logic and inference,
melting pot dreamers felt that one source which frustrated
society's efforts to eliminate poverty was the minority
culture. Thus the term "minority culture" has come to be
associated with poverty. 3 While many cultural minorities
in the United States are, as a group, poor; many are also
rich. The fallacious assumption that cultural difference
is innately associated with the disadvantages wrought of
non~access to resources
,
has caused a coincident theory
to arise around the notion that a person from a minority
culture is culturally disadvantaged." Rather than ac-
cepting the idea that the majority culture suppresses
minority cultures in the same manner that it suppresses
poor and dark skinned people, it chooses to define ways
in which minority cultures must be changed in order to
meet its own expectations (one of which is that the
majority culture itself remains unchanged)
.
The educational institutions were to be the pri-
mary pot in which the minority cultures were to melt. As
play by the same name. The concepts and history of the
Melting Pot Theory are discussed at length in Andrew T.
Kopan's essay "Melting Pot: Myth or Reality?" in Edgar G.
Epps (ed.), Cultural Pluralism (Berkeley, Cal.: McCutchan
Publishing Corporation, 1974), pp. 37-55.
3 In this country, poverty has also been associated
with dark skinned people. See Oscar Lewis, Five Families ,
(New York: Basic Books, 1959) for an introduction to the
"culture of poverty" notion and the logic involved in
developing causal links between race, culture and income
level. Several rationales for rejecting these relation-
ships appear in Eleanor Leacock, The Culture of Poverty :
A Critique (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1971).
3a result we have boarding schools where Indian children
are incarcerated against the wishes of their parents. We
have ghetto schools in which children are channeled into
the jobs no one else wants. We have schools where in-
struction is in English while the students exclusively
speak another language.
In these and other schools where cultural minor-
ities attend, the curricular solution to diversity is
conformity. Where teachers fail to elicit conformity,
children (and sometimes their teachers) are punished and
eventually expelled from the school system; a fitting
preparation for their later experience in the society at
large. Children whose cultural backgrounds are different
from the supposed "mainstream" or dominant anglo culture--
children whose religion, race, national origin, income,
physical features, tastes or special problems do not con-
form to the majority vision of appropriate values and be-
haviors—are considered "culturally disadvantaged" and
"deprived." 4 They are confronted in school with textbooks
that deny their history, tests that don't reflect what they
know, models for life-styles they often do not wish to, or
cannot possibly achieve, and rules for behavior that are
irrelevant outside the classroom.
4 See especially, Barbara L. Wilson, The Myth—of
Cultural Deprivation, or A Case For Cultural Plural ism (Ed.D.
Thesis, U. of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1973). This attitu e
can also be based on other than cultural grounds , as , for
example, with the physically handicapped or emotional y
disturbed.
"
4The problem, then is that through ignorance and by
design, schools are unaware of and unresponsive to the cul-
tural backgrounds of the students. Culturally biased,
negative attitudes toward differences of many kinds are
introduced through the curriculum, and often result in
negative self-images for minority cultures,
5
stereotypic
attitudes on the part of the majority, 5 and serious learn-
ing handicaps for all children. 7
5 Students are known to conform to the images of
themselves presented at school, especially by the teacher.
R. Rosenthal and L. Jacobsen, Pygmalion in the Classroom :
Teacher Expectations and Pupils' Intellectual Development
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968), found that
teachers who thought their students were high achievers, in
fact, produced that result. R. P. McDermott in "Achieving
School Failure: An Anthropological Approach to Illiteracy
and Social Stratification," George Spindler, ed., Education
and Cultural Process (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston,
1974), pp. 82-118, attributes the high rate of reading
disabilities among minority children to cross cultural con-
flict and miscommunication based on the ethnocentrism of
majority culture teachers.
6 The classic example of how these attitudes are de-
veloped through the curriculum is the treatment of Native
Americans in curriculum materials. Indians wear feathered
headresses and war paint; they carry tomahawks and drums;
they sleep in teepees; but, invariably, they also speak
English. Neither the cultural variation of Native Americans
in the past, or the conditions of life among modern-day
Native Americans (especially off the reservation) is accur-
ately portrayed. See, Garnet McDiarmid and David Pratt,
Teaching Prejudice: A Content Analysis of Social Studies
Textbook Authorized For Use In Ontario (Toronto, Ontario:
The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1971).
7 This is a major conclusion of educational anthro-
pological research: in classrooms where cultural tension
and conflict are major forces, student behavior is directed
toward minimizing the effects on their personality, rather
than toward learning the prescribed lessons.
5Programs designed in the 1960's to deal with the
cultural crisis in schools have been unsuccessful because
they were based on faulty notions of "cultural depriva-
tion and disadvantage. Typical of these programs were
Head Start and English as a Second Language whose goals
were to bring the minority student "up to" the expectations
for Anglo-Middle class students through "compensatory"
education, and thereby achieve equality among differing
social and ethnic groups. 8 Little thought was given at the
time, however, to this salient issue: Are the expectations
currently favored for the majority, the ones which are ap-
propriate for students learning to live in a multicultural
society? The object, once again, was to "mainstream" minor-
ity students and make their special problems disappear into
a sameness with the majority. 9
8 See Barbara S. and J. Baratz, "Early Childhood
Intervention: The Social Science Base of Institutional
Racism," Harvard Educational Review
, 40, 1 (1970), pp. 29-
50? or Glen Nimnicht and James Johnson, Beyond "Compensatory "
Education: A New Approach to Educating Children (San Fran-
cisco: Far West Lab. for Ed. Research and Development, 1973).
9
"The important point is that approaches which de-
fine the problem in terms of cultural and linguistic handi-
caps are doomed to failure. The problem is with the schools,
and it is schools that must be the focus for change. Both
school districts and teacher training institutions must
face up to that hard fact." M. Reyes Mazon and Tomas A.
Arciniega, "Competency-Based Education and the Culturally
Different: A Ray of Hope, or More of the Same?"; William
A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Competency-
Based Teacher Education (Washington , D . C . : American Asso-
ciation of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1974), p. 164.
6In response to the punitive and negative atmosphere
which the melting pot theory and its resultant concepts of
cultural deprivation have created in public schools, many
cultural minorities have sought to create private or sepa-
rate schools where pride in and identity with their own
culture can be fostered. Some groups, such as the Amish,
have been extremely successful in their efforts. 10 But the
answer to the problems of education in a multicultural
society will not consist of simply separating cultural
groups in schools of their own. An educational anthro-
pologist notes:
It is important to understand . . . that, from
another point of view, the cost of this success
is too great. The result of success is a closed
cultural system in a defensive relationship to
the rest of society.
. . . the minority peoples in vast societies
like the United States arid Canada, must balance
the consequences of a closed system and the educa-
tional institutions to support it, and an open
system and the educational institutions to support
it. It is clear, however, that it is necessary
for all peoples to exercise and develop the
rights of self-determination and self-regulation
in education, as well as in other areas of life.
We all have this problem in common. In this
age of cultural pluralism in the United States
it is difficult to discern what else we all have
in common.
Perhaps it is possible to agree that there
are some competencies that all children should
acquire, such as functional literacy, concepts
of mathematics, and so forth, that are necessary
if they are not to be severely handicapped in
their later life in a complex society. But in
the area of specific values, ideologies, and
10 John A. Hostetler and Gertrude Enders Huntington,
Children in Amish Society: Socialization and Community
Education (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1971),
see especially pp . 105-118.
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world views, we cannot repeat the mistakes ofthe past, when we assumed that the melting pot
would melt all ethnic differences down to the
same blendable elements. The cultures of theAmerican Indians, Afro-Americans, Mexican-
Americans and Asian-Americans did not disappear
as our ideology said that they would. The
challenge is to recognize and accept the dif-ferences without creating disadvantageous sep-
aratism and segregation, whether self-imposed
or imposed from the dominant group. There are
many paradoxes in the relationships we are
discussing, and they are not easily resolved .1*
Indeed the challenge of living in a multicultural
society must be taken up by the "majority culture" and the
public schools as well as by the cultural minorities, and
to the benefit of all. This challenge has not gone un-
noticed by educators. In recent years, educators have
acknowledged the need to recognize diversity while pro-
viding equal educational opportunities for all public
school students. In 1963, the National Committee of the
National Education Association's Project on Instruction
published this statement of values:
The National Committee believes that the following
values are vital as criteria for assessing present
practices and as guides to future improvement of
our common schools:
•respect for the worth and dignity of every individual
•equality of opportunity for all children
•encouragement of variability
•faith in man's [sic] ability to make rational decisions
•shared responsibility for the common good
•respect for moral and spiritual values and ethical
standards of conduct. 12
i:iGeorge D. Spindler, "Why Have Minority Groups Been
Disadvantaged By Schools?", in George D. Spindler, Education
and Cultural Process (New York: Holt Rinehart, 1974) , PP« 80-81.
12Schools For The 60 's . National Education Association
(McGraw Hill Book Company, 1963), p. 7. [Anecdotally , it was
8However well meant these guidelines are, the
structure of the curriculum existing in the public schools
poses seemingly absurd contradictions to their implementa-
tion. The curriculum is rife with irrelevancies
. Its
decision-making procedures are strictly hierarchical, and
its content is drawn almost exclusively from the academic
disciplines
. In part, the shortcomings of the present
public school curriculum are a result of the scientific
rigor of classic curriculum processes, which have excluded
cultural concerns from conceptual curricular thinking. 13
The ethos of science and technology that has per-
vaded the United States' economic development, has slipped
into the school curriculum under the guise of efficiency
and standards of quality, which in fact represented the
dictation of values and interests to small communities,
no matter what their ethnic composition. 14 Students and
teachers were presented with one way of looking at worldly
told by a curriculum specialist who participated in the
Schools For The 70 's project, that one member of the project
group suggested they simply change the cover and title pages
of Schools For The 60 's , as nothing had been accomplished in
the interim.]
1
3
The failure of classic curricular processes to ac-
count for the multicultural nature of society was discussed
in an earlier paper by this author: Helen R. Roberts, "The
Applicability of Various Curriculum Models to Multi-Cultural
School Situations," unpublished position paper, May, 1974.
1
4
See the chapter entitled "Education and the Ideol-
ogy of Efficiency" in Martin Carnoy, Education as Cultural
Imperialism (New York: David McKay Co . , Inc., 1974), pp. 306
341. Although the author's perspective is that of inter-
national imperialism and the suppression of third world people
abroad, the concepts are relevant to the suppression of third
world people and small communities within the United States.
9phenomena, and led to believe that the prescribed way was
the only way. Jules Henry asserts that the political econ-
omy
,
the gross national product, and the occupational sys-
tem, are all inextricably bound up within the school curri-
culum, and he postulates that formal education is, in fact,
the reverse of enlightenment. To wit:
Throughout history, whether among the so-
called civilized, or so-called primitive so-
cieties, people have had to be taught to be
stupid. For to permit the mind to expand to
its outermost capabilities results in a chal-
lenge to traditional ways . Hence the paradox
that while man is intelligent he must also be
trained to be stupid, and that a certain amount
of intellectual sabotage must be introduced
into all educational systems. 15
It is no longer possible, in a mass society such as the United
States, to keep children ignorant of the multicultural world
around them. The exclusion of alternative ways of believing
and behaving from the school curriculum is contrary to stated
educational goals, and can be detrimental to the ability of
the graduated student to cope with the real world.
This notion was central to the need for, and develop-
ment of the present study: If the purpose of education is to
prepare students to move into the adult world with a sense
of identity, purpose and understanding, and if the adult
world into which they will move is multicultural, then the
curriculum in the schools must fundamentally reflect the
15 Jules Henry, "Is Education Possible?", Murray Wax,
Stanley Diamond and Fred Gearing, Anthropological Perspeg-
tives on Education (New York: Basic Books, 1971), pp. 156
158 .
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multicultural nature of that adult world, or risk the
failure of its purpose.
Many separate efforts are being made at this time
to incorporate multicultural perspectives in educational
practice. 16 However, while there is a recognized need to
develop alternative ways of looking at problems of curricu-
lum in a multicultural society, there is no consistent con-
ceptual basis for doing so. 17
What is needed is an organized set of conceptual
tools which can be used by educators to make the curriculum
^"sflsct the multicultural nature of society. A necessary
first step is to construct a tentative design for developing
multicultural curriculum. The conceptual basis for multi-
cultural curriculum can be advanced by combining theories of
curriculum and educational anthropology, with practical solu-
tions developed in multicultural school situations, to con-
struct a design for developing multicultural curriculum.
This was the undertaking of the present study.
study
.
16 These will be discussed in Chapter V of this
17 See Harry F. Wolcott, "The Teacher as Enemy," in
George D. Spindler, Education and Cultural Process (Holt
Rinehart & Winston, 1974), pp. 411-425, and Joseph J. Schwab,
The Practical: A Language for Curriculum (Washington: Na-
tional Education Association, Center for the Study of Instruc-
tion, 1970). Wolcott suggests that we alter our view of the
teaching role in minority education to be consistent with the
students' perceptual reality--that the teacher is an enemy
not unlike the propogandist in a prisoner of war camp. Schwab
discusses at length the inability of curriculum theory to
account for the practical in education, and in "The Practical:
Arts of Eclectic" in School Review , (August, 1971), pp. 493-
542, he says: "Extant curriculums with the stamp of theoretic
legitimation often fail in practice. Teaching which is co-
herent with theory often misses its practical mark," p. 493.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to construct a design
for developing multicultural curriculum. The design con-
sists of three related aspects: a set of assumptions about
Horticultural curriculum, a number of elements of multi-
cultural curriculum, and the organization and dynamics of
the design itself.
Three sources were examined in order to identify
and synthesize the assumptions, elements, and design for
developing multicultural curriculum. These sources were
Curriculum Theory, Educational Anthropology, and the ex-
perience of practitioners in developing and implementing
multicultural curriculum.
Curriculum designs proposed by curriculum theorists
were examined for their appropriateness to multicultural
situations, based on criteria generated through examination
of educational anthropology and accounts of practitioners
in multicultural situations.
The work of Educational Anthropologists was examined
in order to locate assumptions and elements of curriculum
specifically meant for multicultural school populations.
Because it is a field which concerns itself with cultural
analysis of educational processes, it was considered that
Educational Anthropology literature might also reveal or-
ganizing concepts different from those of Curriculum Theory
and more appropriate to the organization of a design for
developing multicultural curriculum.
12
A review of literature on Multicultural Curriculum
Design was conducted, and practitioners in multicultural
school situations, were interviewed. On the basis of this
information, potential assumptions and elements for multicul-
tural curriculum were inferred, and the applicability of
other designs was assessed.
Through a synthesis of the information from Curri-
culum Theory, Educational Anthropology, and the experience
of practitioners in multicultural situations, a design for
developing multicultural curriculum was advanced.
Specifically, the research objectives of this study
were to
:
•identify a set of assumptions that will guide the
development of multicultural curriculum
•define the elements of multicultural curriculum
•construct a design for developing multicultural
curriculum
•explain how a multicultural curriculum design can
be used for developing multicultural curriculum.
Assumptions
The following assumptions were considered fundamental
to this study:
1. Cultural conflicts can account for many of the
problems extant in society's schools.
All cultures have equally legitimate visions of
reality which must be respected.
2.
13
3. Conceptual designs have practical value and are a
foundation for the development of new approaches
in education.
A great 20th century philosopher has described the
philosophical tenets to which this investigator has at-
tempted to adhere
:
The thing, above all, that a teacher should endeavor
to produce in his pupils, if Democracy is to survive,
is the tolerance that springs from an endeavor to
understand those who are different from ourselves.
Those who have never travelled either mentally or
physically find it difficult to tolerate the queer
ways and outlandish beliefs of other nations and
other times, other sects and other political parties.
This kind of ignorant intolerance is the antithesis
of a civilized outlook, and is one of the gravest
dangers to which our overcrowded world is exposed.
The educational system ought to be designed to cor-
rect it, but much too little is done in this direc-
tion at present. . . . In all this the teachers are
not to blame. They are not free to teach as they
wish. It is they who know most intimately the needs
of the young. . . .But it is not they who decide
what shall be taught or what the methods of instruc-
tion are to be . . . (The scholastic profession)
ought to have more opportunities of self-determination,
more independence from the interference of bureau-
crats and bigots. 18
Definitions
For the purposes of this study the following defi-
nitions were used:
Multicultural—the existence of more than one
ethnic, cultural, or sub-cultural group within a single
society or social setting.
1
8
Bertrand Russell, "The Functions of a Teacher,
in Bertrand Russell, Unpopular Essays (London: Allen
an
Unwin, 1950) .
14
Mult icultural Education—The following definition is
adopted from the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education Commission on Multicultural Education, wherein may
be found further assumptions which are basic to this study:
• . . Multicultural education is education which
values cultural pluralism. Multicultural education
rejects the view that schools should seek to melt
away cultural differences or the view that schools
should merely tolerate cultural pluralism. Instead,
multicultural education affirms that schools should
be oriented toward the cultural enrichment of all
children and youth through programs rooted to the
preservation and extension of cultural diversity as
a fact of life in American society, and affirms that
this cultural diversity is a valuable resource that
should be preserved and extended. It affirms that
major education institutions should strive to pre-
serve and enhance cultural pluralism.
To endorse cultural pluralism is to endorse
the principle that there is no one model American.
To endorse cultural pluralism is to understand and
appreciate the differences that exist among the
nations' citizens. It is to see these differences
as a positive force in the continuing development of
a society which professes a wholesome respect for the
intrinsic worth of every individual. Cultural plural-
ism is more than a temporary accommodation to placate
racial and ethnic minorities. It is a concept that
aims toward a heightened sense of being and of whole-
ness of the entire society based on the unique strengths
of each of its parts.
Cultural pluralism rejects both assimilation and
separatism as ultimate goals. The positive elements
of a culturally pluralistic society will be realized
only if there is a healthy interaction among the di-
verse groups which comprise the nation's citizenry.
Such interaction enables all to share in the richness
of America's multicultural heritage. Such interaction
provides a means for coping with intercultural ten-
sions that are natural and cannot be avoided in a
growing, dynamic society. To accept cultural plural-
ism is to recognize that no group lives in a vacuum—
that each group exists as part of an interrelated
whole . 1 9
1
9
AACTE Commission on Multicultural Education, "No
One Model American," in Journal of Teacher Education , 24 No.
4 (Winter, 1973) , pp. 264-5, as quoted in William A. Hunter,
Multicultural Education Trhough Competency-Based Teacher
Education (Washington, D . C . : AACTE , 1974) , pp. 21-2
.
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—rriculum "the sum of the experiences and learning
that a student acquires as a result of their contact with
the school. These experiences and learnings may be intended
and organized around a certain concept (such as the "Sixth
Grade Science Curriculum," or the "K-12 Citizenship Curri-
culum") ; they may be unintended and have unknown, even
negative, consequences (such as the experiences and learn-
ings associated with peer institutions, or the affective
relationship between student and teacher) ; or they may be
situational and emerging (such as when a teacher develops
curriculum spontaneously in a "teachable moment"). In
this study, new understandings of the unintended and emerg-
ing dimensions were focused on problems of the intended
or planned curriculum.
Curriculum Design—any organized set of principles
for thinking about curriculum definition, curriculum devel-
opment or curricular practices.
An Assumption--any philosophical tenet or value
statement which is used as a basis for making judgments about
curriculum design.
Because of the nature of the interaction of process
and product, an Element of the curriculum was defined on
three conceptual levels: a classroom procedure or in-
structional practice, a step in a procedure or process for
developing curriculum, or a dimension which defines the
nature of a procedure or process for developing curriculum.
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A_Multicultural Curriculum was defined as a cur-
riculum which uses the multicultural society as a reality
base
,
which responds to the individual cultural needs of
the students
,
and which fosters in students an attitude of
respect for other cultural ways.
Significance of This Study
This study has significance on both a theoretical
and a practical level. Its primary practical significance
lies in its attempt to enfranchise the practitioner's work
and findings
,
and to incorporate these into the conception
of a multicultural curriculum design. The multicultural
curriculum design could be used in practical educational
settings for curriculum development, teacher training, and
for the generation of instruments to assess multicultural
environments
.
In the theoretical realm, the process developed
for conceptualizing a multicultural curriculum design
explores new methods for decision making which may be more
appropriate to the realities of the social and cultural
climate both in school and out. Furthermore, the synthesis
of thought in curriculum and educational anthropology may
contribute to the advancement of understanding in both
disciplines
.
The broader social significance of this study lies
in its attempt to clarify issues of ethics and values in a
rapidly changing society. In a recent essay, a philosopher
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reflected on the indifference of a people whose technology
and industry are destroying the natural environment. His
comments are as relevant to the philosophy of education
as to the philosophy of science:
What we must face is that our very way of asking
questions, the distinctions and methods we use
for thinking, derive from deep assumptions about
the external world as a life-giving, life-
sustaining, orderly and enduring continuum.
. . .On the theoretical side is the need to
rethink and examine our traditional attitudes
and assumptions about the physical world. We
require a critique of the methods of thinking
and we must inquire how it is that the very
rational methods through which modern technol-
ogy prospered have taken so little account of
the increasing dangers of nonrational technology.
. . .We need to study why man is his own worst
enemy, and why he stubbornly refuses to clarify
his ethical responsibility to himself and to
the future
.
2 0
If the curriculum can be seen as the technological mani-
festation of the society's attitudes and assumptions about
education, then the warning is clear. Cultural conflict
and a host of other problems stand waiting in the wings.
In this study, an initial attempt has been made to
bring problems of multicultural education onto the stage
and to posit a method for their incorporation into the
curriculum.
20H. S. Thayer, "The Good is Oft Interred," (New
York Times, Sunday, October 27, 1974.
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Scope of the Study
This study was designed to generate a number of
concepts fundamental to multicultural curriculum. It was
qualitative in nature, its content drawn from both theo-
retical and practical fields relevant to multicultural
curriculum. As with any study of this nature, decisions
were necessarily made regarding the appropriateness of data
sources, the inclusion or exclusion of specific assump-
tions or elements, and the organization of the final de-
sign. While this study reflects an internal consistency
with regard to the inferences drawn from the data, it is
quite possible that a subsequent study utilizing different
data sources or underlying assumptions would generate dif-
ferent results
.
More specifically, in order to make this study man-
ageable, four data sources were selected. These data sources
were: curriculum theory, educational anthropology, the lit-
erature on multicultural curriculum design and educators in
multicultural school situations. Other sources which might
have yielded data relevant to multicultural curriculum design,
such as educational psychology, sociology, ethnic community
leaders and students, were not examined. Further, although
interviews with educators were purposefully conducted in
schools with student populations from a wide variety of ethnic
backgrounds, these educators do not represent a random sample
of the total population of educators in multicultural schools.
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The two methods of data collection, interviewing
and reviewing the literature, were open-ended in format.
The target content of these inquiries was constructed,
but the form in which the data occurred was not. The
resulting data was varied in specificity and format, and
decisions about the final criteria for selecting assump-
tions and elements of multicultural curriculum were there-
fore approached in a deductive manner.
Because of the selected methods of data collection
and data treatment, it was not within the scope of this
study to generate quantitative information regarding the
effects of various curricular assumptions, elements or
designs upon the curriculum eventually developed or upon
the students involved. Neither was an empirical evidence
found for the generalizability of these assumptions, ele-
ments or design. Such aspects of research in multicultural
curriculum design might well be approached in further studies.
Summary of Chapter I and
Chapter Preview
Assimilative approaches to the education of minority
cultures in the United States have failed to eliminate pov-
erty, inequality or cultural conflict in the schools or the
society. Educators must therefore develop new curricular
approaches to these problems which take account of the
multicultural nature of the society.
The purpose of this study is to construct a design
for developing multicultural curriculum consisting of three
20
related aspects: a set of assumptions about multicultural
curriculum, a number of elements of multicultural curricu-
lum, and the organization and dynamics of the design itself.
This study will be carried out in two phases. In
the first phase, assumptions and elements for multicultural
curriculum are generated from a variety of sources. As
will be seen in Chapter II, the Approach to the Study, the
reviews of the literature constitute a major portion of
this phase. Three literature bases will be explored in
depth in Chapters III-V as a function of generating the
assumptions and elements for multicultural curriculum.
Chapter VI will contain the report of interviews with edu-
cators in multicultural school situations.
The second phase involves the analysis of the find-
ings, the selection of the assumptions and elements of
multicultural curriculum and the organization of the design
for developing multicultural curriculum. The selection
procedures utilized, and the design based on the findings
will be reported in Chapter VII. Finally, in Chapter VIII,
implications of the design and directions for further re-
search in multicultural curriculum will be advanced.
CHAPTER II
APPROACH TO THE STUDY
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the
approach taken toward the research in this study. More
specifically, two questions will be addressed; how the four
data bases used to generate assumptions and elements for
multicultural curriculum were selected, and what methods
were applied to the investigation of each data base. The
first question is addressed in this Introduction. The
second occupies the remainder of the chapter.
This study is conceptual in nature, its purpose
being to generate concepts surrounding a design for multi-
cultural curriculum development. It might have been ap-
proached through "meta" research methods. An example of such
a technique would have been to use an existing conceptual
framework for curriculum (such as Hilda Taba 1 has proposed)
to generate assumptions and elements which meet the speci-
fications of the conceptual framework as well as some cri-
teria for multicultural applicability. The major drawback
in the conceptual framework approach is its reliance on the
^ilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theory and
Practice (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1962),
See Chapter 22, "A Conceptual Framework for Curriculum De-
sign. "
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idea that the logic of the conceptual framework applies
equally well to all cultural situations. This drawback
is a serious one where the intent is to produce a design
which has multicultural applicability.
So rather than risk that the final design be culture-
bound by the use of just one logical method, it was de-
cided to explore as many potentially fruitful paths as
feasible, using an inquiry approach. Some specifications
regarding the design for multicultural curriculum were
developed, and these in turn influenced the data bases used
in the study. The specifications were broad:
1. The design will have as its basis a number of
assumptions about multicultural curriculum devel-
opment
2. the design for developing multicultural curriculum
will have a number of elements
3. the design will have organization and dynamics
4
. the design needs to demonstrate a cultural basis
for the assumptions, elements, organization and
dynamics
5. the design needs to demonstrate a practical basis
for the assumptions, elements, organization and
dynamics
.
Existing curriculum designs were considered to be the start-
ing place for generating assumptions and elements of curri-
culum that might pertain to a multicultural curriculum design,
so a review of the literature on curriculum designs was con-
ducted. In order to establish a cultural basis for the de-
sign, educational anthropology was selected for review as
another potential source of assumptions and elements for
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multicultural curriculum. To reflect the real, the possible
and the practical, an inquiry into the work of educators
in multicultural school situations was conducted. An ex-
ample will help to illustrate why these research methods
and data sources were chosen.
In Edward Spicer's Human Problems in Technological
Change
,
there is a case study of a Mexican-American community
in which the U.S. Government decided to "stake" the farmers
to a new hybrid variety of corn seed that would have very
high yields in the poor soil. 2 Previously, the farmers had
produced only enough for subsistence, and this new hybrid
would give them enough leftover to market for cash. The
government planned to distribute the corn seed free of charge
through an agricultural extension service. The logic of the
project was simple, based on the government's belief in the
efficacy of the new scientific discovery and the economy of
the town
.
The project was enthusiastically received by the
farmers, but it was a miserable failure. In the first year
the farms produced more corn than ever before and marketed
the excess, but they failed to show up at the extension ser-
vice the next spring for their free corn seed. Extended
investigation finally revealed that the farmers' wives did
not like the taste of the new corn, and refused to use
it in
their cooking at home.
2 Edward Spicer, "The Introduction of Hybrid Corn to
Spanish-American Farmers in New Mexico," Human Problems i
n
Technological Change (New York: Russell Sage Foundation,
1952).
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Now this revelation is based on another kind of logic,
anthropo-logi c . Looking into the social and cultural reasons
for the failure of the project illuminated more hidden and
unexpected causalities. The lesson within the lesson is that
even in the final analysis, the picture built by logic can
only approximate the truth . 3
In this research, existing curriculum designs repre-
sent the primary but fallible logic for multicultural curri-
culum development; educational anthropology provides the
cul t.ura 1 analysis; and the writings and sayings of educators
actually working in multicultural school situations supply
the practical view of curriculum development.
These three paths of inquiry were systematically
examined in two ways. Curriculum designs and educational
anthropology were examined entirely through the literature.
Accounts of educators in multicultural school situations
were located in the literature and reviewed. In addition,
a series of interviews with educators in multicultural schools
was conducted. The specific methods and procedures used in
the conduct of the review of each field of literature and the
interviews in multicultural schools are described below.
3This is a feature of even the most sophisticated
statistical measurements. A person's score on a highly re-
liable and valid standardized test is only an approximation
of their true score on the trait being measured. The score
is affected by many known and unknown variables.
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Review of Curriculum Designs
Previous study in curriculum theory and reviews of
the literature had revealed five curriculum designs of po-
tential value to this study. These were the designs of
Ralph Tyler (1949), Hilda Taba (1962), John Goodlad (1966),
Paulo Freire (1970a, 1970b, 1973) and Joseph Schwab (1970,
1971, 1973) . Many of these curriculum theorists refer to
the work of Franklin Bobbitt (1918, 1924), so his design
was included in the review.
In order to identify further curriculum designs for
review, letters were written to twelve curriculum special-
ists, stating the purpose of the study, listing the names
and works of the theorists already identified, and asking
for their suggestions on designs as yet unexplored. (Cor-
respondence regarding this study may be found in Appendix A.)
Decker Walker's (1971) curriculum design was identified in
this fashion, bringing the total number of curriculum theor-
ists chosen for review to seven.
Current conceptions of curriculum stem from the work
of Bobbitt and exhibit two trends. The influential Tyler
rationale laid the scientific foundation for what is now
termed classical curriculum theory, followed by Taba and
Goodlad. While classical curriculum theory is the most wide-
ly applied approach to date, the more recent trend in curri-
culum design, as evidenced in the works of Freire, Schwab
and Walker, attempts to incorporate knowledge of social and
26
cultural processes into designs for curriculum. These later
works represent a distinct departure from the assumptions
and elements of classical curriculum theory.
Because of individual differences in the approaches
of these curriculum theorists as well as the two different
represented in their work, it was possible to examine
the differences between individual curriculum theorists, the
differences among types of curriculum designs, and the sim-
ilarities of curriculum design as a whole.
The work of each of the seven curriculum theorists
was examined and the following information collected for
each design reviewed:
•assumptions which legitimize the design
•the elements of the curriculum design
•the interrelationships among the elements in the design.
Where a visual representation of the design was not extant,
one was constructed to aid in the comparison of the different
designs. This information was then summarized in the form of
a set of assumptions and elements for each of the seven
theorists, for each of the two trends in curriculum, and for
curriculum design as a whole.
Review of Education Anthropology
Four reviews of education and anthropology in the
Review of Educational Research (Brameld 1961, Shunk 1964,
Wolcott 1967b, and Sindell 1969) and one in another source
(Nash 1974) were useful in locating the literature to be
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reviewed in educational anthropology. Outstanding contri-
butions to the field have been made by Margaret Mead (1943,
1960, 1963a, 1963b, 1970, 1971), Theodore Brameld (1955,
1956, 1957, 1961), Jules Henry (1957, 1963, 1966, 1971,
1973), Ruth Landes (1965), George Spindler (1963, 1974),
Jacquetta Burnett (1969) and Harry Wolcott (1967a, 1967b,
1970, 1971, 1973, 1974) .
While educational anthropology as a field does not
examine or articulate designs for developing curriculum,
assumptions for curriculum in cultural perspective were in-
ferred from the recommendations of these educational anthro-
pologists, all of wnom have conducted research in multi-
cultural school settings. Four categories of possible inter-
section between educational anthropology and curriculum were
established to organize the review, and the following infor-
mation collected:
•assumptions about curriculum based on the findings of
educational anthropological research
•recommendations concerning elements that should exist
in multicultural school curricula
•recurring concepts of potential importance to the
organization of a design for multi-cultural curriculum.
Review of the Literature on
Multicultural Curriculum
The literature of educators in multicultural school
situations was identified through a search of the education
and social science literature. Centers and professional
organizations known for their concern with cultural
minorities
28
in schools were contacted for further information. In all,
well over 50 written accounts of educators in multicultural
school situations considered relevant to a design for de-
veloping multicultural curriculum were identified and re-
viewed .
4
The literature on multicultural curriculum was found
to be extremely varied in format and content. A categori-
zation system was devised to aid in the identification of
various approaches actually being used by educators in multi-
cultural school situations. The categories of multicultural
curricular approaches which emerged from the review were
(1) altering the curriculum content, (2) teacher education
and (3) community based multicultural programs. For each
category of curricular approach in multicultural school
situations, the following information was noted:
•assumptions of the program or category of approaches
•elements of the program or category of approaches.
Interviews With Educators in
Multicultural Schools
In order to discover further assumptions and potential
elements for multicultural curriculum actually used in
4 The following reference and research devices were
used: ERIC, Current Index to Journals in Education, Educatio
n.
Index, Social Sciences Index and Dissertation Abstract s.
In
addition, these seven journals were examined (1970 1975)
related materials: American Anthropologis t , Council on
Anthropology and Education Quarterly , Culture and Educatiog.,
Educational
7
Leadership, Educational Studies , Harvard Educa
tional Review and Human Organization.
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multicultural schools, a series of interviews with educa-
tors in such schools was conducted. An open-ended inter-
view technique was chosen for the collection of this in-
formation. In spite of possible pitfalls in informant
accuracy and manipulation of the final data, this open-
ended technique was deemed desirable because of the lack
of a strongly formulated conceptual basis in multicultural
curriculum. The interview method of collecting data is an
established social science technique and is described by
Hortense Powdermaker (1966)
,
Thomas Rhys Williams (1967)
,
Rosali Wax (1971)
,
and others.
The investigator contacted educators in ten cul-
turally diverse schools in the Atlantic Northeastern United
States. The schools were selected on the basis of their
consistency with one or both of two criteria: (a) the
student population consisted of more than one ethnic or
cultural group, and (b) the school was implementing curri-
culum in response to the multicultural nature of the society.
In almost all of the schools, an interview was conducted
with one administrator and one teacher. In some cases,
central administrators or project directors who were con-
cerned with multicultural curriculum were interviewed as well.
The student populations of the ten schools in which
interviews were conducted were diverse in ethnic backgrounds
and socio-economic status, and mixed along the rural-urban
continuum. Ethnic, socio-economic, and demographic informa-
tion about the ten schools is displayed in Table I, along
with the number of interviews conducted in each school.
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Before interviews with educators were scheduled,
a list of questions was developed for eliciting information
about curricular assumptions, elements and designs used in
the schools. Questions were designed for each of these
three concerns and screened for consistency with the pur-
poses and assumptions of the study. These questions may be
found in Appendix B. The questions were then rearranged
into a logical order for a conversation/interview, and
along with questions on socio-economic, ethnic and demo-
graphic information, were typed onto an interview schedule
for use during visits to schools. A copy of the interview
schedule used for this study is located in Appendix C.
Since it was not necessary to preserve the exact
words of the informant, but rather the sense of what they
were saying, it was decided not to attempt to record the
interviews on tape, and therefore not to risk additional
biasing of the results by making the informant nervous or
defensive. Informants were invited to examine the inter-
view schedule and to make additional remarks or corrections
following the interview. In some cases, the conversation
led into areas not covered by the interview schedule. This
information was recorded, along with occasional information
about the behavior of students, teachers and administrators
in the school.
All of the answers to each question were then reviewed,
and both similarities (or common themes) and particularly
innovative (or unique) approaches in the responses were noted.
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On this basis, a set of assumptions and elements for multi-
cultural curriculum were inferred from the interviews with
educators in multicultural schools.
Summary
inquiry approach was used in this study, rather
than any specific research methodology, because the purpose
of the study was to construct a multicultural design for
curriculum. Curriculum designs, educational anthropology
and the work of educators in multicultural school situa-
tions were explored to generate assumptions and elements for
multicultural curriculum. This was accomplished through
three reviews of literature and a series of interviews with
educators in multicultural school situations. The reviews
and interviews will be the subject of Chapters III-VI.
In Chapter III, the Review of Curriculum Designs
,
each theorist is reviewed separately in chronological
order; two emergent types of curriculum designs are examined;
and commonalities of all curriculum designs are explored.
Finally, assumptions and elements of curriculum designs are
summarized. In Chapter IV, the Review of Educational Anthro -
pology
,
the discipline as a whole is examined through the
work of major educational anthropologists, and assumptions
and elements for multicultural curriculum are drawn from
educational anthropology as a field. Chapter V, the Review
of the Literature on Multicultural Curriculum, is broken
down into the various curricular approaches utilized in
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multicultural school settings. Each of these approaches
are reviewed and analyzed, and assumptions for multicul-
tural curriculum design are gleaned from each. Chapter VI
contains the Results of Interviews With Educators in Multi -
cultural School Situations . Some initial anecdotal comments
are made about the interviewing process and the accuracy
of the interview data, and the responses to each question
on the interview schedule are then reported. Overlaps and
commonalities in responses are then explored, and summarized
in the form of assumptions and elements for multicultural
curriculum as proposed by educators in multicultural school
situations. The Construction of the Design for Developing
Multicultural Curriculum based on these four inquiries oc-
curs in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF CURRICULUM DESIGNS
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to generate as-
sumptions and elements which may pertain in multicultural
curriculum development by reviewing, in depth, the designs
of seven major curriculum theorists . 1 While the designs
are varied in format and complexity, each one represents
a thoughtful attempt to describe or prescribe curriculum
development processes.
For the purposes of this study, the term "Curricu-
lum Design" has been defined as any organized set of prin-
ciples for thinking about curriculum definition, curricu-
lum development, or curricular practices. The curriculum
literature is rife with contradictions and overlaps in
terminology, a predictable consequence of its not being an
academic discipline in the strict sense. Within the field,
the term "Curriculum Theory" is somewhat loosely applied to
^he seven are Frank Bobbitt, Ralph Tyler, Hilda
Taba
,
John Goodlad, Paulo Freire, Joseph Schwab and Decker
Walker
.
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literature which contains abstract conceptualizations and
generalizations concerning curriculum design. Whether this
^-*-tera^ure actually meets the criteria of "theory" in the
scientific sense is not vital to the exploration of the
field. Theory in the curricular sense may be approached
inductively or deductively
,
may arise from the practical
or the ideal, and may be found by examining the literature
or the behavior of educators.
Curriculum designs vary in all of the above ways:
in their origin, terminology, focus and comprehensiveness.
But all of the curriculum designs examined for the purpose
of this study were similar in a few important respects
which will be introduced here, and discussed at length at
the end of Chapter III.
First, a curriculum design is at once a way of
determining what is educationally desired, a way of doing
educational things and a way of defining what occurs in
the process of doing things. Second, a curriculum design
is not hierarchical or cyclical, but holographic, in that
any specific process or temporal step in the design will
reflect and involve all of its other steps at that point.
The first similarity is derived from the multitude of
analogous and overlapping terms throughout the curriculum
literature. The second is derived from the study of any
one curriculum design in its entirety
.
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In addition the curriculum designs reviewed here
are of two types, which appear in different chronologically
ordered historical contexts. The first type, reflected
in the work of Franklin Bobbitt, Ralph Tyler, Hilda Taba
and John Goodlad, is rational and logical in nature, based
on principles of the scientific method. The second type,
exemplified by Joseph Schwab, Paulo Freire and Decker
Walker is deliberative in nature, based on principles of
enquiry. The key distinction between the two types of
designs is that the first is oriented toward a rational-
scientific, and the second toward a socio-political, or
humanistic perspective. The former concerns itself with
transmitting the structure of knowledge in the form of
scientific disciplines or subject matters. The latter
seeks to identify and analyze the social or political
forces at work on the individual in relation to situa-
tional problems. These features will be discussed at
length in the text of Chapter III.
There have been previous illusions to two difficulties
in comparing and contrasting current curriculum designs.
The first is that each writer generates a different voca-
bulary for discussing, presumably, the same phenomena.
Frameworks, schemes, systems, rationales, commonplaces,
goals, objectives, purposes, aims, methods, arts, dialogue,
deduction, enquiry--go on to no end. The second difficulty
is that the authors identify, and use, different conceptual
levels for discussing curriculum. Thus Taba proposes a
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"conceptual framework for curriculum design." Freire de-
scribes his work as "educational methodology. " Goodlad
sees the development of curriculum rationales, and the
development of curriculum, as two separate processes.
Schwab does not. Because there are no organizable rela-
tionships among the terms and conceptual levels used by
curriculum writers, an attempt is made to discuss each
curriculum design in its own terms.
This review of curriculum designs will begin with
the writings of Franklin Bobbitt, whose theoretical work
developed between the years of 1915 and 1925. It will
then proceed chronologically through the development of
curriculum theory in the 20th century, exploring the work
of Tyler, Taba, Goodlad, Schwab, Freire and Walker in that
order and pointing out the emergence of different types of
curriculum designs. Curriculum designs as a type of de-
sign will then be examined, and assumptions and elements
for multicultural curriculum will be summarized in the end
of Chapter III.
Franklin Bobbitt
Bobbitt, bouncing off of the age of reason in the
early nineteen hundreds, voiced strong protest to education
for its own sake. In that time of rapid industrial develop-
ment and expanding technology, he felt that current prac-
tices in education were inefficient in preparing a social
and labor force sufficiently prepared to meet the needs of
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the rapidly expanding economy. In his statement of cur-
riculum theory he stressed the need for practical and work
relevant training in public schools, thus describing what
he saw as both the most important end, and the means by
which that end would best be achieved.
Bobbitt articulates two levels of life experience;
play and work. Play experiences are those that arise out
of human curiosity and are not necessarily related to
situational needs to know. In playing, Bobbitt thought,
it is possible to learn large amounts of information be-
cause there is no restricting necessity to report, test
or otherwise prove the validity of the experience, and the
motivation to learn comes purely from personal interest.
In contrast to play, work experience, such as a life job,
or serious professional schooling is structured. The
learner has particular responsibilities to fulfill and
may reap tangible or material reward for the labor spent.
Bobbitt suggests that both the play and the work elements
must be reflected in the curriculum in order that educa-
tion be realistic. 2
Bobbitt defines the curriculum in two ways:
(1) it is the entire range of experience, both un-
directed and directed, concerned in unfolding the
abilities of the individual; or (2) it is the series
of consciously directed training experiences that
the schools use for completing and perfecting the
unfoldment
.
3
2 These two paragraphs are summaries of the curri-
culum theory of Franklin Bobbitt as espoused in his book
The Curriculum (New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1918).
3 Ibid., The Curriculum, p. 43.
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And he goes on to say that:
as education is coining more and more to be seen as
a thing of experiences, and as the work- and play-
experiences of the general community life arebeing more and more utilized, the line of demar-
cation between directed and undirected training
experience is rapidly disappearing. Education
must be concerned with both, even though it does
not direct both. 4
This is clearly the foundation of subsequent curricular
thinking on the hidden curriculum and the relationship
between formal public schooling and the society.
Bobbitt's concern about the state of education in
the U.S. led him to articulate some remedies. The first
task, in his view, was to develop a scientific method for
curriculum-making. He saw the scientific method being
applied to all other manner of human endeavor, and used
in teaching specific subject matters in schools, but not
being used to formulate the curriculum itself.
The scientific task preceding all others is the
determination of the curriculum. For this we
need a scientific technique. 5
If a scientific method in curriculum is followed, he main-
tained, then the first step would be to determine objec-
tives. These objectives would be deduced from the multi-
plicity of adult behaviors and expertises necessary for a
fulfilling life. These objectives, then, could be deter-
mined by an onlooker to life in the society, and would be
4 Ibid.
,
p. 43
.
5 Ibid
. ,
pp . 41-2
.
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the same for every school with slight variations for the
social class and abilities of the student. The list of
objectives for education consists of a complete break-
down of the behaviors exhibited by adults which are not
learned through the normal processes of living.
The second step in Bobbitt's scientific method of
curriculum development is to design pupil activities and
experiences which will promote the accomplishment of the
selected objectives. These activities may be of eight
general types: observing; performing functions; reading;
reporting; prolonging, repeating and intensifying one's
experiences (which seems analogous to reflection); problem
solving; generalizing. The pupil activities are seen as
an outgrowth of the objectives and the statement of a
learning activity specifies the type of activity and the
content it will cover, for example: "The pupil will ob-
serve the labors and the working conditions of the several
vocational groups existing in his community." 6
The third step in curriculum development according
to Bobbitt is to conduct remediation in order to assure
full pupil achievement of the objectives. He is unclear
as to the process or extent of assessment of the need for
remediation. This process is partly used for determining
which objectives will initially be sought, as well as for
6 Franklin Bobbitt, How to Make a Curriculum , (New
York: Houghton Mifflin, 1924), p. 59. Pupil activities
as described by Bobbitt contain elements analogous to those
in Mager type objectives: behavior, content and context.
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purposes of remediation and he uses such methods as test
results as a criteria for judging this need. 7
The elements and organization of the curriculum
according to Bobbitt are illustrated in Figure 1 on the
following page. The assumptions underlying Bobbitt's
conception of curriculum can best be summarized in these
comments
:
The scientific task preceding all others is the
determination of the curriculum. For this we
need a scientific technique." 8
•"Education is the process of growing up in the
right way. The objectives are the goals of
growth. The pupil's activities and experiences
are the steps which make up his journey toward
these goals. The activities and experiences are
the curriculum.'* 9
Ralph Tyler
Tyler has described the state of curriculum theory
in Bobbitt's time thus:
. . . the process of formulating objectives from
1918 to 1933 leaned heavily upon job analyses,
activity analyses, word counts, and other tech-
niques for identifying the demands made on the
individual by contemporary social life. . . .
Educational objectives are . . . couched in
behavioral pattern which the school seeks to
have the student develop. In the first flush
of behavioral concepts, roughly from 1918 to
1925, the objectives were commonly stated in
highly specific terms, such as ability to add
7 Ibid.
,
pp. 1-62. In these three steps, objectives
are defined, pupil activities are developed, and remediation
is prescribed.
8 Idem, The Curriculum, pp. 41-2.
9 Idem, How to Make a Curriculum, p. 44.
Figure 1: Elements and organization of the
curriculum as described by Franklin Bobbitt
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2 and 2. . . .This view of objectives
. . . re-quired keeping in mind far too many goals, and
• . . denied the development of generalizedbehavior patterns.
. .
1 0
Tyler attempted to correct these early faults in his own
curriculum rationale which appeared in 1949. He de-
emphasized behavioral objectives and instead structured
the process of curriculum development around these four
questions
,
the answers to which constitute the steps
:
1. What educational purposes should the school
seek to attain?
2. How can learning experiences be selected
which are likely to be useful in attaining
these objectives?
3. How can learning experiences be organized
for effective instruction?
4. How can the effectiveness of learning
experiences be evaluated? 11
Rather than commit the curriculum to an exhaustive
list of specific objectives derived only from adult be-
havior, Tyler recommends that the question of overall
purposes be addressed initially, because "if the educa-
tional program is to be planned and if efforts for con-
tinued improvement are to be made, it is very necessary
to have some conception of the goals that are being aimed
at." 12 These purposes may be defined through studies of
10 Ralph Tyler, "The Curriculum—Then and Now," in
The Elementary School Journal, Vol. 57 No. 8 (April 1957)
pp. 364-374.
1
1
Ralph Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and
Instruction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1949),
p . 1
.
1 2 Ibid.
,
p. 3.
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the learners, contemporary life outside of the school and
subject matter specialties; and then should be screened
through a philosophy of education and the psychology of
learning in order to weed out inappropriate or unaccom-
plishable objectives. The result will be "a small list
of important objectives that are feasible of attainment." 13
And while they will be stated in terms of behavior and
content, many of them may be general in their behavioral
component
.
1
4
The second major step in Tyler's curriculum devel-
opment process is selecting learning experiences that are
likely to be useful in attaining the selected objectives.
Whether the experiences are designed to produce skill in
thinking, informational background, social attitudes or
abiding interests; they should be developed mindful of the
following four principles:
•for a given objective to be attained, a student
must have experiences that give him an oppor-
tunity to practice the kind of behavior implied
by the objective
•the learning experiences must be such that the
student obtains satisfaction from carrying on
the kind of behavior implied by the objectives
1
3
Ibid.
, pp . 4 3-4.
14
"I think many current uses of the term, behavioral
objectives, imply procedures that are too specific. I
believe that the individual human being is able to solve
many of his own problems and so I think that more of our
educational objectives should be general in nature like
learning how to go about attacking problems, finding out
where the difficulties are, getting information, analyzing
the data, and drawing inferences from the data. Ralph
Tvler, "Ralph Tyler Discusses Behavioral 0b 3 ectives
(inte
viewed by June and Harold Shane in Today's Education, Vol.
62, No. 6, September-October, 1973), p. 42.
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•the reactions desired in the experience [should be]
within the range of possibility for the studentsinvolved
•there are many particular experiences that can be
used to attain the same educational objectives. 15
A third major step involves the organization of
learning experiences for effective instruction. Since "no
single learning experience has a very profound influence
upon the learner ... they must be so organized as to
reinforce each other." 16 Organizing elements (such as
concepts, skills and values), and organizing principles
(such as chronology, application, inductive and deductive
processes) must be chosen with regard to student readiness
and satisfaction. These elements and principles must fur-
ther be organized according to the following criteria:
•Continuity . . . the vertical reiteration of major
curriculum elements
•Sequence . . . having each successive experience
build upon the preceding one . . . to go more
broadly and deeply into the matters involved
•Integration . . . (to) help the student increas-
ingly to get a unified view and to unify his
behavior in relation to the elements dealt with. 17
Finally, after actual instruction has taken place,
the effectiveness of the learning opportunities need be
evaluated for their ability to produce the desired behavior
articulated in the objectives. Both the knowledge and
15 Tyler, Basic Principles , pp. 65-7.
1
6
Ibid
. ,
p . 8 3.
1
7
Ibid.
,
pp. 84-6
.
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(content and behavior) of students must be assessed
in regard to any given objective. 18 This may be accom-
plished in a number of ways such as guestionnaires
,
samp-
or testing. This information is then used with other
data (such as instruction-introduced bias) to improve the
ability of the learning experiences to accomplish the
selected objectives. No mention is made of the use of
evaluation for revising purposes or objectives.
Thus concludes Tyler's rationale. His basic as-
sumptions may be exemplified in the following:
•curriculum planning is a continuous process and
. . . in this kind of continuing cycle, it is
possible for the curriculum and instruction pro-
gram to be continuously improved over the years 19
•the scientific method is appropriate both as
curricular content and as a curriculum planning
process 2 0
18
"The process of evaluation is essentially the
process of determining to what extent the educational ob-
jectives are actually being realized by the program of
curriculum and instruction. However, since educational
objectives are essentially changes in human beings . . .
evaluation is the process for determining the degree to
which these changes in behavior are actually taking place.
Thus the curriculum is evaluated vicariously through the
students. Tyler, Basic Principles , pp. 105-106.
1
9
Ibid.
,
p. 123.
2
° See footnote 14 on page 45, ("I think that more
of our ed. ob jec . " etc . , ) and consider this: It is not
only desirable to analyze the results of an evaluation to
indicate the various strengths and weaknesses, but it is
also necessary to examine these data to suggest possible
explanations or hypotheses about the reason for this parti
cular pattern of strengths and weaknesses . . . the next
step is to check these hypotheses against the present
available data ..." etc., through the experimental pro
Tyler, Basic Principles , pp. 122-123.cess
.
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•if an educational program is to be planned and if
efforts for continued improvement are to be made,
it is very necessary to have some conception of
the goals that are being aimed at. 21
The elements of curriculum as described by Tyler
are illustrated in Figure 2 on the following page.
Hilda Taba
In many ways, Taba ' s curriculum design is similar
to that of Tyler. Her major contribution to classical cur-
riculum is her articulation of a conceptual framework or
theory for the guidance of curriculum development. She
also did much to fill gaps in existing designs in matters
of data sources and organization.
Taba's conceptual framework for curriculum develop-
ment consisted of these six questions surrounding the pre-
scription of processes:
1. What is a curriculum . . .?
2. What are the chief elements of the curriculum . . .?
3. What should the relationships between these elements
and their supporting elements be . . .?
4. What problems and issues are involved in organiz-
ing . . . ?
5. What is the relationship of a curriculum pattern or
design to the practical . . • conditions under which
it is to function?
6. What is the order of making curriculum decisions . . . ?
22
2 1 Ibid.
,
p . 3 .
2 2Hilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theory and
Practice (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1962),
p. 421. The concept of a conceptual framework for
curriculum
development was apparently gaining popularity at thl ®
and was perhaps developed concurrently by several
curriculum
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Figure 2: Elements and organization of the
curriculum as described by Ralph Tyler 22
2
2
Adapted from Kathryn L. Girard, "Rational Pro-
cesses of Curriculum Development: Wherefore They are of
Benefit; Wherein They May be Lacking" (unpublished position
paper, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, April 12, 1972),
p . 3
.
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"An effective design/' said Taba, "makes clear what the
bases of the selection and the emphases on the various ele-
ments are, as well as the sources from which these criteria
are derived." And furthermore, it should "distinguish which
criteria apply to which element." 23 Having defined curri-
culum design thus, and recognizing the gaps in existing de-
signs, she then articulated a design of her own with vast
regard to the problems of the organization and interrelation-
ships of the elements.
Taba identifies the elements of a curriculum design
as: criteria, objectives, content, learning experience,
organization and evaluation. 24 For the purpose of designing
curriculum around these elements, she proposes these steps
which she describes as comparable in sequence to Tyler's:
Step 1: Formulation of objectives
Step 2: Diagnosis of needs
Step 3: Selection of content and learning experiences
Step 4 : Organization of content and learning experiences
Step 5: Determination of what to evaluate and of the
ways and means of doing it. 25
theorists. Goodlad had noted in 1960: "Conceptual systems
which identify the major questions to be answered in develop-
ing a curriculum must be rigorously formulated." John Goodlad,
"Curriculum: The State of the Field," Review of Educational
Research
,
V. 30 N. 3, (June, 1960), p. 195.
2
3
Taba, Curriculum Development
,
p. 423.
24 0b jectives
,
content, learning experiences, organi-
zation and evaluation are adopted from Tyler and others.
Criteria and criteria selection processes are a contribution
of Taba. Ibid., pp. 10 & 422.
25 Taba, Curriculum Development , p. 12. Steps 1 and
2 are inverted here; a slight departure from the actual source.
Later discussion in the same volume, however, clearly
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Educational objectives are formulated with regard to
analyses of social and cultural forces, the learner and
learning theory, and the nature or structure of knowledge. 26
Objectives should describe both the kind of behavior ex-
pected and the content or context to which that behavior
applies." 27 Finally, objectives are classified in relation
to the type of behavior sought.
The second step, diagnosis of needs, is necessary "to
keep the curriculum in tune with the needs of the times and
the students, and to help determine which objectives to
stress . . ." 2
8
in this step, students, students' achievement,
demonstrates that Taba sees the formulation of objectives as
an apriori condition to the development of curriculum. Equi-
valent steps for content and learning experiences have been
collapsed as it is never made explicit that one should pre-
ceed the other. See Chapter 13 and 17.
26 These three sources of criteria are considered the
foundations of curriculum development. ". . .if curriculum
development is to be a rational and scientific rather than
a rule-of-thumb procedure, the decisions about these elements
need to be made on the basis of some valid criteria ... In
our society at least, these factors [constituting a reason-
able basis for the curriculum] are the learner, the learning
process, the cultural demands, and the content of the disci-
plines. Therefore, scientific curriculum development needs
to draw upon analyses of society and culture, studies of the
learner and the learning process, and analysis of the nature
of knowledge in order to determine the purposes of the school
and the nature of its curriculum." Taba, Curriculum Develop-
ment
,
p. 10.
2 7 Ibid
. ,
p . 200 .
28 Taba, Curriculum Development, p. 231.
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or curriculum problems may be diagnosed through formal or
informal means, and appropriate changes in the statement of
objectives are made.
Step three involves the selection of content and
learning experiences for the accomplishment of the objec-
tives. Selection of content should be made on the basis of
the validity and significance of the content and its consist-
ency with social realities. Learning experiences should
provide for a wide range of objectives, should be appropriate
to the needs and interests of students, and based on prior
learnings and abilities of the students. Clearly, infor-
mation gleaned from the diagnosis step will be useful here.
In the fourth step, the curriculum is to be organ-
ized with sequence, continuity and integration. That is,
the content and learning experiences should be rationally
ordered, progressively more demanding, and related to other
learnings. A focus, or central organizing approach should
be selected. Further, the organization should reflect a
variety of modes of learning. These aspects of the organi-
zation may be derived from a study of the logic of the sub-
ject matter and from the psychology of learning.
Finally, evaluation of the outcomes of the curriculum
is undertaken. Taba defines evaluation as the continuous,
cooperative process of determining what changes in student
29 These criteria are analogous to Tyler's admonish-
ments on the selection of learning experiences. See Basic
Principles of Curriculum and Instruction, pp. 65-82.
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behavior have occurred and of appraising them against the
values represented in objectives to find out how far the
objectives of education are being achieved." 30 Evaluation
then, is something more than "grading" and something less
than a process for the refinement of objectives. The eval-
uation of the curriculum may be accomplished through any
systematic method of data collection which has demonstrable
reliability and validity. Evaluation data are then used fo
the refinement of content, learning experiences and organ-
izing principles, in order to better achieve the objectives
The elements of the curriculum as described by
Taba are illustrated in Figure 3 on the next page. The as-
sumptions which underlie these elements and the relation-
ships among them may be seen in the following:
The differences between a curriculum decision-
making which follows a scientific method and
develops a rational design and one which does
not is that in the former the criteria for de-
cisions are derived from a study of the factors
constituting a reasonable basis for curriculum. 31
•Curriculum is, after all, a way of preparing
young people to participate as productive mem-
bers of our culture. Not all cultures require
the same kind of knowledge. Nor does the same
culture need the same kinds of capacities and
skills, intellectual or otherwise, at all times.
. . . A technological culture requires a greater
development in scientific knowledge and skills
than does a nontechnical culture. The require-
ment for world understanding has become a reality
in our culture only recently . . . 32
30 Taba, Curriculum Development , p. 312.
3
1
Ibid
. ,
p . 10
.
32 Ibid.
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Figure 3. Elements and Organization of
the Curriculum as Described by Hilda Taba 33
33 Taba, Curriculum Development
,
p. 438. Taba
says: "This scheme is an extension of one presented by
Herrick (1950), p. 43."
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•A curriculum is a plan for learning; therefore,
what is known about the learning process and thedevelopment of the individual has bearing on the
shape of the curriculum. 34
•Schools have a special responsibility to help the
members of the deviant subculture to meet the
expectations of the common culture in addition
to those of their own. 35
A scientific attitude toward curriculum making
should at least cultivate a greater respect for
the task and a greater humility in the face of it,
to prevent such thoughtless and wild swings of the
pendulum as seem to be characteristic of American
curriculum development. 36
•The major question about curriculum planning is
not whether to plan or not to plan, but how to do
it wisely, scientifically, and on the basis of
rationally recognized facts and considerations,
instead of being guided by an ill-considered mix-
ture of assumptions, beliefs, and personal pre-
ferences . 3 7
John Goodlad
Like Taba, Goodlad is concerned with the expression
of a basic conceptual system within which problems of cur-
riculum can be approached, especially if curriculum is to be
advanced as a field of educational theory. Such a concept-
ual system, he feels, will lend "rationality" to the develop-
ment. "A conceptual system provides a bridge between general
34 Ibid.
,
p. 11.
3 5 Ibid.
,
p. 99 .
3
6
Ibid.
,
p. 420 .
3 7 Ibid.
,
p . 444 .
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theory and specific practice. "38 Goodlad's conceptual
system includes
:
1 . An identification of levels of decision making,
specified according to remoteness from thelearner.
. . .
2
. An elaboration of the substantive curriculumdecisions and sub—decisions at each level.
3. A specification of the type of decision to be
effected at each level and between levels of
the system.
. . .
4. An identification of appropriate data sources tobe consulted for each type of decision
. . .
5 . A clarification of authority and responsibility
for decisions
. . ,
39
Perhaps missing from his inclusions in the conceptual system
for curriculum is the specific definition of terms related
to curriculum planning, for Goodlad describes the need for
agreement in terminology, and offers explicit definitions of
all related terms himself. 40
The actual curriculum development process is then
derived from the expression of the conceptual system, and
its elements reflect the commonplaces of the system.
3
8
John I. Goodlad, The Development of a Conceptual
System for Dealing With Problems of Curriculum and Instruc-
tion
,
(Los Angeles: UCLA & The Institute for the Development
of Educational Activities, 1966), p. 2.
3 9 Ibid.
,
pp. 8-9
.
40 Part of the reason for developing a conceptual
system in curriculum, according to Goodlad, is to promote
agreement and thus eventuate its rise to the status of a
discipline or "field. " "Compared with curriculum, linguis-
tics is a relatively mature field and, as a consequence, has
a set of categories (changing from time to time, admittedly)
readily recognizable to linguists . . . within which studies
occur and knowledge accumulates. Curriculum has few such
categories. There is little agreement on the phenomena for
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Goodlad
' s curriculum development process is similar
to those of Tyler and Taba in that there are a series of
logically ordered steps to be taken in curricular decision
making. The first is to determine the values which educa-
tion seeks to promote. Conscious decisions must be made
about which values are appropriately promoted through educa-
tional institutions. These values in turn imply educational
aims which may be determined at three levels of remoteness
from the learner. Educational aims may come directly from
the learner, they may be determined at the institutional
level (cooperatively by teachers and administrators)
,
or
they may be determined at the societal level. Goodlad sees
the societal level determination of educational aims as an
elective, political or governmental function.
In his third step, educational aims are refined into
educational objectives with both substantive and behavioral
components. Here, educational psychologists and subject
matter specialists are consulted, and the objectives are
screened for consistency with values and aims. Learning op-
portunities are then selected and organized for the accomp-
lishment of objectives. Duplications are weeded out, and
screens of psychology, sociology, logic, parental attitudes
and school mores are used to determine whether the learning
investigation, nor on terms for those on which there is
some agreement. It follows that there is little accumu-
lation of knowledge in curriculum and, therefore, not yet
much of a field." Goodlad, The Development of a Conceptual
System
,
p. 12.
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opportunity will accomplish the objective. These learning
opportunities are developed at the institutional level;
they are not classroom instructional practices.
Finally, at the level of the learner, organizing
centers are developed for the day-to-day movement through
the objectives. Organizing centers are the specific learn-
ing stimuli used in the learning opportunity, for example,
a book. At this point, "provision for individual differences
should be made by qualified teaching personnel through diag-
nosis of learning needs and through appropriate variety of
content, resources for learning and instructional methods." 41
Evaluation is not a step in the curriculum develop-
ment process but an on-going parallel process whose function
in curriculum development is as a data source. "Evaluation
is a means of checking each step in the curriculum planning
process; it is not just a terminal process of checking stu-
dent performance," 42
The underlying assumptions in Goodlad's work are re-
vealed through these quotes
:
•A rational curriculum consists of intended learnings
which are the product of certain decisions made
wisely and efficiently. 43
•Rational curriculum planning involves knowing the
decisions that go into the production of curricula,
basing the actual decisions on reasons and data,
. . . and doing the whole effectively. 44
41 John I. Goodlad , Planning and Organizing for Teaching
(Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1963),
p. 163.
4
2
Goodlad, The Development of a Conceptual System , P-
28.
4 3 Ibid.
,
p. 14
.
4 4 Ibid
.
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•No matter how carefully any rational is set forthhuman frailty will prevail to some degree--in con-
structing the rationale itself as well as in fol-lowing it in curriculum planning. 45
Figure 4 on the next page illustrates the salient elements
of Goodlad's curriculum design and the organization of those
elements
.
The Classical Design
The aforementioned curriculum theorists' designs
(Bobbitt, Tyler, Taba, Goodlad) contain some common assump-
tions and elements which can be pointed out at this time.
The common assumptions are these:
•curriculum should be developed in a logical,
scientific manner
•the school should define its tasks in relation to edu-
cational purposes and as distinct from other societal
operations
•"knowledge" is defined and advanced by the
(scientific) study of phenomena
•the subjects, or content, of the curriculum
will be ordered around (scientific) disciplines.
The elements commonly described by the aforementioned theor-
ists are:
•bodies of knowledge from which objectives may be
derived, data sources (and in Taba, criteria)
•objectives
•learning activities, experiences or opportunities
• organization
•evaluation (or, in Bobbitt's case, remediation).
By far the most important commonality among these
four classical theorists which bears upon the development of
4 5 Ibid.
,
p. 26
.
Figure 4. Elements and Organization of
the Curriculum as Described by John Goodlad 46
46 This figure is as it appears in John Goodlad, The
Development of a Conceptual System for Dealing in Problems
of Curriculum and Instruction (Los Angeles: UCLA and The
Institute for the Development of Educational Activities,
1966), p. 65, under the title "Substantive Decisions and
Derivations in a Conceptual System for Curriculum."
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multicultural curriculum, is their unfailing articulation
of the need for intergroup understanding versus their per-
sistent refusal to see scientific processes in cultural
perspective. For example, Bobbitt provides this stimulat-
ing description of the need for intergroup understanding to
be taught in schools:
Good moral conduct is that which increases the
total sum of human welfare.
. . .It is rooted in
large-group sympathies, love of human-kind, large-
group vision, attitudes, valuations and tendencies
to behavior. Whatever will produce and intensify
large-group consciousness and expand social intel-
ligence will develop high moral character.
Bad moral conduct is that which increases the
total sum of human woe. One of its basic condi-
tions is an ignorance of the things required for
human welfare. A second is small-group conscious-
ness . . . 47
And further: "It must be kept in mind in considering meth-
ods that knowledge is not the most fundamental thing aimed
at; but rather social attitudes and valuations. For these,
it is living experience, not memorizing experience, that
is the all-important thing." 48 He then goes on in his next
volume, six years later, to define specific objectives for
schools such as: "Choosing the decorations of rooms ... so
that the whole will comply with the principles of household
design," "Control of dust," or "Using a thermometer in food
preparation," (this latter, for women only). 49 While these
objectives are clearly outrageous examples drawn from his
peripheral section on "unspecialized practical activities,
4 7Bobbitt
,
The Curriculum , p. 165.
48 Ibid.
,
p. 162
.
49 These objectives may be found on pp. 188, 189, 196,
respectively in Franklin Bobbitt's, How to Make a Curriculum
New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1924).
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the contradiction between intergroup understanding and
"right behavior" comes to focus. The contradiction is
evident again in this passage on education in the natural
sciences
:
Science in the general training should give abalanced vision and understanding of the real-ities [emphasis added], near and remote, with
which man is surrounded. All of the sciences
should therefore find their proper place in the
training of each individual. 50
In a like manner, Tyler fails to notice this con-
tradiction. He dwells on health practices and nutrition
as examples of curricular subject matter, assuming that
the health and nutrition practices recommended by the
western medical establishment should be adopted by all. 51
Yet he is also able to articulate this early diagnosis of,
and remedy for, intercultural conflict in schools:
One common tendency in certain communities
has tended to break down rather than develop
social attitudes; that is, a failure to con-
sider the nature of the social structure out-
side the school and the assumption that the
points of view of the middle class old American
teachers were the desirable points of view even
though they may be sharply in conflict with the
social environment provided by various family
and ethnic groups, and social class groups in
the community. By strengthening the positive
social attitudes in the community and making
the school consistent with them rather than
arbitrarily enforcing a particular set of views
held by a given group of teachers, it is often
5 °Bobbit
,
How to Make a Curriculum , p. 136.
51 There are numerous references in Tyler's Basic
Principles to the importance of knowing community health
standards and health practices, and integrating these into
the curriculum; apparently for the purpose of improving these.
See, for example, pp. 20-22.
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possible to get a much greater degree of unityin the environment of children and hence to in-
them
S
52
the devel°Pment of social attitudes with
Both Tyler and Taba express the assurance that it
is impossible to evaluate curriculum without clear, behavior-
ally stated objectives for student performance. 53 This
must be so for evaluation to proceed by scientific methods.
And Taba defines content in terms of scientific disciplines
in a curriculum where she says, "It is necessary to know
something about students' cultural backgrounds, motivational
patterns, and the content of their social learnings, such as
the particular meanings they bring to school. . . ," 54
Furthermore, Taba sees the academic disciplines as
being independent of the demands of the culture or the
society, and does not question the appropriateness of trans-
mitting this structure of knowledge to diverse groups. The
5
2
Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruc -
tion, p. 77.
5
3
"It is absolutely essential that they [behavioral
objectives] be defined in order to make an evaluation since
unless there is some clear conception of the sort of behavior
implied by the objectives, one has no way of telling what
kind of behavior to look for in the students in order to see
to what degree these objectives are being realized." Tyler,
Basic Principles
,
p. 11. "First, evaluation must be con-
sistent with the objectives of the curriculum." Taba,
Curriculum Development
,
p. 316. This type of cyclical logic
is typical of curriculum designs in general.
54 Taba, Curriculum Development, p. 234.
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subject matters are a vehicle for the accomplishment of
goals. The diagnosis process is used to find out where the
learners are, developmentally
,
so that the teacher can begin
teaching the subject matter at an appropriate level. In
other words, the diagnosis of students does not affect what
will be taught so much as how some pre—determined content
will be taught.
Thus Taba, like Tyler, relies on the scientific and
specifically western structure of knowledge into disciplines
to provide the content through which objectives are to be
achieved.
But neither Bobbitt, or Tyler, or Taba is as dedi-
cated to scientism 5 5 as Goodlad. It is Goodlad who says:
Human beings are less willing to be scientific about
values
,
to accept the notion that some are better
than others
,
than they are about any other area of
human behavior. To accept fully the notion that one
man's opinion is as good as another's, regardless of
circumstances and personal experiences, is to court
social disaster. 56
Goodlad and others ask: "How can the instructional program
of the school be designed to develop the individual potenti-
alities of all members of the school population within the
5
5
"Scientism . . . The theory that investigational methods
used in the natural sciences should be applied in all fields
of inquiry." The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. , 1969) , p. 1163. This
term will be used henceforth to describe the major bias in
classical curriculum designs.
56 Goodlad, Planning and Organizing for Teaching , p. 20.
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framework of a society that values both unity and diver-
sity?" 57 And Goodlad answers: "The school shoulders no
easy task in seeking to point out that not all is known or
agreed upon but that differing interpretations of reality are
not equally valid." 58 These statements express an uncommon
faith that science and western "rationality" will eventually
uncover the ultimate human values and interactions best
suited for all human beings.
The notion that strict adherence to scientific me-
thods and content may be an ethnocentric act has only re-
cently come into popularity, 5 ' 1 but this contradiction inher-
ent in curriculum designs from 1900-1965 constitutes the most
serious depreciation of their applicability to multicultural
ideals and realities. "Science or scientific explanation
may be considered as the religion of the United States" 60
57Goodlad, Planning and Organizing for Teaching
,
p. 20.
5 8 Ibid.
,
p. 12
.
59An early description of this possibility appears in
Bronislaw Malinowski, Magic, Science and Religion, and Other
Essays (New York: Doubleday, 1954). This piece was first
written in 1925, and signaled the beginning of the serious ef-
fort by social scientists to do "objective" comparative analy-
ses of cultural and social processes.
60 M.arion Lundy Dobbert in an essay on "Education,
Schools and Cultural Mapping," in George D. Spindler , Educa -
tion and Cultural Process (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Win-
ston^ 1974 ) , p"I 212 .
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and it is preached and youth are initiated into it in all of
our public schools and colleges. 6 i Science does not of neces-
sity create balanced vision, and the insistence on utilizing
scientific methods, processes and content excludes other
forms of understanding from the repertoire of the graduate. 62
Perhaps the onset of the comparative mode of thinking
stimulated thinkers in curriculum to seek alternative methods
of expressing curriculum theory, ones not bound by the scien-
tific view or vocabulary. For during the 1960's, a change
can be seen in the way in which curriculum theorists describe
their designs. Freire, Schwab, and Walker will be examined
here, for they epitomize the new trend in curriculum theory,
a trend which focuses on the discrepancy between the real and
ideal, while attempting to fuse process and product through
educational methods such as deliberation.
First in this new strain of curriculum theory is the
work of Paulo Freire, the only theorist reviewed herein whose
61
"I see the function of education at the elementary
level as providing the basic framework of the scientific view-
point. . . .Elementary education creates the necessary, society-
supporting, common world view and does it in such a way that
its production is not left to chance. . .1 see secondary edu-
cation as imparting further scientific information in order to
create a group of specialists
—
particularly clerical workers
and skilled workers or foremen. . . .1 maintain that the uni-
versities began as religious institutions and still are reli-
gious institutions charged with the advancement and preserva-
tion of a basic world view." Ibid., pp. 213-16.
62 (. . .or at least limits the exploration of phenomena
to those which can be explained in a quasi-scientific way. An
example of this is parapsychology, which in scientific view
consists of that which psychologists are studying but do not
yet understand. It is not even considered that psychologists,
because of their very view of phenomena, may never understand
those things they call parapsychological phenomena. "The
67
work is done outside of the United States. His work, how-
ever, has an impact on curricular thinking in this country.
Paulo Freire
Paulo Freire 1 s educational design was developed pri-
marilY f°r adult literacy training among the oppressed clas-
ses and cultures of Latin America. And to potential users
of the model he warns that: "confrontation with our particu-
lar world has taught us that ideas coming from another part
of the world cannot simply be translated." 63 There are, how-
ever, many conceptions and methods in Freire' s educational
process that have implications for the education of diverse
cultural groups in North America.
To Freire, the purpose of education is liberation;
that is, the resolution of the dialectical relationship be-
tween oppressor and oppressed. The process for achieving this
purpose has three states: "naming" or describing the concrete
reality of the people, critical thinking in which relation-
ships are established and contradictions are explored, and
critical action intended to resolve contradictions. This is
a consciousness raising process accomplished through means of
security of the scientifically oriented person rests in his
faith in the logical nature of the universe and in his faith
in human ability to attack and overcome it in the piecemeal
fashion used in the past." Ibid., p. 214.)
63 Paulo Freire, Cultural Action for Freedom (Boston:
Harvard Educational Review and The Center for the Study of
Development and Social Change, Monograph Series #1, 1970),
p. 4 .
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dialogue among the participants. In the specific case of
adult literacy training, visual stimuli are drawn from the
cultural environment and presented at group sessions as the
basis of dialogue. The role of the teacher is as a partici-
pant or coordinator, not as a giver of information.
Liberating education consists in acts of cognition,
not transferrals of information. It is a learning
situation in which the cognizable object (far from
being the end of the cognitive act) intermediates
the cognitive actors--teacher on the one hand and
students on the other. Accordingly, the practice
of problem posing education entails at the outset
that the teacher-student contradiction be resolved
. . . Through dialogue, the teacher-of-the-students
and the students-of-the-teacher cease to exist and
a new term emerges: teacher-student with students-
teachers . . . Here, no one teaches another, nor is
anyone self taught. Men teach each other, mediated
by the world, by the cognizable objects which in
banking education are 'owned' by the teacher. 64
The educational process, then, is one of exploring the rela-
tionships between culture and individual, society and cul-
ture, society and individual, individual and environment,
and so forth. "Education as a practice of freedom . . .
denies that man is abstract, isolated, independent, and un-
attached to the world." 65 "One cannot expect positive re-
sults from an educational or political action program which
fails to respect the particular view of the world held by the
people. Such a program constitutes cultural invasion, good
intentions notwithstanding." 66
64 Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed (New York
Herder and Herder, 1972), p. 66.
6 5 Ibid.
,
p . 69
.
6
6
Ibid
. ,
p. 84
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In this design, cultural realities are the basis for
the entire educational process. The key to understanding
such a design is in understanding that Freire sees things
whole. Culture is the basis of education in this model be-
cause the culture is the immediate reality of the people.
The purpose of education is to act, and to ready people for
action in a world that is considerably larger than their cul-
ture. The outcome of education, then, is that:
Students, as they are increasingly posed with prob-
lems relating to themselves in the world and with the
world, will feel increasingly challenged and obliged
to respond to the challenge. Because they apprehend
the challenge as interrelated to other problems within
a total context, not as a theoretical question, the
resulting comprehension tends to be increasingly cri-
tical and thus constantly less alienated. Their re-
sponse to the challenge evokes new challenges, fol-
lowed by new understandings; and gradually the stu-
dents come to regard themselves as committed. 67
Freire does not express the curriculum development
process in terms of steps, but in terms of the various pro-
cesses through which educators and students must pass in order
to achieve a liberating education.
Thus, the dialogical character of education as the
practice of freedom does not begin when the teacher-
student meets with the students-teachers in a peda-
gogical situation, but rather when the former first
asks himself what he will dialogue with the latter
about. And preoccupation with the content of dia-
logue is really preoccupation with the program con-
tent of education. 68
6 7 Ibid.
,
p. 68
.
6 8 Ibid
. ,
pp. 81-82.
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The determination of what to dialogue about comes through an
exploration with the people of "both their objective situation
and their awareness of that situation
.
"68 On the basis of this
information
,
primary contradictions and "generative themes"
(such as domination) are selected for dialogue and action by
the group. The teacher-student may then develop some stimuli
or objects for focusing the dialogue, remembering that "the
start ^-n9 point for organizing the program content of educa-
tion or political action must be the present, existential,
concrete situation, reflecting the aspirations of the people." 68
Because the content of education is based on the con-
crete reality of the people, it is constantly expanding and
renewing itself. The task of the teacher is to "re-present"
the reality of the people to the people in the form of a prob-
lem. The students then dialogue to codify and classify that
reality, and to act upon it.
Throughout the curriculum development process, eval-
uation takes place in the form of participants checking their
perception of that reality with others. Realities, problems
and actions are reformulated continually through this process.
68 Ibid., p. 84.
68 Ibid., p. 85. "Some may think it inadvisable to in-
clude the people as investigators in the search for their own
meaningful thematics: that their intrusive influence (N.B.,
the 'intrusion' of those who are most interested--or ought to
be—in their own education) will 'adulterate' the findings and
thereby sacrifice the objectivity of the investigation. This
view mistakenly presupposes that themes exist, in their original
objective purity, outside men—as if themes were things . Act-
ually, themes exist in men in their relations with the world,
with reference to concrete facts." Ibid., p. 97.
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The elemental process of Freire's design are il-
lustrated in Figure 5 on the following page. His major
assumptions are reflected in the following:
•education is a continual process, carried on by
means of dialogue and characterized by actions
•students and teachers are co-equals. They have
equally legitimate visions of reality
•the purpose of education is liberation, or the
resolution of dialectics.
Joseph Schwab
Although he comes from a distinctly different back-
ground experience, Joseph Schwab proposes a curriculum model
that is similar to Freire's in many ways. Schwab believes
that the purpose of education is to look into the nature and
solution of practical problems that face us either as indi-
viduals or as a society. This purpose would be achieved
through enquiries undertaken by communities of students and
professionals. Like Freire, Schwab believes that the out-
come of education should be action, and preparation for action
(process being inseparable from product) . He further asserts
that the truly practical curriculum:
is neither deductive nor inductive. It is deliber-
ative. It cannot be inductive because the target
of the method is not a generalization or an ex-
planation, but a decision about action in a con-
crete situation. It cannot be deductive because
it deals with the concrete case and not abstrac-
tions from cases, and the concrete case cannot be
settled by mere application of a principle, for
almost every concrete case falls under two or more
principles, and is not therefore, a complete in-
stance of either case. 70
70 Joseph Schwab, "The Practical: A Language for Cur
riculum, " (Washington, DaC.:> The National Educational
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Just as there are different complexities of problems and so-
lutions, there are different levels of intensity of arts (or
methods) by which problems are attacked. Schwab identifies
three levels of problems, methods and outcomes: the Practi-
cal, the Quasi-practical and the Eclectic.
Many of the problems in education are of a very
basic nature (such as getting supplies to students or needing
to add two digit numbers)
. These problems mostly concern
single individuals, and in many cases the solution to the
problem can come from within the individual, working in con-
cert with a professional. Solutions to such problems are
sought in the ways that follow.
Arts of the Practical :
1. to know the problem, to see all its peculiarities
a. by irrelevantly scanning the problem to get all
the information possible without looking through
the "glasses" of theory and
b. by finding those aspects of the problem that
are not explained by any theory . . .
2. by brainstorming or gaining, spontaneous insights into
the problem
3. by problemation or assigning various meanings to the
details, and grouping these in different ways to shape
different formulations of the problem
4. weighing the alternative forms and choosing one to
follow further
5. generating alternative possible solutions
Association Center for the Study of Instruction, 1970), p. 36
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6. tracing alternative solutions to their logical
consequences, weighing, and choosing one to followthrough
7. reflection on when deliberation should be termin-
ated and action begun. 71
Problems that involve non-homogeneous groups of people,
or whose solutions will affect a variety of circumstances are
Quasi-practical in nature. Decisions on Quasi-practical prob-
lems (such as curricular content for a multicultural class)
are not as easy to make, or as likely to be as wise as the
decisions on purely practical problems. Solutions are sought
in the following ways:
Arts of the Quasi-practical :
1.-7. above plus
8. inclusion of members of all those groups affected in
the deliberating body and
9. specifications of decisions (solutions) in such a way
that they qualify under varying circumstances. Since
the group is heterogeneous, it is assumed that the
decisions of the group will function in different
settings. It is the obligation of the deliberating
group to take into account all those circumstances. 72
Even more complex problems require deliberation on
the level of the Eclectic, which allows theory to be brought
to bear on the problem under focus. Schwab thinks of the
Eclectic as "building bridges" between theories in order to
71 Ibid., pp. 4-5. While Schwab
arts of the practical, quasi-practical,
form, his detailed discussions of these
same lines.
does not present the
or eclectic in this
arts proceed along the
7 2 Ibid
. ,
pp . 6-10
.
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make them applicable to practical problems. The outcome of
deliberation on the level of the Eclectic would not be a
single solution, but a plurality of decisions.
I submit, that a defensible curriculum or plan of
curriculum must be one which somehow takes account
of all the sub-subjects which pertain to man. It
cannot take only one and ignore the others: it
cannot even take account of many of them and ignore
one . . . various 'things' (individuals, societies,
cultures, patterns of enquiry, structures of know-
ledge or of enquiries, apperceptive masses, problem
solving)
,
though discriminable as separate subjects
of differing enquiries, are nevertheless parts or af-
fectors of one another or coactors ... In practice
they constitute one complex organic agency. Hence,
a focus on one not only ignores the others but
vitiates the quality and completeness with which the
selected one is viewed. It is equally clear, however,
that there is not, and will not be in the forseeable
future, one theory of the complex whole which is
other than a collection of unusable generalities. 73
Arts of the Eclectic :
1. Conspectus, in which a variety of different theories
are presented by people partial to the theories,
which will only be effective if:
a. preceded by a discussion of enquiry, the exist-
ence of pluralities of theory, and the origins
of such
b. each theory is presented along with the biases
inherent in adopting its principles
c. each theory is presented along with an actual
account of a concrete enquiry from which it arose
and which limits its scope
d. presentations are followed by the making of a
"map" to show how theories are related to one
another
e. followed by conjoint critical analysis.
2. Polyfocal Conspectus, in which a series of theories
are mastered and then used to look at instances of
their own subject matter.
7 3 Ibid.
,
p. 23
.
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(First Cycle) : to master a single theory, observe
a practical situation and try to
explain it in terms of the theory
. . . then to notice things in the
situation which are outside the pur-
vue of the theory
(Cumulative Cycles): in which second (third, etc.)
theory is mastered and then used to
analyze a situation, shortcomings of
the theory are noted, and when all
influence of the first theory is eli-
minated, the original observation is
done again. The two theories are com-
pared for the clarity of their views,
their usefulness to the situation, and
so forth. 74
Because Schwab does not separate means from ends, pro-
cess from product, his recently defined curriculum development
process is much the same as the educational methods just out-
lined. It is a process in which representatives of the four
"commonplaces" in education (learner, teacher, mileau, sub-
ject matter) deliberate in a group coordinated by a curriculum
specialist, using the arts of the eclectic to arrive at a col-
laborative and practical plan of curriculum for the school
or class in question. 75 Schwab stresses that each of the
five bodies of experience (learner, teacher, mileau, subject
matter, curriculum) are equally necessary to curricular deli-
berations, and that the responses and recommendations of each
74 Joseph Schwab, "The Practical: Arts of Eclectic,"
in School Review , (August, 1971), Vol. 79 No. 4, pp. 493-542 .
This is the barest outline of an extremely sophisticated pro
cess discussed with examples throughout.
7
5
Joseph Schwab, "The Practical 3: Translation Into
Curriculum," in School Review , see especially pp. 518 522,
Vol. 81 No. 4 (August 1973).
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representative must be considered with equal understanding
and respect. 76
Thus the steps in Schwab's curriculum development
process would proceed in the following way. Representatives
of the learners, the teachers, the mileau, the subject mat-
ters and curriculum theory would meet to develop the educa-
tional problems to be confronted through the curriculum.
Then, depending on whether the problems were on the practical,
the quasi-practical or the eclectic level, appropriate
problemation
,
deliberation and specification of decisions
would ensue. Decisions would be made regarding each problem
addressed, and action would be taken, resulting in educa-
tional outcomes, which in turn might present new educational
problems
.
The assumptions underlying this process are:
•different levels of educational problems require different
decision-making processes
•students must learn to make decisions by all these
methods
•subject matter is a resource for decision making
rather than a set of "truths" to be taught
•community involvement at all levels of curricular
decision making is desirable
•there are no "right" answers, only answers that are
most appropriate for the time and conditions.
The elements and organization of the curriculum as described
by Schwab are outlined on the next page.
7 6 Ibid
. ,
pp. 501-505 .
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Figure 6. Elements and Organization of the
Curriculum as Described by Joseph Schwab
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Decker Walker
Decker Walker's short paper on curriculum develop-
ment 77 is a further attempt to make curriculum theory re-
flect the practical in education. Like Schwab, Walker takes
the view that popular curriculum theory, characterized by
the classical model, does not sufficiently account for
practical realities. 78 His primary argument with the clas-
sical model is in its emphasis on objectives.
In the classical model objectives are essential,
since without objectives learning experiences can-
not be rationally selected and assessed. In the
naturalistic model, on the other hand, objectives
are only one means among others for guiding our
search for better educational programs. 79
Walker's curriculum design consists of three elements:
"the curriculum's platform
,
its des ign and the deliberation
associated with it." 80 The relationships among these elements
is shown in Figure 7 on the following page. The platform of
the curriculum is the sum of the beliefs and values that the
curriculum developer brings to the curriculum development
7
7
Decker F. Walker, "The Process of Curriculum Devel-
opment: A Naturalistic Model," School Review , Vol., 80,
No. 1 (November, 1971), pp. 51-65.
78 (The Classical model) "has undergone fifty years of
continuous development and use. It has facilitated the system-
atic study of education, and it has served as the basis for a
respectable and growing educational technology. For all its
successes, however, the classical model seems not to have
represented very well the most characteristic features of
traditional educational practice." Ibid., p. 1 (These page
numbers taken from the final draft by the author.) .
7 9 Ibid.
,
p . 9
.
80 Ibid.
,
p. 2
80
Figure 7. Elements and Organization of the
Curriculum as Described by Decker Walker
81
81 This figure appears over the title "A Schematic
Diagram of the Main Components of the Naturalistic Model
in Decker Walker's "The Process of Curriculum Development.
A Natu^Ustic Model,” School Review , Vol. 80, No . 1 (November
,
1971>
’ Sub-components of the major elements have been added
here for clarification.
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process. These values and beliefs may take the form of
conceptions, theories, aims, images or procedures that the
curriculum developer views favorably. in addition to this
platform, data may be sought to substantiate decisions made
by the developer.
Deliberation is the process by which curriculum
decisions are made and justified.® 2 This might involve
only one person, mulling over the platform and the data,
or it might involve a curriculum development group. Walker
never makes explicit who this group is, nor does he define
who makes curricular decisions. 83 "The main operations in
deliberation are formulating decision points, devising alter -
native choices at these decision points, considering arguments
for and against . . . and finally, choosing the most defens-
ible alternative subject to acknowledged restraints." 84
82 Here, Walker has used Schwab's definition of deli-
beration. "(Deliberation) . . . treats both ends and means
and must treat them as mutually determining one another. It
must try to identify, with respect to both, what facts may be
relevant. It must try to ascertain the relevant facts in the
concrete case. It must try to identify the disiderata in the
case. It must generate alternative solutions. It must take
every effort to trace the branching pathways of conseguences
which may flow from each alternative and affect disiderata.
It must then weigh alternatives and their costs and conse-
quences against one another, and chose, not the right alter-
native, for there is_ no such thing, but the best one." Ibid.
P* 2-3.
8
3
"This model is primarily descriptive whereas the
classical model is prescriptive." Ibid., p. 9.
84 Ibid.
,
p. 5
.
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This process may be cut short by the application of prece-
dent to a new decision. In this way, policy affects the
design of the curriculum.
The curriculum's design, then, is the sum series of
all the decisions, or choices made, both explicitly and im-
plicitly (conscious-deliberate and unconscious-automatic)
.
Walker compares the design of the curriculum with the de-
sign of a car: the design is a set of specifications which
,
when reproduced as decisions, can replicate the curriculum. 8
5
And here "the theoretically interesting output of the curri-
culum development process is not a collection of objects,
not a list of objectives, not a set of learning experiences,
but a set of design decisions." 86
The naturalistic model of curriculum development is
based on these primary assumptions:
•a model of curriculum development frankly based
on practice should illuminate novel facets of the
curriculum development process, correct miscon-
ceptions about that process, and enable us to under-
stand both the failures and successes of the classi-
cal model
.
8 7
•in most cases when teachers or subjects matter
specialists work at curriculum development the
objectives they formulate are either a diversion
from their work or an appendix to it, not an
integral part of it. 88
8
5
"A curriculum's design, like an automobile's design,
is the set of abstract relationships embodied in the
designed
object." Ibid., p. 3.
86 Ibid.
,
p. 5
.
8 7 Ibid.
,
p . 2
8
8
Ibid.
,
p. 1
.
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•the animating principle in curriculum deliberation
is the desire for defensibility
,
for justifiability
of the decisions. 89
Walker's naturalistic model of curriculum development is not
as refined as the others that have been here discussed, hence
many of the thoughts that have been presented here are tan-
talizing but incomplete.
The Socio-Cultural Design
Certain common elements and assumptions pervade these
last three curriculum designs (those of Freire, Schwab, and
Walker). The pervading assumptions are:
•curriculum is a process
,
rather than a product of
a process
•the traditional means-ends approach to curriculum
(characteristic of the classical design) does not
sufficiently reflect the way things actually happen
in education
•curriculum theory must necessarily reflect the natural
interactive processes in society
•subjects or content are auxiliary to curriculum
development, not an integral part of it.
The common elements are:
•deliberation
•decisions (in Freire and Schwab, these require action)
• outcomes
In addition, the Freire and Schwab designs have some
similarities which should be explored separately. One of
these similarities is that both designs eminate from problems
of a practical nature. Further, it is noticeably clear in
8 9 Ibid.
,
p . 5
.
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comparing Figures 5 and 6 that the two designs assume dif-
ferent levels of involvement with the content of curriculum.
To Freire, the three levels are naming, critical thinking to
develop commitment, and critical action. Schwab's design
assumes that in some cases (the practical)
,
naming the prob-
lem is sufficient to stimulate action toward its solution.
In other cases, critical thinking and commitment are required
(the quasi-practical ) . In the most complex cases (the eclec-
tic)
,
deliberation over alternative solutions and the intro-
duction of additional information is necessary to the solution
of the problem. The three levels of involvement with curri-
culum (for developers and receivers) are equivalent in Freire'
s
and Schwab's designs.
Another similarity of the Freire and Schwab designs
is their attention to cultural realities in the educational
environment. Freire identifies these realities as cultural.
Schwab refers to them as the mileau.
Freire 's design emerges from the political and econ-
omic imperatives of the society and the world. At the same
time he stresses respect for the traditional cultural values
which have equally legitimate bases in reality. Nowhere does
he prescribe subject matters or content that must be taught.
Instead, content is drawn from the cultural context in the
form of practical situations, problems and action. This
im-
plies that education should be responsive to the cultural
needs of the students. There is a hope that engaging
in dia-
logue (real, reciprocal communication) will contribute
to a
respect for other cultural ways as well.
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The cultural implications of Schwab's design are
similar. The school community (the parents) are to be in-
volved in curriculum development at all stages. Academic
disciplines are curricular resources
, and are not to be pre-
sented as closed sets of truths. Alternative ways of scan-
ning practical problems are ensured. No practical solution
is considered "right" until extensive deliberation has taken
place, and then only in its situational context. For these
reasons, Schwab's curriculum design offers avenues by which
the curriculum might be geared to the cultural needs of the
students, and to helping the students become non- judgmental
about other cultural ways
.
Summary of the Review of Literature
on Curriculum Designs
Bobbitt's curriculum theory was based on the needs of
the time as he saw them. His primary rationale for a new
method of creating curriculum was that the schools had been
living in the past, using 18th century methods of thinking.
While he admitted that "In details it has been improved. In
fundamentals it is not greatly different. A program never
designed for the present day has been inherited."
90 And
further,
Any inherited system, good for its time, when held
to after its day, hampers social progress. It is
not enough that the system, fundamentally unchanged
90 Bobbitt, The Curriculum, p. iii.
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in plan or purpose, be improved in details. . . .
yet to do the nineteenth-century task better than
it was then done is not necessarily to do the
twentieth-century task . 91
Bobbitt's admonition is well taken. In the same way
that the scientific method revolutionized curriculum develop-
ment in the early part of this century, new ways of planning
may emerge from the work of the socio-cultural theorists to
revolutionize the curriculum approaching the year two thou-
sand. This review of the literature on curriculum designs
was the first building block used in this study to generate
assumptions and elements for a multicultural curriculum de-
sign.
To briefly summarize the state of theory on curricu-
lum designs: there are extant at least two directions in
curriculum. One stems from the work of Bobbitt, Tyler, Taba
and Goodlad, and can be called the classical method of curri-
culum development. The general assumptions embodied in this
approach are that knowledge is defined and advanced by the
scientific study of phenomena, that curriculum should be de-
veloped in a logical or scientific manner, that schools should
define their task in relation to educational purposes as dis-
tinct from other societal operations, and that the subjects
or content of the curriculum will be ordered around scientific
disciplines. The salient elements of the classical design
9
1
Ibid.
,
p. iii.
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are data sources, objectives, learning opportunities, or-
ganization and evaluation.
The second and more recent direction in curriculum
is the socio-cultural approach, characterized by the work of
Freire, Schwab and Walker. The pervading assumptions of this
approach are that the classical design does not sufficiently
reflect the way things actually happen in education, that
curriculum theory must necessarily reflect the natural inter-
active processes in society, that curriculum is a process
rather than a product, and that subjects or content are
auxiliary to curriculum development. Its common elements are
deliberation, decisions and outcomes.
The similarities and differences among individual
theorists have been previously discussed. All of the theor-
ists reviewed here were classified as either classical or
socio-cultural on the basis of similarities among their as-
sumptions and elements, and for the convenience of carrying
these features forward to the multicultural curriculum design.
There is one exception, however, that needs to be addressed
here
.
Walker's naturalistic curriculum design is in some
ways a synthesis of the socio-cultural designs of Freire and
Schwab, with the classical designs of Bobbitt, Tyler, Taba
and Goodlad . Like the classical ones Walker's design
has a
temporal element. That is, the curriculum process has a
beginning and an end. For Walker, the beginning is
the
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platform and the end is the design. In the classical de-
sign, the beginning is the determination of objectives and
the end is evaluation . 92 In the socio-cultural designs of
Freire and Schwab, curriculum development and curriculum
implementation are on-going in response to practical prob-
lems that arise.
The reason for this basic difference between the
classical designs and the socio-cultural designs may be
this: socio-cultural designs make explicit the purpose of
education . Freire claims that the purpose of education is
liberation, and Schwab says it is the resolution of problems.
Both of these purposes are on-going, and may never be ac-
complished. This implies that education is on-going and is
never "accomplished" or finished.
Classical designs do not articulate the purpose of
education
,
but call for the curriculum developer to make
these explicit. Of course, each individual theorist's opin-
ion on the purpose of education may be found by examining
92Walker does not see this likeness. He describes his
model as "basically a temporal one: it postulates a beginning
(the platform) , an end (the design) , and a process (deliber-
ation) by means of which the beginning progresses to the end.
In contrast, the classical model is a means-end model: it
postulates a desired end (the objective) , a means for attain-
ing this end (the learning experience) , and a process (eval
uation) for determining whether the means does indeed bring
about the end." Walker, p. .The contrast here, however,
is not one of the temporality vs. non-temporality , but of the
operational definition of who is doing what and at what time.
The classical design is prescriptive of who should be doing
what in sequence and at what time, and Walker s design
is
descriptive of what is being done in what sequence and a
what time.
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their assumptions or educational philosophy, but the classi-
cal theorists tend to think that their personal beliefs about
the purpose of education are separate from the curriculum
development process they prescribe. This is in keeping with
the scientific view that objectivity can be obtained through
the faithful use of methodological procedures. In this
aspect. Walker's design is more like the socio-cultural
ones, in that he believes that decisions need not be (and
in fact, are not) justified on rational or logical bases,
but are derived from the platform of the individual or group
decision maker.
All of the curriculum designs, whether socio-cul-
tural or classical, have certain similarities at the concep-
tual level. All of them describe a way of determining what
is educationally desirable. In the classical approach, this
is done by examining selected data sources such as the learn-
ers, the subject matters, values or social needs, and deriv-
ing objectives. In the socio-cultural mode, the context
(culture or mileau) of education would be explored to dis-
cover problems that need resolution. The resolution of the
problem becomes the desirable. Further, Walker would iden-
tify desirables by asking questions about the platform of
the curriculum.
Each of the curriculum designs also describes a way
of doing educational things . The method in socio-cultural
curriculum is dialogue, or reciprocal interaction among the
involved parties, around the problem being resolved.
90
Classical curriculum designs prescribe the development of
learning activities or opportunities which are directly
related to the educational desirables.
Finally, all curriculum designs describe a way of
defining what occurs in the process . In the classical ap-
proach, this is done by means of evaluation in relation to
the objectives. In socio-cultural designs, this is a reflec-
tive process which examines the outcomes of particular ac-
tions in relation to the context and problems of education.
These conceptual similarities of curriculum designs
suggest that a design for developing multicultural curricu-
lum should also describe a way of determining what is edu-
cationally desirable, a way of doing educational things,
and a way of defining what occurs during the process. Fur-
ther, individual designs for developing curriculum reflect
a continuity among these three elements, and they show how
the elements work to reinforce each other.
The commonalities among all curriculum designs, as
well as the assumptions and elements of curriculum from the
two different approaches, will be carried forward for review
against criteria generated from educational anthropology and
multicultural educators in Chapter VII. As a conclusion to
the review of literature on curriculum designs, these common-
alities are displayed in Figure 8 on the next page.
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Bobbitt Tyler Taba Goodlad
Classical
Common assumptions :
curriculum dev. in logical, sci.
manner
school define its tasks in relation
to ed. purposes as distinct from
other societal operations
knowledge is defined and advanced
by sci. investigation
subjects or content of curr . will
be ordered around sci. disciplines
I'
~
Common elements :
data sources
objectives
learning activities or opportunities
organization
evaluation
Freire Schwab Walker\ i /
Socio-Cultural
Common assumptions :
curr. is process rather than
product
traditional means-ends approach
(classical) does not sufficiently
reflect actual happenings
curriculum theory must reflect
the natural interaction processes
subjects or content are auxiliary
to curriculum development
Common e 1emen ts :
problems
deliberation
decisions
outcomes
All Curriculum Designs:
way of describing desirables
way of doing educational things
way of defining what occurs
continuity and dynamics
Figure 8 : Common Assumptions and Elements of the
Two Types of Curriculum Designs
CHAPTER IV
REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Introduction
By way of an introduction to educational anthro-
pology
, consider this incident from the personal memoirs
of the investigator :
Mrs. Chamberlain assigned the first exercise in
the "Dick and Jane" workbook. She told us to
locate the faces of Dick, Jane, Sally, Spot and
Puff hidden in the bushes and to circle them.
I had just begun the lesson when I noticed that
Mario, who sat across the aisle, wasn't working
on the task. Since I knew we didn't speak the
same language, and I must have inferred that he
hadn't understood the directions. So I responded
to his inquiring look by holding up my workbook,
pointing to a face and circling it. He under-
stood and turned back to work in his book. Mrs.
Chamberlain saw things differently. She came
down the aisle with a paddle from a bolo game
which she used on our bottoms for "cheating."
I went home in tears.
I was late to school many mornings that term,
even though I was repeatedly sent to the princi-
pal's office and was disciplined by my parents.
I would wake up in the morning feeling sick and
would get ready for school only after all my
attempts to be allowed to stay home were frus-
trated. The policewoman always waited for me
at the corner where I crossed the highway to
school. She knew that I would be coming along
sooner or later.
I was a straight A student that year. I don't
know what happened to Mario, who spoke only
Spanish. I remember that I invited him to my
birthday party, and that he didn't come. The
next year he was gone.
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Some curriculum theorists would refer to the circumstances
and consequences of this incident as the "unintended" or
hidden curriculum. 1 Schwab would consider it part of
the mileau' of the curriculum. The recognition of the
impact of these circumstances on learning is in large part
due to the various social science perspectives which allow
educators to identify the unintended forces bearing on
education, and to see the interrelationships among pheno-
mena that occur in schools . The social sciences have shown
that language, values and environmental press all have
their effects: history, psychology, sociology and anthro-
pology each having their unique perspective on how learning
settings affect learning. Educational anthropology is
here examined because it offers a cultural analysis of ed-
ucational environments which may point out imperatives for
multicultural curriculum development.
Because formal and informal education characterize
the cultural transmission process, anthropologists have shown
interest in education since the first development of the
field. But educational anthropology as a specific sub-
field is a recent addition. Spindler dates the first review
of anthropologists’ work in education in 1955. Even though
that review signaled professional recognition of educational
anthropology, interest and resources did not really develop
1 See Robert L. Sinclair, "Through the Eyes of Child-
ren: An Inquiry Into Elementary School Environments" (Bed-
ford, Mass.: Bureau of Curriculum Services Title III ESEA
Mass. Dept, of Education and Institute for Educational Ser
vices, Inc., July, 1973).
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until the 1960 s. 2 in 1961, Brameld expressed this hopeful
vision of the field:
The implications for all levels of instruction
may ultimately cause revolutionary changes in
curriculum.
.
As educational-anthropological studies
concerned with the many ramifications of American
education as a cultural process begin to attractthe attention of educators, the need for revisions
? concePtual framework of curriculum planningwill become increasingly evident.
3
The purpose of Chapter IV is to review the field of
educational anthropology to discover the contributions it
can make to the development of multicultural curriculum.
Other reviewers have organized their thoughts about educa-
tional anthropology in varied ways. Nash 1* uses authors.
Spindler 5 explores anthropology as a foundation, a resource
and a research methodology for education. Brameld 6 treats
four concepts from anthropology: cultural reality, process,
2 George D. Spindler, "Anthropology and Education:
An Overview," George D. Spindler (ed.), Education and Culture :
Anthropological Approaches (New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1963), p. 53.
3 Theodore Brameld and Edward B. Sullivan, "Anthropol-
ogy and Education," Review of Educational Research
,
V. 30 N. 1
(February 1961), p. 75. In combination with compelling social
and political movements in the 1960's, this has become true.
4 Robert J. Nash, "The Convergence of Anthropology and
Education," George D. Spindler (ed. ) , Education and Cultural
Process : Toward An Anthropology of Education (New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1974), pp. 5-25.
5 Idem, "Anthropology and Education: An Overview."
6 Theodore Brameld, "The Meeting of Educational and
Anthropological Theory," George D. Spindler (ed.), Education
and Culture (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963) pp.
84-114. Brameld has also done another review of educational
anthropology which is organized similarly to Wolcott's;
Theodore Brameld and Edward Sullivan "Anthropology and Educa-
tion," Review of Educational Research , V. 31 N. 1 (Washington,
D.C.: American Educational Research Association, February
1961), pp. 70-79.
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values and integration. Wolcott 7 describes education as
an enculturation and acculturation process, and reports
anthropological research on teacher education and curri-
culum materials.
This review is organized around four questions.
(1) What is the educational anthropological Perspective?
By exploring this perspective in detail, the assumptions
educational anthropologists use in analyzing schools will
become apparent. (2) How and why are the content and con-
cepts of anthropology used in schools? These purposes and
methods will make clear further assumptions. (3) How are
anthropological research methodologies useful in studying
schooling ? By investigating schooling from a cultural
perspective, previously unrevealed elements of the curri-
culum may be seen. Further, the holistic approach to re-
search may prove useful in organizing multicultural curri-
culum. Finally, (4) What educational practices do educa-
tional anthropologists recommend? This last section should
lead to further elements of a multicultural curriculum that
need be considered.
The Educational Anthropological Perspective
Anthropology, as seen by anthropologists, is an
integrative discipline. Its name literally means the study
7 Harry F. Wolcott, "Anthropology and Education,"
Review of Educational Research , V. 37 N. 1 (Washington, D.C
The American Educational Research Association, February
1967), pp. 82-95.
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of man
,
and its key concept is that of culture. "Culture
. . . is a traditionally patterned, shared system of be-
liefs about reality that reassures the individual that life
is worthwhile, that he knows the truth, and that by follow-
incj the truth as he knows it he will be protected by his
group and by his gods."® A culture, then, is intangible;
but cultures are affected by every manner of tangible force
such as geography, environment, language or technology.
Anthropologists utilize any tangible source in an attempt
to describe the intangible system of beliefs, values and
world view which are the culture. Because anthropology uses
many scientific and non-scientif ic sources and methods,
Margaret Mead has described anthropology as an uncommitted
discipline: a humanity, a biological science, an historical
discipline, a social science and an art. 9 The nature of
anthropology is integrative and holistic.
Educational anthropology is an "applied" social
science in which anthropological perspectives and methods
are applied to education. Most writers in the field identify
two aspects of this application: the use of anthropology as
content for education and a context for the curriculum, and
the use of anthropological field methods to study education.
10
8 George D. Spindler, "Current Anthropology," George
D. Spindler (ed.), Education and Culture: Anthropological
Approaches (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1963) p. 30.
9Margaret Mead, "Anthropology and Education for the
Future," George D. Spindler (ed.), Education and Cul turej_
Anthropological Approaches (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston
1963)
,
p. 380.
1 °Mead, Brameld, Spindler and Wolcott all describe
these two aspects of educational anthropology.
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Both of these functions will be explored further in later
sections
.
Educational anthropological studies are guided by
certain organizing concepts of anthropology. (These are
cultural relativity and cultural pluralism, enculturation
,
acculturation and assimilation, role and status, values,
and holism.) The anthropological concept of cultural rela -
tivity holds that:
People everywhere behave in accordance with pat-
terns which they have learned in the process of
growing up in a society and which make sense to
them as an overall pattern for living. Whatever
a person in one tradition may think or feel about
the efficiency or sensibleness of another people's
customs
,
to those who practice them they are right
and good behaviors. They are so because they have
been held up as proper by parents and other re-
spected persons from childhood. They are so because
they have been learned slowly and painfully through
the years
.
1
1
In other words, each culture has its own unique history,
traditions and so forth, that are a legitimate reality to
the members of that culture? and cultures must be examined
with respect to their internal consistency and integrity,
rather than as juxtaposed against some other culture.
A concomitant concept with cultural relativity, is
a value position often taken by anthropologists, that is,
cultural pluralism . Cultural pluralism is the state of
many, coequal cultures existing in the same society, at the
same time, and with equal legal, economic, social and
i
l Edward Spicer , Human Problems in Technological
Change (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1952), p. 286
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political status. In this sense, it is an ideal which
anthropologists and others pursue. References in the edu-
cational anthropology literature to the "pluralistic society"
imply this ideal. The concepts of cultural relativity and
cultural pluralism create methods of investigating cultures
or social units (such as schools) as discrete systems whose
shared patterns of traditions, beliefs and values are real
and legitimate to the participants; and judgments about these
systems must be made in relation to the internal and external
consistency of the system, rather than as they conform to
external expectations. This is the holistic approach to
studying culture
.
Educational anthropologists look for the workings of
certain processes in their studies of schools. They examine
the enculturation of individuals, or "the process of learn-
ing a culture in all its uniqueness and particularity." 12
Enculturation is the process through which a born or native
member of a culture learns the traditions, values and beliefs
of the culture. In contrast, acculturation is the process
through which a person acquires a second culture, through
education, social interaction and the like. 13
12 Margaret Mead, "Socialization and Enculturation,"
Current Anthropology , Vol. 4 No. 2 (1963), p. 187.
13 Ruth Landes, in her Culture in American Education :
Anthropological Approaches to Minority and Dominant Groups—in
the Schools (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1965), p^
57
,
p5tl it this way: (footnote 1.) "'Acculturation' labels
the new learnings by alien individuals and groups about the
strange society they enter. Thus, an acculturated foreigner
is one who has learned to behave 'correctly,' measured by
the standards of the new society receiving him. Anthropolo
gists also think of acculturation as 'culture contact.
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Since the traditions, values and beliefs of the
dominant white middle and upper classes are those primarily
reflected in the school curriculum, most minority culture
children in the United States go through an early encul-
turation process into their culture at home, and then later
go through an acculturation process to the white middle
class culture at school. Assimilation is the motivating
source behind efforts to acculturate minority cultures to
the white middle and upper class culture in United States
schools. Assimilation is the active policy of absorbing
minority cultures into the majority to avoid conflict in
traditions, beliefs and values. Of course as long as phys-
ical differences remain (i.e., race, sex, age), assimilation
cannot be complete. Despite this fundamental difficulty,
assimilative techniques have been a major preference in
solutions to cultural conflict in the U.S., as exhibited in
this statement:
The Indian must conform to the White Man's ways,
peaceably, if they will, forcibly if they must.
They must adjust themselves to their environment
and conform their mode of living, substantially,
to our civilization. This civilization may not
be the best possible, but it is the best the
Indian can get. They cannot escape it, and must
either conform to it or be crushed by it. 14
The social learnings of a native-born, however, are labeled
' enculturation , ' meaning that the ancestral culture is 'built
into' the native from birth. The sociological term 'assi-
milation' stresses the host society's acceptance of the
acculturated foreigner, who has learned correct behavior.
1 4 58th Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs, Department of the Interior, Government of the United
States, October 1, 1889.
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Educational anthropologists also search in schools for
shared systems of tradition
, beliefs and values that may
describe the culture or subcultures of the school. They
will also describe the roles and statuses of the individuals
that belong to the various cultural groups in the school.
And they attempt to present a picture of the interaction of
forces and groups in the school, and in the school's rela-
tions to the outside community or society. A few have
specifically examined the curriculum as it relates to con-
cepts in educational anthropology. The revelations offered
from such examinations will be addressed in the next three
sections
.
It is important to note here that educational an-
thropologists are not unaware of the contradiction between
their name and their basic tenets. Anthropology meaning
the "study of man" is a scientific endeavor in which prin-
ciples, generalizations and theories about human interaction
are "discovered" and "validated." Yet many educational
anthropologists also insist that the sciences themselves are
culture bound perspectives on phenomena. They attempt to
study quite discordant conceptual systems with an "objec-
tivity" which they themselves deny exists. But they try,
anyway, to study physics and mysticism (for example) as
equally legitimate explanations of phenomena, in keeping with
the assumptions related to relativity and plurality of con
ceptual systems. The "logic" of anthropology is the order
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of the continuous cultural system as it meets and copes with
the demands of the environment.
Anthropologists look into the future toward a re-
solution of this contradiction and (can only) envision a
post-scientific age where the rational contributions of
western science will be fused with other unknown conceptual
systems into a new state of awareness regarding the universe
Shunk and Goldstein call for:
increased consciousness of consciousness itself--
for sensibility of the culture bounds of the
scientific frame of reference. Perhaps alternate
frames of reference are possible. Perhaps the
particular sort of consciousness which accounts
for man's culture-making capacity is not his
highest achievement but his present pigeonhole.
An exercise into the potential future hindsight
of a few hundred or a thousand years removed may
do contemporary man no harm. 15
And more specifically, Mead suggests that:
The old calculus of gain and loss is replaced by
negative entropy in which concentrations of infor-
mation reverse the trend toward disorganization.
This is the path man has to take if he is both to
use and to escape from his previous scientific in-
sights . 1 6
So besides reflecting concepts from anthropology developed
through the study of culture, a multicultural curriculum
might also reflect the very culturality and temporality of
science; and in seeking to define its own conceptual system
forge new frames of reference applicable to other pursuits
as well.
1
5
William R. Shunk and Bernice Z. Goldstein, "An-
thropology and Education," Review of Educational Research ,
Vol. 34 No. 1 (Washington, D.C. : The American Educational
Research Association, February 1964), p. 81.
16Margaret Mead, Culture and Commitment: A Study
of the Generation Gap (Garden City, New York: Natural
Anthropology as Content and
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Context for Educati on
Anthropology can serve as both a specific subject
matter or as a group of organizing concepts and principles
for the curriculum.
Taught as a subject, it strives to inculcate in
students the anthropological point of view, with its in-
terrelated concepts of culture, tradition, beliefs, values,
holism, cultural relativity, enculturat ion and so forth. 17
The major purposes of teaching anthropology at a general
level are to communicate:
(1) a sense of the wide range and variability of
human culture, (2) an appreciation of culture as
a holistic and integrated system, (3) a respect
for other ways of life and an understanding of
ethnocentrism, (4) a perspective on one's own
culture and insights into modern life through the
application of anthropological concepts, (5) an
awareness of the continuity of man and culture
in long-term evolutionary perspective, and fin-
ally, (6) some conception of anthropology as a
discipline
.
1
8
History Press/Doubleday and Company, 1970), p. xxii.
1
7
"Anthropologists are by no means in agreement about
whether the subject matter of their discipline should be in-
cluded in the curriculum of the public schools. Nevertheless,
several curriculum projects, directed and staffed by anthro-
pologists as well as educators, have been developing anthro-
pology material for classroom use at every level." Harry F.
Wolcott, "Anthropology and Education," p. 85.
1
8
Edward M. Bruner and George D. Spindler with Fred
^
H. Werner, "The Introductory Course in Cultural Anthropology,
in D. G. Mandelbaum, G. W. Lasker and E. M. Albert, The
Teaching of Anthropology , abridged edition (Berkeley, Cal.
:
The University of California Press, 1967), p. 130. This
paper actually addresses the course in cultural anthropology
at the college level, and it predates widespread acceP^^®
of teaching anthropology on the high school or even
elementary
levels. It contains, however, the clearest statement
o
goals and methods by anthropologists to be found in the
1
erature
.
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Such a course might be organized in many different ways:
Spindler has identified five different approaches. It
might consider various aspects of culture such as tech-
nology or social organization with examples from a variety
of cultures. It might focus on any one such aspect, or it
might concentrate on the complete examination of one cul-
ture. It might present a variety of cultures that demon-
strate a developmental sequence from the tribal form of
society to mass society, or it might present a number of
topics on the nature of culture itself, highlighting the
integrative ability of anthropology. 19 These purposes and
methods are all related to specific knowledge the anthro-
pologists desires to transfer to the student through the
introductory course in anthropology.
Additionally, at the skill level, students may
also be taught anthropological field methods, which they
are encouraged to use on a small scale, in their own homes
and communities. Students are presented with the forms
that are believed to be common across all cultures, such
as kinship systems, and do comparative analyses of these
forms between their own, and other cultures. In sum, then,
and ideally, students of anthropology would internalize the
model of a field worker and become "alert to multiple po-
tentialities in culture and behavior, ready to see and seize
diverse explanatory factors." 20
1
9
Ibid
. ,
pp. 130-131.
2
0
David G. Mandelbaum, "The Transmission of Anthro-
pological Culture," in David G. Mandelbaum,
er
and Ethel M. Albert, The Teaching of Anthropology
(Berke y,
Cal. : University of California Press, 196 ) , P*
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Anthropology is believed to contain subject matter
and knowledge useful to combatting ethnocentrism and pro-
vincialism. 2 1 For, because it deals with diverse cultures:
It should give students a wider acquaintance with
other peoples, a better understanding of diversity
and similarity among cultures, and of cultural
stability and change. It should open the way to a
deeper appreciation of their own culture, and it
should provide incentive and intellectual equipment
with which they will continue to develop their know-
ledge after they leave the classroom. 22
The impact of teaching anthropology on the long term life
values of students, however, is unclear and unsubstantiated.
Ethel Albert has concluded that:
There is reason to doubt that education, by im-
proving the intellect, improves the moral character,
though this is to question one of the oldest and
most honored educational theories of our culture. 23
And Jules Henry cautions
:
Fundamentally we cannot teach other people's
values. What we can do is, perhaps, make child-
ren less fearful about our own: make it possible
for them to speculate about their validity and
whether adults really live up to them, make it
possible for them to think without fear about
other possibilities, make it possible for them to
hold their values but without such intense ego
21 Ethel M. Albert, "Value Aspects of Teaching Anthro-
pology," in D. G. Mandelbaum, G. W. Lasker and E. M. Albert,
The Teaching of Anthropology , abridged edition (Berkeley,
Cal.: The University of California Press, 1967), pp. 349-
371. While stating the fact, Ethel Albert does not neces-
sarily believe that anthropology should be used in this
manner
.
2 2 David G. Mandelbaum, "The Transmission," p. 7.
23 Ethel Albert, "Value Aspects, " p. 356. The reader
will recall a similar statement by Franklin Bobbitt. As
this section progresses, a substantial rationale for the
experiential element of intercultural education will be
built
.
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involvement that they will be like the anthro-po ogist panting with fatigue beneath a jungletree and frightened that the Indians will thinkhim chicken. 24
This is to suggest that for multicultural purposes, the
study of anthropology could be pursued in an introspective
way, rather than in the traditional comparative way.
Anthropology could be used specifically to make students
aware of their own culture and its impact on other cul-
tures .
Even so, one final caution in the teaching of an-
thropology applies: field work, in the form of living and
working in a completely different cultural setting from
the western academic world, is seen by anthropologists as
essential to the development of the anthropological per-
spective .
Anthropology is a discipline of the whole, the
whole of man's history, the whole of man's cul-
ture, the whole of man's being, and this approach
can only be communicated by someone who is him-
self, or herself, wholly involved, immersed in
it. 24a
Each student or teacher of anthropology must experience the
insecurities of culture shock in order to free themselves,
even minimally, from their own ethnocentrism. In order to
see another culture clearly, one must be aware of the par-
ticular glasses one wears; and this, anthropologists main-
tain, is best accomplished through fieldwork. This seems
24 Jules Henry, "Cross-Cultural Education," in Jules
Henry, On Sham, Vulnerability and Other Forms of Self-
Destruction (New York: Vintage Books of Random House, 1973),
p. 202.
2 1+3 Margaret Mead, "Anthropology and Education for
the Future," p. 389.
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an ungainly practice with which to saddle the school cur-
riculum, but it is not necessary, in our rapidly inte-
grating schools, to go to Polynesia to have a cross cul-
tural experience.
The principles and concepts of anthropology may
also be applied to the general organization of curriculum
in the absence of specific courses in anthropology. Both
Hilda Taba 2 5 and Ruth Landes 28 have employed conceptual
structures form anthropology in teacher training. Jules
Henry has developed from anthropology an outline of the
common themes of all humans that might be studied in schools. 27
Theodore Brameld has defined culture, the central concept
of anthropology, to be the context of education, and states:
It is from the stuff of culture that education
is directly created and that gives to education
not only its own tools and materials but its
reason for existing at all. 28
On the basis of his analysis of culture, Brameld has formu-
lated K-12 curriculum designs which utilize the holistic
approach of anthropology. 29
2 5Hilda Taba, Elizabeth Hall Brady and John T.
Robinson, Intergroup Education in Public Schools (Washington,
D.C.: The American Council on Education, 1952).
2
6
Ruth Landes, Culture in American Education: An-
thropological Approaches to Minority and Dominant Groups—in
the Schools (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1965).
2
7
Jules Henry, "A Cross-Cultural Outline of Educa-
tion," in Jules Henry, On Education (New York: Vintage Books
of Random House, 1972). This article first appeared in
Current Anthropology , Vol. 1 No. 4 (July 1960) , and Cross
Cultural Education," in On Sham, Vulnerability and Othe£
Forms of Self-Destruction (New York: Vintage Books of Ran
dom House, 1973), pp. 193-212.
2
8
Theodore Brameld, Cultural Foundations of Educa-
tion: An Interdisciplinary Exploration (New York: Harper
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The contributions of anthropology to these three
aspects of curriculum, teacher training, interdisciplinary
studies, and curriculum organization, demonstrate assump-
tions and elements of curriculum which may be appropriate
to multicultural curriculum development.
It is an underlying assumption in educational an-
thropology, as in education in general, that the kind of
education to which teachers are exposed as students af-
fects the kind of education their students will get in
turn. Hilda Taba employed this assumption when she directed
a large scale project on intergroup education in the late
1940's. The approach of the project was to work with edu-
cators in multicultural schools nationwide, on curriculum
development, in-service training, community relations, ac-
tivities, and evaluation. Her group used an inductive,
cooperative method with the cooperating schools, 30 and be-
cause groups or teams were the primary unit of development,
criteria for group organization and group process were
& Brothers, 1957), p. 6. Paulo Freire has also made this
explicit
.
2
9
Theodore Brameld, Toward a Reconstructed Philos -
ophy of Education (New York: The Dryden Press, 1956), see
especially Chapters 8 and 9, "Curriculum Designs for Schools
of the People."
3 °i . e
. ,
identify the problems, preliminary investi-
gation to relieve misconceptions of the problems, reanalyze
problems in light of data, try out tentative solutions to
problems, systematic testing of plans and consolidation of
plans. Idem, Intergroup Education , pp. 278-282.
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established. 31 Four major goals for student growth were
identified through the project:
(1) There are certain facts, ideas, and concepts
basic to intelligent understanding and literacy
in group relations; people need to know these
facts about human beings and groups, and their
functioning in society. (2) Living in a multi-
group world requires feelings, values, and atti-
tudes that add up to a comprehensive and cosmo-
politan cultural sensitivity. (3) Human relations
require ability to think objectively and rationally
about people, about the problems of their rela-
tionships, and about cultures. (4) It is
necessary to develop certain skills in order to
get along with individuals and to work success-
fully in groups'. 3 2
On the national scale, this project was undertaken
to develop new educational approaches, tools and methods
for intergroup education. One happily unforeseen conse-
quence: "It helped make education for intergroup rela-
tions more respectable. As sounder educational approaches
were clarified and disseminated, intergroup education
ceased to be considered as the exclusive concern of prop-
agandists, hotheads, and reformers." 33
But apparently the outcomes of the Taba directed
project were not thoroughgoing enough, Ruth Landes iden-
tified virtually the same needs in the early 1960's, and
attempted to approach them through a comprehensive teacher
training program.
3
1
Ibid
. ,
pp. 252-256 and 272-275 .
32 Ibid. p. 36.
3
3
Idem, Intergroup Education , pp. 5 and 6.
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The Claremont [California] project in Anthropology
and Education was designed to approach educators'
great difficulties with pupils, parents, and com-
munities of heterogeneous social or ethnic natures
and high mobility by showing some of the social
and cultural aspects in the relationships of all
parties and in the abilities of pupils to learn at
school. This meant showing educators what culture
is, its particular manifestations in different
traditions (whether the manifestations be differ-
ent languages and religions or different modes of
treating a mother)
,
how one recognizes specific
cultural factors influencing individual and group
conduct, how families pass on their ancestral
cultures, even when they seem assimilated to an-
other, how a pupil might manifest his special
heritage in the classroom, and how a teacher might
unwittingly do the same. 34
The core content of the project consisted of "details ob-
served daily in the home, community, and school, including
the operations of prejudice." 35 The students acquired this
knowledge through coursework on language, culture and learn-
ing, and by doing field work in cross cultural situations,
after which they drew up reports and submitted them for
review.
Wolcott has said of Landes' Claremont project that
although it was:
rich in insight and idea, particularly in the num-
ber of individual instructional projects suggested
for use in training educators and social workers,
Landes' account ignores design, emits details of
procedures, and lacks convincing evidence that the
participants achieved success in 'applying culture
34 Idem, Culture in American Education , p. 15.
3 5 Ibid.
,
p. 15
.
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concepts and knowledge to school and welfare
needs .
'
3 6
Nevertheless Landes was able to show a formidable amount
of participant generated research on the culture of schools
which in some ways attests to the participants ' acquisition
of skills in social science research.
Another project, the "Cultural Literacy Laboratory"
at the University of Arizona, has as its goal to help people
in 'helping professions' acquire skills and techniques for
more effective crosscultural communication. 37 Cultural
literacy derives from a participants "recognition of areas
of continuity or discontinuity" 38 between their own and other
cultures, and it is demonstrated through the "ability to work
with people who are culturally different and to demonstrate
the skills this requires." 39
The laboratory begins with the administration of
several interpersonal skills inventories (such as the Ro-
keach) and a number of sessions designed to build interper-
sonal skills. This is followed by a readiness period in
which participants design field projects and study social
science field research methodology. Next in sequence, the
participants make their way to a city in Mexico where they
must find their own housing outside of tourist accommodations
36 Idem, "Anthropology and Education," p. 81.
3 7 Herbert B. Wilson, "Cultural Literacy Laboratory,"
final draft of a paper later published in the McGill Universi
ty;
Journal of Education, p. 1.
3 8 Ibid.
,
p. 2
.
3 9 Ibid.
,
p. 2.
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as well as complete the tasks they developed during the
readiness period. Upon return to the laboratory, they are
again administered the interpersonal skills surveys, and
some time is spent in diagnosis of the surveys and their
impact task (crosscultural field experience).
The Cultural Literacy Laboratory places heavy em-
phasis on "culture shock" as an effective teaching and learn-
ing device in developing participants' ability to recognize
cultural continuity and discontinuity. The Claremont Pro-
ject tended more to emphasize the participants learning of
social science field methodology; and the Intergroup Edu-
cation Project stressed the use of inductive social science
processes to develop situation-relevant solutions with back
up in the informational resources. Each of the three util-
izes one or more of the content specialties of anthropology,
which are (as previously mentioned) knowledge about differ-
ent cultures and cultural processes, the anthropological
field methodology, and the anthropological world view in-
cluding the value of cultural pluralism. The aspiration of
such programs as these by educational anthropologists is that
if teachers are trained in these three areas, they will create
a more multicultural environment in their classes.
Another, more curricular, approach to anthropology
as a context for education, is the prescription by educational
anthropologists of interdisciplinary, or "core" programs. The
assumption embodied in this recommendation is that the
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anthropological world view incorporating holism is a more
relevant method of investigating or learning than the
compartmentalized scientific disciplines, or, in school,
subjects
.
Henry has suggested that the learning tasks in for-
mal education be structured around what he calls "the great
issues of mankind" :
• Religion
•Freedom, Slavery and Privilege
•Luxury vs. Poverty
•Violence vs. Non-violence, War vs. Peace
•The Struggle of Knowledge to Assert Itself Over
Ignorance
•Selfishness vs. Solicitude
•Integrity vs. Exploitation
•Individuality vs. Collectivity
•State vs. Individual, and so forth. 40
While it remains unstated how computation will be approached
through such a curriculum, Henry says:
What education is can best be understood, I
think, by comparing what middle-class children
learn from formal curricula and what they be -
come . Whatever they learn of reading, writing,
arithmetic, pot-holder making, flower-pasting
and so on, merely gives them the opportunity to
express what they are and what they will become
—
highly competitive, achieving, ambitious, spend-
thrift Americans . . . the children's American
value orientations, which are part of them, is
what has really been learnt. They may never use
what they learnt at the desk, and so forget it;
never make a pot-holder again, read nothing but
menus after they have got out of school. But
they cannot divest themselves of their American
character— it will accompany them to the grave.
Education consists then in making what is avail-
able for learning part of one's self, so that
one cannot think without it, and never forget it. 41
40 Idem, "Cross-Cultural Education," pp. 204-212.
4
1
Ibid.
,
p . 202 .
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Henry s desire is to teach people to be thinking
human beings who are able to analyze situations and adapt
to new ones, but his recommendations are more philosophical
than practical, and he addresses curriculum content over
process
.
Brameld has proposed a more operational curriculum
model based on a core of cultural understandings. In two
chapters on "Curriculum Designs for Schools of the People,"
Brameld proposes an eighteen year public school program
guided by reconstructionist philosophy. Students from age
2 to 20 would go to school to learn to function in the
society and to acquire the skills to reconstruct the world
order. Beyond the eighteenth year, the public schools would
offer higher education for research into the guiding problems
of humankind, and worker's education, to help workers to
enunciate their values, express their wants, recognize
deception and develop means to implement organized consen-
suses . 4 2
To Brameld, the focus of public education should be
on the secondary level. The secondary program:
which is focused upon the purposes of American and world
culture, is defined as 'goal-centered general education.'
The plan of organization is the same for all four years;
however, in the third and fourth years increasingly
large blocks of time are allocated for specialized study
or vocational training. The plan can best be likened
to a wheel. The hub consists of study of the central
theme in general assemblies; the spokes consist of dis
cussion groups, content and skills studies, vocational
42jdem, Toward a Reconstructed Philosophy of Education,
p. 258
.
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training, and recreation; the rim is the synthesizing
and unifying function of the general assemblies. All
studies are interrelated in a 'curricular Gestalt,'
even vocational work interpenetrating with the cen-
tral theme. 43
The central themes of education in the secondary
years would be economics and politics, science and art,
education and human relations, and goal accomplishment and
synthesis of world view. In the elementary years, students
would be prepared for the integrative and deductive curri-
culum in the secondary school by mastery of vital contents
"because they are necessary tools of social power for people
struggling to attain the dominant goals demanded by our age."
Methods would be structured, as in progressive schools, a-
round inquiry and activity curriculum. And:
Although the individual child's interests are
encouraged, they are related whenever possible
—
indeed more often and more deliberately than in
typical progressive education--to the common
interests of other children. Projects that develop
a sense of democratic interdependence are empha-
sized. Learning through social consensus also be-
gins in the earliest grades. 45
Through this process, Brameld hopes the children will learn
"to regard their teachers not as indoctrinators but as fel-
low learners." 46
While more thorough than the content recommendations
of Jules Henry, Brameld 's curriculum design is still on a
4 3 Ibid.
,
p. 259 .
4
4
Ibid.
,
p. 253.
4 5 Ibid
. ,
p
.
252.
4 6 Ibid.
,
p. 253.
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a different (and more operational) conceptual level than is
pursued in this study. His design is an outgrowth of the
underlying philosophy, and a way of implementing and teach-
ing that philosophy in schools. As such it challenges a
design for multicultural curriculum to integrate its basic
assumptions with the elements and organization of the design
in as clear a manner.
Brameld ' s design uses the cultural context and
principles of culture change as the basis for curriculum
content. The context of the curriculum is arranged around
aspects of schooling pointed out by social science research.
For example, he would have the school schedule two short
free periods each day for the purpose of student interaction,
because he recognizes that social agendas are as important
to school goers as academic ones. Too, he would have the
schools abandon their outdated policy of following the agri-
cultural calendar, and go to a year round schedule instead . 47
Thus the context of education would realistically reflect
cultural ways outside of the school.
Both Henry and Brameld stress the need for more
interdisciplinary approaches to the content of the curriculum.
Their work reflects the assumption that the compartmental-
ization of subjects in the standard curriculum has negative
effects on the ability of the students to receive new infor-
mation and to integrate their world view.
1956 .
47 It must be recalled that Brameld was writing in
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The Contribution of Educational Anthropological
Research to the Study of Schooling in the U.S.
It is commonly said of social scientists, including
anthropologists, that they make the process of stating the
obvious as elaborate and laborious possible. The signifi-
cance of educational anthropological research in the United
States, however, is in its peering into processes with
which everyone is familiar; and then confronting the con-
sumers of their reports with facts of which everyone is at
least tangentially aware; but put together in such a way as
to show clearly their relationship to one another, of which
no one was certain.
Educational anthropologists do three types of re-
search in schools. 48 The first is an examination of schools
and their socio-cultural milieux. Here fieldwork is done
in a community and its school in an attempt to show how the
school acts as an enculturating force in the community. 49
The second type is an investigation of specific classroom
processes or one aspect of school culture to establish gen-
eralities useful to the investigation of other schools. 50 A
4
8
These are identified by Peter Sindell, with Jac-
quetta Hill Burnett and George D. Spindler in "Anthropologi-
cal Approaches to the Study of Education," Review of Educa-
tional Research
,
Vol. 39 No. 5 (1969), pp. 593-605.
49For example: Murray Wax, Rosalie Wax and Robert
Dumont
,
Formal Education in an American Indian Community ,
SSSP Monographs: A Supplement to Social Problems , Vol. 2
No. 4 (1964) .
50 For example: Jacquetta Hill Burnett, "Ceremony,
Rites, and Economy in the Student System of an American High
School," Human Organization , Vol. 28 No. 1 (Spring 1969), pp.
1-9.
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third type is the study of particular pupils and educators
to discover the effects on the individual of the school
culture and to observe the continuity between home and
school
.
5
1
While Wolcott has pointed out that in some instances
schools have recieved "rough handling" by anthropologists, 52
many fine case studies have resulted from educational anthro-
pological research. These researchers' primary methods are
Participant-observation and interviews. They attempt to go
to their fieldwork with nothing given, and to examine a
system to reveal the interrelationships among phenomena that
occur. This has been put very nicely by Sindell.
To distinguish what is idiosyncratic, what is a
function of the various social roles present, and
what is attributable to subcultural or cultural
patterning, anthropologists try to select inform-
ants who come from the different cultures and sub-
cultures present, and who occupy various statuses
in the social system. When a group is experiencing
51 For example: George D. Spindler, "Beth Anne--A Case
Study of Culturally Defined Adjustment and Teacher Expecta-
tions," George Spindler (ed.). Education and Cultural Process
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1974), pp. 139-153; or
Harry F. Wolcott, The Man in the Principals' Office, An
Ethnography (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1973).
52Harry F. Wolcott, "Handle With Care: Necessary
Precautions in the Anthropology of Schools," in Murray Wax,
Stanley Diamond and Fred Gearing, Anthropological Perspec -
tives on Education (New York: Basic Books, 1971), pp. 98-117.
This rough handling has been a result of (1) conflicts
in loyalties where anthropologists are serving as consultants
or curriculum developers for schools, (2) taking the view that
schools are a single, monolithic structure, (3) assuming
prejudicially that schools are dysfunctional, (4) treating
different statuses in schools differentially, or (5) the
standard problems of doing field work in one's own culture.
Ibid.
, pp . 99-104
.
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rapid socio-cultural change (modernization, urban-
ization, revolution, etc.) anthropologists attempt
to sample the spectrum of personal exposure to and
participation in the change. 53
So educational anthropologists interact with representatives
of every group, from the most influential to the least so.
They take massive field notes on occurrences, from all per-
spectives, and out of the piles they attempt to draw some
themes which characterize the human interaction in the
system.
When gathering and analyzing data anthropologists
pay constant attention to the interdependence of
phenomena; they tend to think in terms of cultural
patterns or configurations. They attempt to see
how each discrete fact relates to the total matrix
of other facts collected on the socio-cultural sit-
uation. Furthermore, there is a strong concern for
the undeclared meanings and latent functions of
behavior (the 'covert culture') as well as for the
immediately observable content and manifest func-
tions. Despite this holistic orientation to what
they study, anthropologists usually employ (impli-
citly or explicitly) a cross cultural comparative
framework when they present their findings and in-
terpret them. 54
So through these holistic research methods, educa-
tional anthropologists may in fact be making the obvious
obvious, but done so to cast light on the subtle differ-
ences between what is said and what is done, or on the
similarities which characterize the cultures of schools.
53Peter Sindell with Burnett and Spindler, "Anthro-
pological Approaches," p. 593.
54 Ibid.
,
593.
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In reviewing the educational anthropological find-
ings, certain themes and generalities emerge from the re-
search that are worthy of note. For the purposes of this
study, six case studies by educational anthropologists in
diverse school settings will be used here to illustrate
some of the primary findings of such research. These are:
1969 film study of proxemics and kinesics between
students and teachers in Eskimo schools throughout
Alaska (including missionary, public, BIA, elemen-
tary, secondary and one Eskimo-run Head Start
Program) . 5 5
•1962-63 study at an Indian Boarding School in the
Yukon, under the influence of the Yukon Indian
Affairs Agency but actually runby achurch group.
Author attempted to teach standardized test sophis-
tication to students with measurable success.
•A descriptive study of the teaching-learning situa-
tion in an island village school among the Kwakiutes
of British Columbia, done in 1962. 57
•1966-69 comparative study of verbal and quantitative
standardized test scores of Amish children in Amish
schools and rural children in public schools. Amish
children performed as well or better. Makes a strong
case for Amish control of Amish education (research
done before Supreme Court ruling). 58
5
5
John Collier, Jr., Alaskan Eskimo Education: A
Film Analysis of Cultural Confrontation in the Schools (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1973).
56A. Richard King, The School at Mopass: A Problem
of Identity (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1967)
.
57Harry F. Wolcott, A Kwakiutl Village and School
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967).
5
8
John Hostetler and Gertrude Huntington, Children
in Amish Society: Socialization and Community Education
(New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1971).
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A description of teaching in a Harlem elementary
schooi from 1957-62, in which the author of thestudy took on a project class where students a-
chieved grade level in reading from up to fourgrades behind. 59
•1968-69 study of language learning in a rural com-
munity 55 miles from New Orleans and the implica-
tions for schooling of the effects of pre-school
experience of children. 60
Each of these studies includes a detailed description of the
basic cultural values that pervade community life, and the
particular world view of the cultural group. This back-
ground information provides many insights into the culture-
society conflict as it appears in schools. The studies
focus on very different aspects of cultural life and use
different methods of collecting and reporting information.
Even so, there are three recurrent assumptions based on
educational anthropological research which emerge from the
six studies.
The first assumption is that children of any cultural
background are capable of mastering content ordered in sci-
entific (western) disciplines if content is presented as an
alternative structuring of reality (one that is necessary to
know for survival in the society)
,
and not as ultimate truth .
"As judged by educational testing standards the overall per-
formance of the Amish is similar to that of a representative
59Gerry Rosenfeld, "Shut Those Thick Lips" ; A Study
of Slum School Failure (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc.
,
1971)
.
60Martha Coonfield Ward, Them Children: A Study in
Language Learning (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc
. ,
1971)
.
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sample of rural school children in the United States," 61
yet, the Amish schools have largely rejected scientific
analysis and training in abstract reasoning." 62 Children
in a culturally attuned program in Harlem made average
gains of two years and two months, to come up to grade level
in reading in one year. 63 Children in Mopass residential
Indian School were taught test sophistication, and subse-
quently showed "normal" progress on tests standardized on
white, urban populations. "The significance of this teach-
ing of test sophistication and of the testing that was done
at Mopass
. . . lies chiefly in the evidence it gives that
Indian children can achieve in Whiteman terms . . ," 64
The most successful students (acclaimed in western
terms as model high school students) were from St. Mary's
High School on the Yukon River. These students visited
Eskimo schools in Alaska performing dances they had done
for the Governor. They made speeches and presentations with
complete confidence, and showed a great deal of pride in the
cultural tradition which was the content of their program.
St. Mary's High School has a bilingual/bicultural curriculum
based on the culture of the students. Anthropology is taught
6 Hostetler and Huntington, p. 96.
6 2 Ibid.
,
p. Ill
.
63 Rosenfeld, p. 82.
64 King, p. 85.
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at every grade level in an attempt to foster multicultural
understanding. For these students, it seems to be working. 65
Disregard for this first theme is in its ugliest
form in a rural community outside New Orleans where child-
ren master the language of their community for five years,
then go to school only to find that their language is un-
acceptable. In this case, the reality of the home culture
is denied to the students. "Children get kicked out of
school for verbal infractions ... a nine-year-old girl
was given a two-week suspension from classes for saying a
four- letter word." And therefore: "the child's low grades
are not a reflection of performance or intelligence, but
the result of enforced absenses." 66 This assumption—that
all children are equally capable of mastering content
—
contradicts the cultural deprivation hypothesis because it
suggests that children's learning problems have their roots
at school, not at home. It also implies that if curriculum
processes are to work in multicultural settings, curriculum
decision makers may have to give up the idea that the sub-
ject matters being taught in American schools are the only
proper ordering of the real world. The myth that science is
truth is a major contributor to the conflict between the
culture of the home and the societal function of the school.
A second assumption which emerges from the six
studies is that individually and competitively based
65Collier, p. 102.
66Ward, p. 92.
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instruction are not appropriate where cultural values stress
co-operation and inter-dependence
. This has been a source
of frustration for many teachers in cross-cultural situa-
tions. 67 In the rural Louisiana community, "children are
not placed in competitive roles in their pre-school days.
In Rosepoint a child is exposed far more often to the values
and protrayal of genuine cooperation." 68 Because of limited
supplies, children share toys at all ages, and they learn
that to their parents: "sharing wheeled transportation is
an integral part of community life." 69 But when these child-
ren get to school, "'cooperating,' instead of competing, may
be called cheating on a test, not trying hard enough, or not
working up to potential." 70
Where the cultural values of co-operation and inter-
dependence are recognized, some teachers have been able to
successfully integrate them into the curriculum.
Amish children are taught both by practice and
by example to care for and support the members
of the school and the community. Under teacher
supervision children teach one another within
6 7The most detailed description of these frustrations
appears in Wolcott, p. 105. Interdependence of the children
can be manifested in perverted psychological relationships
between the students and the teacher. This situation is
poignantly described by King, pp. 75-83.
6 8Ward, p. 92.
6 9 Ibid.
,
p. 42
.
70Ward, p. 92.
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the same grade and across grades. The school
children visit the sick and help the elderly and
are visited at school by adults of the local
community and travelers from distant Amish com-
munities
.
' 1
In the Harlem elementary project class, group goals and
guidelines were established for the purpose of beating the
punitive and disenfranchising system, with measurable re-
sults. "If someone wanted to join an activity, he was not
to be denied. Every child had to submit to tutoring from
another child in some subject; that is, he had to be willing
to work in a group of others for the improvement of parti-
cular skills in which he was deficient." In this way, the
class "gained a sense of group process and group style." 72
These children began to use the group inter-dependence
learned at home and on the street to satisfy their own needs
in the alien school.
Thus in order to be applicable to multicultural school
situations, a process of curriculum development must recog-
nize that children are not simply individuals drifting through
life alone. Their achievement in school is directly related
to their cultural experiences, which may call for substan-
tially more co-operative behavior than is currently provided.
The third recurrent assumption in these studies is that
curriculum development at the national level is insensitive
to any other than societal priorities and is inappropriate
7 Hostetler & Huntington, p. 109.
72 Rosenfeld, p. 80.
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to_ the fostering of cultural and personal identity
. Too
many irrelevancies filter down to the local culture in the
guise of objectives, learning opportunities, materials and
®Vcilu3.tive devices. This problem is especially acute in
the case of the Far Northern Indians where school personnel
are hired at the national level. in conclusion to the film
study of Alaskan Eskimo education it was noted that:
The educational presence of White teachers with
their White culture—the affluent White style
necessary for keeping teachers in their jobs in
the village schools, whether BIA or state—creates
a serious discrepancy that in itself manufactures
deprivation among the Eskimos. Depreciation of
self is a serious blow to development; and we feel
that this disposition, created by the discrepancy
that seems inherent in White education, is one of
the major causes of failure in Eskimo education. 73
In the Mopass Residential Indian School and in the Kwakiutl
village school, the curriculum was provided by the Programme
of Studies for Elementary Schools
,
(Province of the British
Columbia, 1960) "which sets the same course and uses the same
materials (in all) provincial schools." 74 In the Alaskan
film study of Eskimo education, the author's film records
"show very few and sometimes no items in Alaska classrooms
that would suggest the schools were not in Ohio." 75
73Collier, p. 116.
74Wolcott, p. 74. See also. King, p. 48. Both authors
complain bitterly, not only about the irrelevancy of objectives
and materials, but of the inadequacy of diagnoses made in pre-
vious years which prescribe reading materials far beyond the
proficiencies of the students. The teacher is then stranded
in a remote area with materials that can not be used at all.
75Collier, p. 117.
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Nationally developed and normatized evaluation can
be fatal to the victim of an already irrelevant curriculum.
Individuals requred to take an exam in a culture and dia-
lect not their own and will necessarily appear stupid."
Yet, "tests to measure competency in the culture of the
rural, black and poor have not yet been invented. "76
The nationally developed curriculum was criticized
in the Harlem elementary school case because "it did not
serve to connect the child and the larger cultural world so
that the child would eventually be passed into the world
in confidence; it served more to tell the child that he was
unacceptable as he was, and that he would have to be sub-
stantially changed in order to fit the images others had
for him." 77 The Amish stand strong against nationally de-
veloped curriculum because they sense "intuitively what
scientists know empirically, that when a secular system of
education displaces the indigenous method of training, the
basis for a traditional way of life is swept away." 78
A child's ability to achieve in school is integrally
linked to his or her personal and cultural identity. To
ignore this is to ensure failure in school for the majority
of children, who do not match societal norms. This point is
eloquently made by the author of the Alaskan film study:
The success of Indian education certainly depends
on cultural and emotional survival as surely as
76Ward, p. 93.
77Rosenfeld, p. 37.
78Hostetler & Huntington, p. 35.
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it does for White students who must learn to livein Chicago, Detroit, and San Francisco as ade-
quately as on the cattle ranches of Colorado. The
critical need for any Indian student is to master
the stress of modern life by achieving values that
offer personal definition, human community, grati-
fication from work, and faith in his own integrity
—these are the needs of all students. 79
The overriding lesson from these six studies, then,
is that education at the local level should be based on a
sound understanding of the cultures of the students, should
draw from that understanding of the culture appropriate
content for the curriculum, and should base its approach to
students on the assumption that students of all cultural
backgrounds are equally capable of learning in school.
Educational Philosophy and Practices Recommended
by Educational Anthropologists
This section will serve as an organizer and a sum-
mary of the Review of Educational Anthropology. In previous
sections it has been seen that the educational anthropolo-
gical perspective is a holistic one, concerned with the
interdependence of social, cultural, political, economic,
environmental and other influences on education. The dis-
cipline of anthropology has three substantive components
which bear on the content of education. These are the con-
cepts of anthropology, the world view of anthropology and
the anthropological field method. Anthropology has been used
79Collier, p. 126.
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contextually in education in teacher training and as a
philosophical organizer of the curriculum. Educational
anthropological field studies have revealed the intense
relationships between the cultures of the students, the
cultural context of the school and the educational process.
It remains here to summarize philosophies and practices
recommended by educational anthropologists which may bear
on the development of multicultural curriculum.
One of the essential paradoxes in education, illu-
minated by the educational anthropological perspective, is
that despite the belief in this society that education
brings about changes in individual status and in the cul-
ture, schools are fundamentally conservative institutions.
They are conservative of the world views and cultures of
those that control them. Jules Henry asserts this in an
essay (which has been cited elsewhere)
,
in which he shows
the dependence of the school curriculum on the political
economy, the gross national product, the occupational sys-
tem and the historic necessity for stupidity.
Throughout history, whether among the so-called
civilized, or the so-called primitive societies,
people have had to be taught to be stupid. For
to permit the mind to expand to its outermost
capabilities results in a challenge to traditional
ways . Hence the paradox that while man is intel-
ligent he must also be trained to be stupid, and
that a certain amount of intellectual sabotage must
be introduced into all educational systems. . . .
Common controversies in education revolve not so much
around what students should know, and how they
should learn, but how stupid we can permit them to
be without wrecking the country and the world. . • •
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Teaching a child to think has obvious perils, andfor this reason has always been a delusive goal of
education. In our culture, nobody can be taught
to think, for example, where private enterprise,
war, or the gross national product might be
threatened
.
8 0
In historical perspective, this paradox was not of the same
nature in the so-called primitive societies. For in those,
as Margaret Mead has pointed out, the burden of education
was on the learner. A child had to become enculturated to
the continuous, traditional culture, for there was only one,
or risk nonviability as a human being. In such societies
there was no formal education, and "The idea of conversion,
or purposely attempting to alter the ideas and attitudes of
other persons, did not occur." 81 With the onset of modern
mass societies, formal education appeared, and began to be
seen as a mechanism for change in the social structure. The
most important difference between the two educational em-
phases (primitive vs. modern) is:
The shift from the need for an individual to learn
something which everyone agrees he should wish to
know, to the will of some individual to teach some-
thing which it is not agreed that anyone has any de-
sire to know. 82
80Jules Henry, "Is Education Possible," Murray Wax,
Stanley Diamond & Fred Gearing, eds.. Anthropological Per-
spectives on Education (New York: Basic Books, 1971), pp.
158-159.
8 Margaret Mead, "Our Educational Emphases in Prim
itive Perspective," George Spindler, ed., Education and Cul -
ture (New York: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1963), p.312.
This article originally appeared in The American Journal of
Sociology
,
XLVIII, No. 6, May 1943.
8
2
Ibid.
,
p . 311
.
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Education in a mass society, then, is a subversive
endeavor made up of insidious assimilative techniques. The
prevailing winds are in the direction of the scientific
point of view, the middle class consuming mentality and
the neglect of social forces. Seen in this light, Brameld's
design is a direct attempt to alter the power structure of
a school, not the nature of it. A design for developing
multicultural curriculum may follow the same path as well,
for
:
Changing people's habits, people's ideas, people's
language, people's beliefs, people's emotional
allegiances, involves a sort of deliberate violence
to other people's developed personalities . . , 83
This violence may be lessened, however, by spreading educa-
tional power among the many cultures that appear in the
schools. Mead has expressed this hope.
the more rapidly we can erase from our society those
discrepencies in position and privilege and manipu-
lative aspects of education, the more hope we may have
that that other invention—the use of education for
unknown ends which shall exalt man above his present
stature—may survive. 84
Educational anthropologists have postulated a number
of methods through which education might become less depen-
dent upon power and cultural invasion. The active teaching
of anthropology and intercultural understanding to both
students and teachers has already been discussed. Cultural
literacy laboratories and transcultural sensitization
8 3 Ibid.
,
p. 317
.
8
4
Ibid
. ,
p. 320 .
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techniques show promise. 8 5 The focusing of educational
content on the common themes of humankind may offer a more
integrated, more healthy way for students to view phenomena.
Mead has stressed the necessity of this approach in cross-
cultural situations. 86 Henry has outlined how this might be
done, his outline including hundreds of cultural themes
to explore, fifty or more different learning and teaching
modes, and covering aspects of selection, continuity and
control
.
8 7
Too, educational anthropologists have begun to dis-
cover that our most sacred educational cows are falible and
culture bound philosophies: that most all people have the
capacity to learn most anything, that students fail in
school because of the structure of the school—not the stu-
dent, and that if schools were only as knowledgeable about
the culture of the students as they are about politics and
policy, that they might more successfully educate everyone.
In all of this, educational anthropologists seek to
highlight the importance of the teacher and the teacher-student
85George D. Spindler, "Transcultural Sensitization,"
George Spindler, ed.
,
Education and Cultural Process (New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Ind., 1974), pp. 449-462. In this
process students describe pictures of happenings in other
cultures and are then confronted with the description from the
point of view of people in the happening. Steoretyped and
culture-bound attitudes are revealed in this manner
.
8
^Margaret Mead, "Cultural Factors in Community Edu-
cation Programs," George Spindler, ed., Education and Culture
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1963), pp. 480-
511) . This article originally appeared in Community Education ,
Nelson B. Henry, ed., NSSE 58th Yearbook, Part I, 1960, pp.
6 6 9 6 87 Idem, "A Cross-Cultural Outline of Education."
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relationship as the primary source of tension or calm for
students. This has been expressed in their numerous tea-
cher training efforts, and in their analyses of classroom
interaction. Indeed, the teaching role may need to be
reconsidered for the purposes of multicultural curriculum
development, for in many multicultural situations, the white
middle class teacher is seen as an enemy of the cultural
minority. 88 Good intentions notwithstanding, this condi-
tion is not likely to change unless the essential power
structure of the school changes as well.
Educational anthropology illuminates all of these
matters. On the basis of this review of educational anthro-
pology, the following assumptions for multicultural curri-
culum may be forwarded:
•There are certain basic assumptions: the psychic
unity of mankind, as one species, with the ex-
pectation that because man is one species, all
forms of his cultural behavior must have been in-
vented or borrowed; and the recognition that all
cultures, as systems of learned behavior within
which groups have been able to reproduce and pro-
tect themselves over several generations, must be
accorded a basic equal dignity . . . ; the insis-
tence that no behavior, no item, no artifact, can
be understood except in complete ecological con-
text . . . 8 9
•The attrition of ethnocentrism (which today keeps
Americans and many other peoples of the world from
learning the languages and responding sensitively
88Harry F. Wolcott, "The Teacher as Enemy," George
Spindler
,
ed.. Education and Cultural Process (New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1974), pp. 411-425.
8
9
Idem/. "Anthropology and Education for the Future,
p . 383.
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an appropriately to the diplomatic maneuvers ortechnical deficiencies of other peoples) is ac-
complished, not by admonition and preaching a-gainst prejudices or for the brotherhood of man,but by the experience of the value, in anthro-pology itself, of the diversity of human be-
hs.'vio^' which has been and will be recorded. 99
•As has been previously expressed, the need for in-dividuals to experience cross cultural situations,
cultural shock, learning another language, or some
other personally impacting experience in order to
obtain a cross cultural perspective.
•Cross-cultural education
. . . would be a kind of
education in which one automatically though not
in terms of the conditions of the other culture
but in terms of mankind.
. . ,. education is be-
coming a certain kind of person as well as ab-
sorbing certain textual materials; ... in
cross-cultural education the former is fundamental. 91
•In a multicultural class the teacher must know how
to provide for differences or mutuality of mean-
ings . 9 2
•
. . . cross-cultural education is possible only
when the teacher realizes that he does not live up
to his own values and that therefore to attempt to
teach them as if he did is sham. Cross-cultural
education becomes a possibility only when the edu-
cator has looked within himself and asked 'Who
am I and what do I stand for?' and 'What is my cul-
ture really, and what does it_ stand for?' 93
From these assumptions can be inferred some practices in a
curriculum development process that follows them:
•participation of all cultural groups in curricular
policy and decision making
•experiential learning
•organization of the curriculum with respect to the
cultural context
•teacher education concurrent with student education.
9 °Ibid.
,
384.
9
1
Idem, "Cross-Cultural Education," p. 203.
92 Idem, Culture in American Education , p. 65.
"idem, "Cross-Cultural Education," p. 204.
CHAPTER V
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON
MULTICULTURAL CURRICULUM
Introduction
In response to many of the same problems that have
been illuminated by educational anthropologists, educa-
tional practitioners have developed curricular approaches
to multicultural education. The purpose of this review is
to explore the approaches developed by educational practi-
tioners, to discover the assumptions which underlie the
the approaches and potential elements for multicultural cur-
riculum.
The most recent and comprehensive study of the num-
bers and types of approaches used in United States public
schools has been done by David Washburn. 1 He mailed a survey
questionnaire to the 715 school districts in the U.S. whose
student populations exceeded ten thousand. After an initial
and one follow-up mailing, he received replies from 397 dis-
tricts, or 55.5% of those surveyed. Some of his findings
were these:
Responses to the questionnaire indicate that many
of the large public school districts of the country
are making a multi-faceted attempt to enhance cross
1 David E. Washburn, "Multicultural Education Pro
qrams
,
Ethnic Studies Curricula, and Ethnic Studies Materials
in the United States Public Schools," (Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
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cultural understanding through education. A large
proportion (72.5%) of the districts responding haveintroduced ethnic studies into their academic cur-
ricula (see Table IV)
. Most who have done so say
that their programs are less than four years old.
Many schools include human relations training for
teachers in an effort to enhance teacher's under-
standing of themselves and sensitize them to the
needs and feelings of others. It appears also that
these schools are making an effort to include the
community in decisions which affect school policy
as well as attempting a strong school-community
public relations effort. Almost half of the school
districts include inservice training in multicul-
tural education so that teachers may be better pre-
pared to reach and teach students whose cultural
backgrounds may be different from their own as well
as teach about the diverse cultures of the peoples
of the United States.
Lest we become too sanguine about the efforts made
on behalf of multicultural education in the United
States, however, it must be recognized that those
school districts most likely to reply to questions
concerning the practices they use to promote cross-
cultural understanding are the ones who feel that
they have adequate programs in this regard. In
order to make a more accurate assessment of the
conditions of multicultural education in this
country, additional analysis is necessary. 2
Table II on the next page shows the percent of school dis-
tricts responding to the survey which employ each of 22
different practices to promote cross-cultural understanding.
It is unclear in the Washburn report whether the types of
practices were defined in the questionnaire or emerged from
the responses. The report does illustrate, however, the
large variety of approaches to multicultural education which
have been developed by educational practitioners.
Department of Educational Studies and Services, Bloomsburg
State College, 1974 research paper)
.
2 Ibid.
,
p. 8
.
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TABLE II*
Practices Used to Promote Cross-Cultural Understanding:
All Districts Responding (N=397)
Practices
%
Employing
Practice
An Ethnic Studies Curriculum 72 5
Human Relations Training for Teachers 66.8
Community Involvement in School Policy Decisions 61.5
A Strong School-Community Public Relations Effort 52.9
Inservice Teacher Training in Multicultural Education 49 .
A
Student Involvement in Curriculum Planning 44.8
Instruction in Spanish as a Second Language 43.6
Student Involvement in School Policy Decisions 40.6
Inter-Racial Student Council 37. 0
A Multicultural Curriculum 36.0
Instruction in English as a Second Language 34.0
Human Relations Training for Students 32.0
A Professional Staffed Community Relations Office 29.2
A Community Centered Instructional Program 26.7
A Bilingual Curriculum 26.2
A Professionally Staffed Human Relations Team 22.9
A Student Human Relations Council 21.2
A Bicultural Curriculum 17.4
A Multilingual Curriculum 7.8
Instruction in Standard English as a Second Dialect 5.8
Instruction in Asian Language (s) as Second Language (s)
Instruction in Native American Language (s) as Second Language (s)
*As it appears in David Washburn, "Multicultural Education Pro-
grams, Ethnic Studies Curricula, and Ethnic Studies Materials in the
United States Public Schools," Idem, p. 10.
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The literature in multicultural curriculum reflects
the same trends that the Washburn study has revealed. By
far the largest body of literature existing on multicultural
curriculum relates to teaching students about the different
ethnic and cultural groups in the United States. This will
be called the Ethnic Studies approach
,
and represents one
waY of Altering the Curriculum Content to suit multicultural
needs. Altering the curriculum content means changing the
subjects that are offered in the school either by adding new
subjects or by changing existing subjects to reflect new
information and methods. Other approaches to altering the
curriculum content are: Human Relations or Values Clarifi-
cation Training, Bilingual or Multilingual Curricula
,
Inter -
national Studies and Anthropology Courses .
The five approaches above are generally reported
as they apply to the teaching of students, but many educa-
tional practitioners express the conviction that the teachers
themselves lack sufficient knowledge about the fundamentals
of multicultural education to effectively incorporate them
into their classes. Many Teacher Training and In-service
Programs have been developed to correct these deficiencies.
Additionally, the literature on multicultural curri-
culum by educational practitioners suggests that community
involvement in curriculum planning is a key to the develop-
ment of multicultural curricula. A few comprehensive models
of Community Based Multicultural Curriculum Programs have
been advanced.
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In the remainder of Chapter V, the five approaches
to altering the curriculum content, teacher training and
in-service programs for multicultural education, and models
of community based multicultural curriculum programs are
discussed in relation to their purposes, histories and
methods. Shortcomings of various approaches are noted,
and assumptions for multicultural curriculum based on the
literature of educational practitioners are advanced.
Altering the Curriculum Content
Ethnic and Multiethnic Studies
In a 1970 conference on Ethnic Modification of the
Curriculum, the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development leaned heavily toward ethnic studies as a means
of improving the self-concepts and cultural identities of
ethnic minority students. They proposed the integration of
ethnic studies into the social studies, language and art
components of the curriculum, and a reformulation of edu-
cational materials to reflect the emerging truths about
minority cultures in this country and the historical contri-
butions of civilizations outside the western bloc. 3 In their
view, altering the curriculum content through ethnic studies
consisted of supplementing or enriching the existing curri-
culum by adding materials on one or more specific ethnic
groups
.
3Maxine Dunfee, Ethnic Modification of the Curriculum
(Washington, D.C. : Association for Supervision and Curricu-
lum Development, National Education Association, 1970) , pp.
20-25.
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Most of the efforts to date in ethnic studies take
this approach. Courses such as Black History or Puerto
Rican Literature are offered in supplement to the standard
curricular offerings, 4 and often in an attempt to appease
the demands of local and vocal minority groups, rather
than to promote better understanding between majority and
minority groups. 5 The Washburn study has shown that "in
only a small portion of the districts queried are all or
most of the students populations touched by ethnic studies." 6
In conjunction with the introduction of ethnic
studies, many efforts have been made to alter the materials
used in existing courses which contain stereotypes or myths
about the various cultures they portray. Guidelines for
4
"By far most of the efforts take a mono-cultural
or single group approach, that is, studies of a large minor-
ity not ostensibly integrated into the dominant social group.
'Minority' is defined as a handicapped group, suffering
from prejudice or discrimination that prevents from parti-
cipating and sharing fully in the American mainstream. The
choice of minority depends on the geographic area." Philip
Rosen, The Schools and Group Identity; Educating for a New
Pluralism
,
Judith Herman (ed.) (New York: The Institute
on Pluralism and Group Identity, 1974), p. 31.
5
"The demand for ethnic studies came as the final
gasp of the dying power movements which had suddenly re-
versed the logic of social movements in 1966 culminating
the drive for the development of civil rights which had taken
on new forms and energies in 1954." Vine Deloria, Jr., "The
Rise and Fall of Ethnic Studies," M. D. Stent, E. R. Hazard
and H. N. Rivlin (eds . ) , Cultural Pluralism in Education: A
Mandate for Change (New York: Fordham University and The
Appleton-Century-Crofts Educational Division, Meridith
Corporation, 1973), p. 131.
6Washburn
,
"Multicultural Education Programs, p. 21.
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writing, supplementing or assessing materials for their
sensitivity to different cultural groups abound. 7 in
general, these guidelines suggest that minority cultures
should be introduced within a supporting network of con-
cepts which are universals to their experience: for example,
war, oppression or assimilation. Some recommend that
materials be written or reviewed by members of the cultural
groups they discuss. Philip Rosen cites numerous materials
ethnic studies or standard curricula that have incor-
porated such guidelines, but he cautions that "a few are
taking advantage of the new market and promoting what has
been called 'ethnic junk'." 8
Many educational practitioners now feel that multi-
ethnic studies are the preferred means of promoting multi-
culturalism in schools, for they would not have the segre-
gating effects on minority groups which single group ethnic
studies have had.
7For example: John Browne, "General Guidelines for
Treatment of Minorities and Women in Curriculum and Instruc-
tional Materials," (Washington, D.C.: The Project to Improve
the Treatment of Minorities and Women in Instructional Ma-
terials of the National Education Association, October 1972)
.
Elizabeth Burr, Susan Dunn and Norma Farquhar, "Equal Treat-
ment of the Sexes in Social Studies Textbooks: Guidelines for
Authors and Editors," (1972). Jeanette Henry, Textbooks and
the American Indian
,
Rupert Costo (ed.) (San Francisco: The
Indian Historian Press, Inc., 1970). Garnet McDiarmid and
David Pratt, Teaching Prejudice: A Content Analysis of Social
Studies Textbooks Authorized for Use in Ontario (Toronto,
Ontario: The Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 1971).
Albert Yee with Connie Young Yu and Judith A. Mitchell, "My-
opic Perceptions and Textbooks: Chinese-Americans ' Search for
Identity ," (University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1973).
8 Philip Rosen, The Schools and Group Identity:. Edu -
cating for a New Pluralism , p. 52. The Rosen booklet is an
excellent review of multicultural curriculum efforts in
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*
* ;
multi-group approaches to ethnic studies
should include the study of many groups on a
comparative basis, investigating common problemsand cruciai differences. They should demonstrate
such basic concepts as ethnicity, identity, dis-
crimination, integration, assimilation, accomo-dation, amalgamation, acculturation, pluralism,
marginality and others. This treatment includes
the richness of cultural diversity, the role and
contributions of both white and nonwhite culturalgroups, and the expression of ethnicity in Ameri-
can life. y
James Banks has developed a multiethnic curricular approach
which would utilize key concepts from many social sciences
disciplines supplemented with organizing generalizations
drawn from the experiences of the many cultural groups repre-
sented in the curriculum. 10 These concepts would be deepened
classroom curricula, teacher training and community involve-
ment. He lists the school districts across the country which
have programs for various multicultural purposes, and gives
information on how to order their materials.
9 Ibid.
,
p. 48
.
1
0
James A. Banks, Teaching Strategies for Ethnic
Studies (Boston: Allyn & Bacon, Inc., 1975), pp. 92-98, and
438-461. Banks recommends the following ethnic groups for
study by all students: Native Americans, Mexican Americans,
European Americans, Afro-Americans, Japanese Americans,
Chinese Americans, Filipino Americans, Puerto Rican Americans
and Cuban Americans. An excellent list of criteria for eval-
uating the total multicultural program appears at the end of
this book.
Serious doubts about the ability of approaches such
as Banks' have been raised by Vine Deloria in his poetic
essay on "The Rise and Fall of Ethnic Studies," Idem. He
feels that organizing the multicultural program around con-
cepts from the social sciences changes only the content of the
curriculum, not the fundamentally ethnocentric social sciences
themselves. "The original conception of objective study of
community life and values neglected to remember that objective
analysis orients the subject matter from production to con-
sumption. And what has been happening in minority communities
that have been involved with ethnic studies as a discipline
is that they have produced an objectification of their own
culture and then proceeded to become consumers of their own
products." p. 132. "In order to escape this epistemological
dilemma both students and teachers have a task as formidable
as any faced at any period of history. They must in effect
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and reinforced in a spiraling curriculum through eight grades.
A few multicultural or multiethnic programs have been imple-
mented in elementary schools. 11 Banks sees multiethnic
studies as encompassing and including human relations train-
ing, bilingual curricula, international studies and anthro-
pology courses
. Both Banks and Rosen also stress the need
for teacher training as a prior and concurrent condition to
the implementation of multicultural curricula.
Human Relations Training and
Values Clarification
The purpose of introducing human relations training
into the curriculum is to help students develop strong con-
cepts of self and others. Such training focuses on the
individual's values and attempts to root out prejudices
about others. 12 This is accomplished by activity and in-
quiry oriented lessons which illustrate stereotypic thinking
create new logics and new systems of explanation based not
so much on discovery of great truths but on emotional satis-
faction of the moment. Learning must become the consumption
of diverse and conflicting facts and experiences, all of
which carry different energy contents, and the conclusions
which can be reached by reflection on the period within which
the experience occurred." p. 134.
1
^ormalee Lindberg & Kevin Swick, "Teaching Children
About Cultural Differences: Process, Material, Activity, and
Behavior," paper presented at the annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation for Childhood Education International, Wichita, Kansas
(April, 1973). Also Milbrae School District, California,
Multicultural Education Guide for Grades 4, 5, and 8, May 1970
1
2
Philip Rosen, The Schools and Group Identity , p. 33.
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and the similarities and differences among people, 13 and
are often accompanied by counseling components. 1 *4
The organization of one intergroup relations curri-
culum uses progressively larger social contexts (home,
school, neighborhood, community, region, etc.) at succes-
sive grade levels to study governing processes, group and
universal similarities, individual and group differences,
interactions, ideals, myths and realities. 15
Human relations training, in and of itself, is not
seen as a comprehensive or complete approach to multicul-
tural education. And it has been criticized for its poten-
tial to set up dis functional dichotomies between right and
wrong values, or overemphasize differences to the point of
creating new prejudices. 16
1
3
Saundrah Clark Grevious
,
Teaching Children and
Adults to Understand Human and Race Relations: A Study in
Depth (Minneapolis: T.S. Denison & Co., Inc., 1968), also
see James Banks, Idem., pp. 103-115.
14The Francis Scott Key Elementary School, Proposed
Annual School Plan for 1974-1975
,
Arlington, Virginia, shows
how both classroom and counseling resources are used for the
accomplishment of human relations objectives.
1
5
John S. Gibson, The Intergroup Relations Curricu -
lum: A Program for Elementary School Education, Volume II
(Medford, Mass.: The Lincoln Filene Center for Leadership
and Public Affairs, Tufts University, 1969), p. 6.
16
"Too often, this kind of curriculum lends itself
to what social researchers call the 'influence of social
desirability'. Students know what are the ' right ' attitudes
to express, making openness hard to come by and leaving am-
bivalence unexplored." Philip Rosen, Idem., p. 34.
Or, consider this as regards race relations training:
"I used to feel that this term [race] made no real difference
but I now feel strongly that we have been the victims of a
huge, world-wide hoax of the racists. We ought to stop this
ridiculous nonsense at once and reflect it in (a) realistic
materials on biology and sociology of human groups, (b) root-
ing out the term 'race' from the official curriculum, and
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Bilingual or Multilingual Curricula
Historically, it has been a school concern where
the language spoken at home is not English, as is the case
with many Canadian-, Chinese-, Japanese-, Mexican-, Native-
European-Americans or Puerto Ricans. In response to the
need for the school to communicate with the students, Eng-
lish as a Second Language programs were developed to pro-
vide non-English-speaking students with intensive English
language instruction. The primary purpose of English as a
Second Language instruction was to teach the students enough
English so that they could be "mainstreamed" into the
regular school program. This program has had negative ef-
fects, especially where students were mainstreamed before
they could do conceptual work in English.
To offset these negative effects, bilingual education
was conceived with the assumption that all children should
become proficient in two languages, and that basic skills
should be taught in the native language first. Bilingual/
bicultural programs are currently used where the school
population consists of two cultural groups whose languages
(c) training teachers in the above areas." A. F. Citron,
"White Students and a Multi-Ethnic Curriculum, " Proceedings
of the Conference on Multi-Ethnic Curriculum and the Chang-
ing Role of the Teacher
,
C. D. Moody, C. B. Vergon, G.
Baker and G. Green (eds.), (Ann Arbor: Michigan University,
July 1972) .
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are different, although the cultural component might be
expanded to include cultural groups not in presence at the
school
.
1
7
Bilingual education programs evolved from the
need to equip the minority group with the skills necessary
to function in society without stripping it of its cultural
values. Thus selection of goals and objectives are based
on the cultural traditions of both groups, and subject
matter is taught in either one, or both of the languages
represented. 18 The majority (usually Anglo) culture would
benefit from the program in becoming bilingual and in gain-
ing a deep appreciation of a culture other than their own.
The potency of this idea is seen in the form of legislation
by many states requiring bilingual instruction in schools
where there are large numbers of non-English speakers.
One multilingual school program has begun in a New
York area school. 19 It consists of foreign language instruc-
tion in five different languages on separate days of the
week. It resembles the European practice, in that the ob-
ject is for the children to become conversant in several
languages, but instruction in the basic skills is carried
on in English.
1
7
There exists at least one bilingual/tri-cultural
program. The Bilingual/Tri-cultural Program, E.S.E.A. Title
III, Pawtucket Bilingual Program, Pawtucket, R.I., 1974.
1
8
For an overview of bilingual/bicultural rationales,
methods and programs, see: Theodore Andersson & Mildred
Boyer, Bilingual Schooling in the United States (Austin,
S.W. Educational Laboratory, 1970)
.
1
9
Shawn Kennedy, "These Schoolchildren Learn in Five
Languages," The New York Times , March 19, 1975.
International Studies
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International studies seeks to demonstrate the
interdependence of the countries or nations in the world.
Its focus is global, and international studies draws its
content from a number of disciplines, primarily political
science, economics and world affairs. Positive attitudes
toward international interdependence are promoted through
playing of cross-cultural incidents, and many schools
sponsor international fairs or suppers with international
foods and dress. 20 The techniques for international educa-
tion were developed at the national level primarily for use
by foreign service and peace corps recruits, and they are
comparative in nature.
International studies usually find their way into
the school curriculum by way of units on various western
and non-western countries, typically, Japan. While inter-
national studies are designed in part to promote inter-
cultural understanding, "studies of life in other lands are
not ethnic studies," 21 but they may be a part of a compre-
hensive multicultural curriculum.
20 There are a proliferation of materials. See, for
example: Commission on Secondary Schools, Adventure on a
Blue Marble: Approaches to Teaching Inter-Cultural Under -
standing (Atlanta: Southern Association of Colleges and
Universities, 1972) ; Henry Holmes & Stephen Guild, A Manual
of Teaching Techniques for Inter-Cultural Education (Center
for International Education, University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 1971) ; L. Kenworthy, The International Dimension of
Education (Washington, D.C., Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, National Education Association, 1971).
21 Philip Rosen, Idem, p. 32.
Anthropology Courses
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The rationales and objectives for anthropology
courses in public schools are much the same as those ad-
vanced by educational anthropologists. The primary pur-
poses of these courses is to teach students the basic
concepts of anthropology, and to help them acquire the
ability to assess their own and other peoples' cultures
with objectivity. 22
An anthropology curriculum study project sponsored
by the American Anthropological Association has organized
a nationwide development and dissemination system for an-
thropology curricula, and they have a newsletter in which
the successes and failure of various projects are aired. 23
Many schools develop their own anthropology curricula. 24
There is no evidence of courses in anthropology, per se,
at the elementary level. However many courses based on
concepts or themes from anthropology, or utilizing ethno-
graphic field studies from anthropology, are offered at both
the elementary and secondary levels.
22There is lively debate among anthropologists and
others as to the efficacy of the many anthropology curricula
being implemented in schools. The most current and famous
source of controversy is Man: A Course of Study (Boston, Mass.
Education Development Center & N.S.F.), an upper elementary
or middle school package which is organized evolutionarily
and investigates animal behavior, including some outdated
material on a small human society.
2 3Anthropology Curriculum Study Project Newsletter ,
Anthropology Curriculum Study Project, 5632 Kimbark Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, 60637.
24 For example: Pam Haviland, A Program for High
School Social Studies: Anthropology , (Minnesota: Blooming-
ton Public Schools, 1969) , or John Jones, "A Junior High
Anthropology Program," (Deerfield, Mass.: Eaglebrook School,
1973)
.
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Teacher Training and In-Service Programs
While it is desirable, for many reasons, for schooldistricts to recruit and hire as many minority tea-
chers as possible, White teachers, as well as Black
and Mexican—Ame rican teachers, have a professional,
and I feel moral, responsibility to teach about all
American ethnic groups and to integrate ethnic
content into their regular curricula and courses. 25
An important key to effective (as well as good affective)
ethnic studies is teacher training." 26 Educational practi-
tioners recommend that teachers become knowledgeable about
the many cultural groups and cultural diversity in the
United States, learn to model multiculturally appropriate
behaviors, and to view events from the points of view of
others
.
Thus teachers might participate in ethnic studies,
human relations, bilingual, international, or anthropology
training to acquire skills for multicultural curriculum.
In one approach, quite similar to the Landes effort, teachers
learn: facts about and characteristics of various cultural
groups, to investigate their own values in relation to the
values of culturally different people, interpersonal re-
lations skills which they practice with culturally different
people. They are encouraged to carry on their learning
process when they return to their classrooms in a different
relationship to their students. 27 The Cultural Literacy
25Banks, Idem., p. 457.
26 Rosen, Idem., p. 49.
27Kevin Swick & Dormalee Lindberg, "An Approach to
Educating Teachers to Work With the Culturally Different,
ERIC Document #ED 090 153, 1972.
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Laboratory, with its emphasis on culture shock as a mechan-
ism for changing static cross-cultural perceptions, has
already been cited.
Another recent approach to teacher training for
multicultural education has been outlined by a committee
of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion. 2 ® This is a competency based model of teacher edu-
cation, in which members of the most prominent cultural
minorities in the United States developed specific compe-
tencies which they felt teachers need in order to effec-
tively work with students of their cultural group. In
addition, competencies for all teachers in a culturally
diverse society are advanced. These competencies relate to
understanding human growth and development, planning and
preparing for instruction, performing instructional functions,
performing assessment functions, displaying pupil achievement
and relating interpersonally
.
2
9
In such a teacher training
program, trainees would be required to show behavioral
achievement of these competencies before certification. If
a teacher were to be working with students of one or more
different cultural groups, they would additionally have to
show competencies with regard to the teaching of those spe-
cific cultural groups.
2 8William A. Hunter (ed.). Multicultural Education
Through Competency-Based Teacher Education (Washington, D. C . :
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1974)
.
29 Ibid., pp. 98-110.
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Bilingual teacher education has also been proposed
as a method of developing cross-cultural sensitivity in
teachers. In such a program, the teachers would learn more
about their own language as a means of communication and
its similarities and differences with languages of other
people. The truly unique aspect of this proposal, however,
is in the way in which it is used. Groups of teachers
would work together to explore themes of cultural conflict,
analyze their own teaching and the program of the school,
look for solutions to the conflicts and problems, and plan
curriculum modifications jointly with the community. 30
In addition to teacher training programs, there are
a number of materials published for teachers to help them
understand and effectively teach culturally diverse student
groups
.
3
1
Community Based Multicultural
Curriculum Programs
"A true commitment to multicultural education goes
beyond the classroom, however. It goes to the streets of
30Miles Zintz, Mari Ulibarri and Dolores Gonzales,
"The Implications of Bilingual Education for Developing
Multicultural Sensitivity Through Teacher Education," ERIC
Clearinghouse on Teacher Education, September 1971.
31 Among these are: Henry Burger, "Etho Pedagogy—•_
A Manual in Cultural Sensitivity, With Techniques for Im-
proving Cross-Cultural Teaching by Fitting Ethnic Pattern s.
Revised Edition (Albuquerque, New Mexico: Southwestern Co
operative Regional Lab. , May 1971)
.
Jack Forbes has written three: Afro-Americans in
the Far West: A Handbook for Educators (1973) , Mexican
Americans: A Handbook for Educators (19 72) , and Educa^on
of fh P Cul turally Different (1972~ (San Francisco: Far
West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development).
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the community; and, if the community is unidimensional
culturally, it goes beyond the community." 32 Educational
practitioners now recommend that the curriculum of the
school should reflect both the local community and the
society, and that members of those multicultural communi-
ties be involved in making decisions about curriculum.
Nimnicht, Johnson and Johnson feel that the school
must face up to social and economic facts of life in the
community before the community can take on a decision
making role in curriculum. 3
3
These authors suggest that
success in school (for a child of any culture) depends on
two factors: "the family's ability to attend" and "the
school's ability to respond," 34 to the educational needs of
the child. Since many minority cultural groups are also
suppressed economically, they see the major inhibitors to
the family's ability to attend to their child's education
as inadequate income, long work hours, inadequate housing
and health care. The major inhibitors of the school's ability
to respond, however, lies in the attitudinal forces which are
manifested in ethnic, racial and class biases, and which
3
2
David Washburn, "Multicultural Education Programs,"
p. 18.
33 Glen Nimnicht, James Johnson, Jr. and Patricia
Johnson, "A More Productive Approach to Education Than
'Compensatory Education' and 'Intervention' Strategies," in
Nimnicht & Johnson, Beyond Compensatory Education (San
Francisco: Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and
Development, 1973), p. 27-49.
3 4 Ibid
. ,
pp. 35-45.
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prevent educators from recognizing the cultural and social
needs of their students, and responding with appropriate
curriculum.
Barbara Sizemore has recommended the training of
parents and community members to become community agents,
community teachers, research assistants and classroom team
teachers. 35 She has also proposed the restructuring of
decision making channels within school districts so that
the community would be responsible for planning and evalua-
ting their own school programs. Teachers would formulate
and implement the plans. Administrators would expedite, and
so forth. Sizemore stresses the need for collaborative
decision making methods through what she calls an aggragate
model of school decision making. "Such a model must give
each role and group a position of parity and power in the
decision making." 36
Sizemore and a few others have documented the process
of community involvement in multicultural curriculum develop
ment. Bruce Sealy used a community based approach in
developing culturally sensitive materials for Canadian
schools. In this particular case, the curriculum plans and
materials of a school district were changed to more accurately
3 5Barbara A. Sizemore, "Making the Schools a Vehicle
for Cultural Pluralism," M.D. Stent, W. R. Hazard & H. N. Rivlm
(eds.), Cultural Pluralism in Education; A Mandate for Change
(New York: Fordham University and the Appleton-Century Crofts
Educational Division of the Meredith Corp., 1973), pp. 43-54.
36 Ibid.
,
p. 50
.
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reflect the contributions of Native Americans to the com-
munity, and to promote intercultural respect and under-
standing between the Native and White segments of the com-
munity. They "rejected anthropology as a distinct disci-
pline to be used but rather considered it as an integrative
framework in which all kinds of materials and theoretical
positions could be brought together and brought to bear
upon the education of children in the age range of eleven
to thirteen." 37 It was also decided to stress the develop-
ment of cognitive and affective skills equally. Content in
many media was drawn from the history, geography, archae-
ology
,
languages, arts and crafts, music, food, economics
and mathematics, and organized in an anthropological frame-
work as a total school program.
In a more comprehensive effort, the Los Angeles
Unified School District instituted a multicultural education
program which took a "shotgun" approach. 38 Alteration of
the curriculum, "magnet" schools, extracurricular activities,
teacher training, parent workshops and involvement on com-
mittees, and curriculum development were all implemented
at one time to promote intercultural understanding in Los
Angeles and to aid in the desegregation of schools. Their
37Bruce D. Sealy, "Designing Culturally Sensitive
Curriculum Materials for Canadian Schools," paper presented
at the American Anthropological Association Meeting, December
1972, Toronto, Canada, p. 1.
38Los Angeles Unified School District, Systems for
Multicultural Planning Framework, Volumes I & II, 1971.
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planning framework includes specific objectives of each
program, time line for funding and completion, responsi-
bilities of the various cooperating groups in each program,
the level of involvement of the community and the means of
evaluating the program. Data on the success of this mas-
sive effort were unavailable.
So educational practitioners have developed means
for organizing the curriculum around the local community
needs and context. They have developed frameworks for
systemwide implementation of multicultural programs and
incorporation of the community into planning and decision
making. While none of these frameworks are specific designs
for developing multicultural curriculum, the do contain ele-
ments which may be necessary to such a design. One of these
elements might be the study of the local and larger com-
munity to determine the desirables of education as well as
the source of the content for the curriculum. A second would
be an integrated organization of the happenings in education,
possibly around concepts from anthropology, but certainly
with respect to the social, cultural and economic environ-
ment of the school. A third is the inclusion of represen-
tatives of the local and larger community into decision
making about multicultural curriculum.
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Summary of the Review of Literature
on Multicultural Curriculum
What the literature on multicultural curriculum
has suggested, and what the Washburn study corroborates,
is that multicultural curriculum development has at least
three thrusts: altering the curriculum content, teacher
training and community involvement. The three are inter-
connected in that the community provides the context for
multicultural education, the teachers must be continual
learners in order to implement multicultural curricula,
and the curriculum must be substantially altered in order
to achieve multicultural purposes in schools.
On the basis of this review of the literature on
multicultural curriculum, certain assumptions may be for-
warded to a design for developing multicultural curriculum:
•
. . .Education for cultural pluralism includes four
major thrusts: (1) the teaching of values which sup-
port cultural diversity and individual uniqueness;
(2) the encouragement of the qualitative expansion
of existing ethnic cultures and their incorporation
into the mainstream of American socio-economic and
political life; (3) the support of explorations in
alternative and emerging life styles; and (4) the
encouragement of multiculturalism, multilingualism,
and multidialectism. 3
9
•students need to develop positive self concepts,
positive cultural identities and respect for other
cultural ways.
"Hunter, Multicultural Education Through Competency -
Based Teacher Education, p. 22.
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•the curriculum should be bilingual where students
speak languages other than English. It is a valuable
asset for any person to be bilingual.
•in multicultural education, the whole (cognitive and
affective) child is educated
•the curriculum may be organized effectively around
cultural concepts or the cultural context of the
school
•many different approaches to a single problem may
be necessary for its effective solution
•the school has a responsibility to serve the community
•all teachers have a professional and moral obligation
to teach about all American ethnic groups and to
integrate ethnic content into curricula and courses. 40
40 Banks, Teaching Strategies for Ethnic Studies
,
p. 457.
CHAPTER VI
RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS WITH EDUCATORS
IN MULTICULTURAL SCHOOLS
Introduction
In Chapter VI the results of the interviews with
educators in multicultural schools will be reported. This
chapter is presented in two sections; Interviewing Educa-
tors in Multicultural Schools, and The Responses of the
Educators to Questions on Multicultural Curriculum Devel-
opment .
The first section includes a broad overview of the
interviewing process or protocol, general reactions of both
administrators and teachers to the interviews, anecdotal
data about specific problems encountered or information not
anticipated by the questions, and a discussion of some ques-
tions regarding the accuracy of the interview data. The
purpose of this section is to provide a context for inter-
preting the interview data. Much of it is taken from field
notes made at interview sites, and as such, it reflects the
subjective opinions of the investigator.
The second section is a question by question report
of the responses made by educators in the interviews. This
section is summarized with a discussion of the commonalities
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among the responses of educators in multicultural school
situations, and the unique responses given by some educators.
Interviewing Educators in Multicultural
School Situations
Protocol
Doing fieldwork in schools, even in a broad-based
survey such as was used in this study, was a complex and time
consuming process. There were protocols to be learned, prac-
ticed and used as a matter of courtesy in dealing with school
officials and teachers.
Entry behavior was of particular importance. Most of
the schools cooperating in this study were recruited through
professional contacts with persons inside the school or dis-
trict. This seemed to be the most appropriate means of gain-
ing entry to schools. In one case an attempt was made to gain
entry through a letter of inquiry, including a copy of the
proposal for the research. This letter was passed on down the
line from the assistant superintendant until delays prevented
any interviews from taking place.
Once contact was established, arrangements were made
for dates and times of visits to schools where interviews
would be conducted. Upon arrival at the site, the investi-
gator contacted the administrator with whom arrangements had
been made. This was a helpful procedure. It provided an
opportunity to get a broad view of the school or district,
to collect demographic data of which teachers were often
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unaware, and to gather information on schoolwide goals and
procedures. In the course of this meeting, the interview
questions were asked of the administrator.
This initial interview was then normally followed by
^ tour of the school building during which a lively discus—
sion of the curricular approaches used at the school took
place. In general, principals either proclaimed the attri-
butes of their particularly neat physical plant, or offered
apologies for a poor one, implying that the building was a
major factor in the success or failure of their educational
efforts. One principal pointed out the most unlikely places
in his school (back staircases where students were smoking,
for example) . At the completion of the tour he asked for an
estimate of the percentage of black students at the school.
It seems this was a test, his assumption being that an out-
sider would make a high estimate because of the visibility
(in corridors and outside) of the black student population.
He seemed satisfied when the estimate given was ten per cent
low.
The school tour was usually concluded by an intro-
duction to the head teacher in a classroom or module. Once
the purpose of the visit was established, the teacher would
cordially invite the investigator to observe or relax in the
room until such time as she was free to talk.^ In one
1 of 10 teachers interviewed for this study, three were
men. Of these three, two were interviewed in their department
offices and one was interviewed over a pitcher of beer in a
local restaurant. None of their classrooms were observed;
thus, the use of "she" above accurately implies that the
subject is a woman.
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particularly hectic and understaffed mathematics resource
center
,
the investigator was invited to help students on
individual problems, which she did with relish. Most inter-
views with teachers occurred, then, either during a hasty
lunch period or after the final bell sounded. In either
case the teacher was apt to be in a state of fatigue, and
the interview would proceed only after the coffee was gotten
(perhaps the eighth cup for the investigator that day) and
the shoes were off. A few resilient teachers, however, worked
straight through their free period on the interview and then
resumed their teaching responsibilities without a break.
Overall, the openended interview proved to be an excellent
choice of method for data collection with working teachers
because it proceeded in the form of a conversation, and did
not require great physical or mental exertion or attention.
Some teachers reported having found the interview relaxing
and enjoyable. Some extended an invitation to return another
time
.
At the close of the interviews with teachers, the ad-
ministrative office was again visited, and thanks were expressed
for the school's cooperation in the study. A brief summary of
the content of the interviews was given to the administrator,
accompanied by an explanation of how the information was to
be used.
Later, from the university, short letters were written
to all participants in the interviewing process (contacts,
administrators and teachers), once again thanking them for
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their cooperation and explaining how their opinions and ad-
vice had been helpful to the study
.
2
The Administrators
The administrators interviewed for this study occupied
a variety of roles, from state department consultants and
project directors, to superintendents, assistant superinten-
dents and principals. The greatest number, however, were
principals. Four of the administrators were women. As could
be expected, reactions by this non-homogeneous group of ad-
ministrators were varied.
The interviews with administrators were both pleasur-
able and frustrating. On one hand, administrators were quick
to grasp the purpose of this study. They showed a general
interest in theoretical research in education, and verbalized
their understanding of the problems addressed in this study.
Many were involved in graduate studies of their own, and in-
troduced issues and topics of much interest into the conversa-
tion. On the other hand, the administrators were very skill-
ful in transforming the context of a question in order to
answer it as they pleased, and therefore not to answer it at
all . 3 This tendency may be a function of the political nature
2A superintendent with whom the investigator had pre-
viously worked for a week, responded in verse!
3 There was a pervading sense in these interviews, that
something was not being said. A few administrators were very
frank, and one middle school principal was extremely coopera-
tive (he followed the questions carefully and then gave com-
plete, relevant, responses). Among the others, there were
interestingly almost no negative statements or suggestions for
self improvement.
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of their positions
, because they also displayed a great de-
sire to make their school look good in all respects.
Administrators (and especially school principals)
seemed to be very well aware of what was going on in the
classrooms and projects under their control. They were sen-
sitive to differences among staff members, and invariably led
the investigator to a teacher whose work reflected the con-
cerns of this study.
They also enjoyed talking about their school and their
personal accomplishments, and expressing their opinions on
educational topics. In most cases, this tendency was an aid
to the flow of the interview and helpful in producing tan-
gential information, but in a dissappointing few it frustrated
the effort to gather information for the study. In one school,
the principal talked at such length about his opinions of the
merits, or non-merits of this study, that, eventually, the
school day was over and no teachers could be interviewed. In
another district, a meeting was scheduled with three adminis-
trators at once (a mistake not to be repeated) . These three
men simply took control of the interview and began to inter-
view the investigator, pointing out the futility of the present
study, describing studies they had accomplished in the past
and discoursing on the meaning of curriculum and the importance
of their jobs. One man completely subverted efforts to inter-
view him by citing a book, article, or researcher in answer
to most questions. Even when another administrator was answer
ing a question, this man would write the name of a reference on
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a piece of paper and slip it across his desk. Interviews
characterized by this total lack of control were few; but
they typify observations made by other fieldworkers in
schools
.
4
With many administrators, the process of rational-
izing this study and discussing the value of the research
was tedious and prolonged. Administrators often were wary
of allowing researchers into their schools for any purpose,
and virtually all voiced the question, "What's in it for us?"
in one form or another . ^ They may be rightfully suspicious
of diverting their precious resources to a research project,
having experienced little return on the favor in the past.
In this case, an impressively current bibliography of multi-
cultural education and a simplified rewrite of the eventual
design were offered to the cooperating schools, should they
4
"In most field situations it is both courteous and
politically astute for a fieldworker to call on the heads of
various organizations and groups and explain the nature of
his research. But what I would like to emphasize here is
that the fieldworker is naive if (again!) he thinks that most
of these important personages will really listen carefully
to what he says, much less, believe it. If he comes with a
recommendation which they must respect, they will listen with
half an ear to his carefully prepared presentation, nod their
heads, and then present their speech, in which they tell him
(1) what a remarkably good job they are doing under difficult
circumstances, and (2) how they expect him to conduct himself.
Rosalie H. Wax, Doing Fieldwork; Warnings and Advice (Chicago
University of Chicago Press, 1971), p. 367.
5
. . . the researcher may ... be put under stress in
cases where an informant wishes not only to discuss the parti-
cular research study but also to question the nature of the
economic and political commitments of the researcher."
Francis Henry, ed. , Stress and Response in Fieldwork (New York
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1969), p. 44.
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be interested. In most cases, however, the investigator got
the feeling that an administrator was content having verbal-
ized their doubts of the practical value of research, and
that doing fieldwork in the schools was not contigent upon
being able to demonstrate commitment to the cooperating
school or district. It was as if school officials are ac-
customed to being the subject of studies from which the
results never filtered down to effect changes in the status
quo, for perhaps the separation of university from public
school (and theory from practice) is the status quo.
The Teachers
The teachers interviewed in the course of this study
were without exception both courteous and willingly helpful.
Many seemed surprised and pleased to be asked to partici-
pate in a conceptual study. Some expressed doubt of their
ability to add substantially to the building of theory, and
required convincing that it was the very practicality of
their viewpoint that was desired in. the interview. Others
did not perceive their classroom as being multicultural, ad-
vising me: "You would be better off interviewing •
She's done much more with minorities than I." Some research-
ers have perceived in such expressions of humility the teach-
er's defensive posture in relation to an outside observer.
6
» The mere appearance of the observer in the doorway
sets afoot a kind of classroom destiny of self-validation
and actualization of pupil-teacher communion, and of activa
tion of the cultural drives." Jules Henry, Culture Against
Man, Idem, p. 294. Even more to the point: "Educators are
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This behavior may also have been a result of their years of
training and reinforcement in their role as implementers of
the ideas of others. They may honestly have thought that
their opinions about developing multicultural curriculum
were of no value.
In general, the teachers interviewed for this study
expressed a great deal of affection for their students. In
the elementary grades, teachers demonstrated their affec-
tion by touching the children and using endearing terms such
as "honey" or "darling." In the upper grades and high schools,
teachers were attentive when students talked, and expressed
concern about the individual problems of students. In all
grades, teachers smiled a great deal in the classroom. These
displays of affection, respect and comaraderie may have de-
rived from the teachers' almost universal comment in inter-
views that a good teacher of multicultural populations should
model the kind of behavior they want their students to adopt.
Many teachers in multicultural situations were observed
to use stricter discipline with students of their own ethnic
group than with students of another. Thus some black teachers
were more likely to call down an unruly black student (and in
exceedingly aware of their responsibilities to pupils and
want to make a good showing. Constant fears of inadequate
teaching appear in self-harassing questions. A child who
does not learn from schoolwork is felt by teachers to act
unfairly toward them, almost by deliberate intent. . • •
Here educators part company with other helping professions,
notably medicine, social work, and the religious ministry.
Ruth Landes, Culture in American Education, Idem, p. 21.
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more certain terms) than to discipline a similarly unruly
white student. Likewise, white teachers tended to apply
harsher measures to white students than black. So it ap-
peared, then, that teachers were consciously or uncon-
sciously favoring students who are culturally different
from themselves. But this is not necessarily the effect.
(Although a large enough sample of classroom behavior was
not observed) it could be that teachers were simply less
aware of culturally different students, or were consciously
ignoring them. This complex may, too, be related to the
expectations teachers hold for their students, and result in
less learning or achievement on the part of students who are
culturally different from the teacher.
On the Question of the Accuracy
of the Interview Data
An eminent field methodologist anticipated some of
the problems encountered in this interview process when he
wrote :
The accuracy of data is important. Observational
data are distorted through the inexperience of
the observer and physical and cultural limitations
of his perceptions of events. Interview data are
also distorted through the mechanisms for defense
of the ego in operation in every human group and due
to randomly distributed differences of capacities
for learning and insight in a society. Human beings
in every culture rationalize, project, and sublimate
their desires, wishes, and fears. And these pro-
cesses of ego defense operate according to the intel-
lectual capacities of individuals.
. . . It is not unusual that particular rational-
izations will be shared widely in a culture. 7
7Thomas Rhys Williams, Field Methods in the Study of
Culture (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967), p. 27.
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This section has included descriptions of many behaviors
and events which bear on the accuracy of the data finally
collected. The demonstrated ability to not-answer questions,
the cynicism about the practical value of research, the im-
portance of the physical plant in the capabilities of the
staff, the extreme politeness or gruff skepticism
—
perhaps
they can all be explained as simple ego defense mechanisms
at work. Most certainly there is a "school culture" which
provides the staff with a common vision of reality to which
the intruder is a potential threat. But the explanation of
these (perhaps defensive) behaviors must be at a much deeper
level to be brought to bear on the accuracy of this study.
It is necessary to be able to describe that common vision of
reality among educators to assess its affects on their re-
sponses to the interviews. The investigator's description
of this vision follows.
In general, the educators interviewed for this study
see themselves as hard working, and often overworked humani-
tarians. They believe they are doing a service to the com-
munity, which sometimes does not appreciate their efforts.
They like children and almost without reservation say they
like their work. Educators at all grade levels believe that
children must learn to read, write and compute. They see
their mission as one of imparting these vital skills to child
ren in whatever way is appropriate for the child, the
school
and the community. If they fail in this mission, it is
pos-
sible to pass the buck, always a few grades down--the
first
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grade teacher can pass the buck home. Anything children get
outside of reading
, writing and computing is enriching but
not necessary. Some educators say that they want the child-
ren to grow up with the social skills necessary to inter-
relate with others, but when pressed on what skills these
are, they are reading, writing and computing skills. In
addition, teachers or administrators with subject matter
specialties view their specialty as a vital learning in every
child's life, perhaps because the teacher's experience with
the particular discipline has enabled them to integrate
their world view. This may account for the divisiveness
between departments in secondary schools and between indi-
vidual teachers in elementary schools.
One source of bias in the interview data stems from
the defensiveness of administrators and their desire to make
their school look good. Some administrators evaded questions
or made irrelevant responses. Some of their responses may be
outright untrue. Here, too, educators may have given "pat"
answers to interview questions based on their perceptions of
what the investigator wanted to hear, or what the "right"
answer might be.
On one particularly poignant occasion, an administra-
tor was explaining the program for black migrant children in
their all white district. He said that the migrant students
were normally in school there from September through November,
and that the policy of the district was to "mainstream" these
students (i.e., place them in regular classrooms with the
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year-round students)
. When asked if the migrant children
were subjected to prejudice or discrimination in the class-
room, he responded, "Oh no. We love 'em!" He then showed
me pictures of a migrant high school student who has starred
yearly on the football team, and expressed his dismay that
the student might not return the following year, because the
farmers have stopped providing housing for migrant workers
with children. After the interview, it was discovered that
the school district is all white because every black family
that has attempted to move into the district has found the
abutters of a property willing to outbid a black family and
buy the property themselves, rather than have a black family
move in. The one Jewish family in the district is constantly
harassed and their child is set apart as an oddity by his
classmates who call him "weird." So the responses of educa-
tors to questions on multicultural curriculum do not always
reflect the realities of school life.
Another bias was introduced as a result of the first.
Principals always chose their "best" teachers or those teach-
ers "most concerned about minority students" to be interviewed.
Had all the teachers in a single multicultural school been
interviewed, the results of the interviews would have most likely
been very different. Since only one, or at most two, teachers
in each school were interviewed; and since these teachers were
most likely to have positive attitudes toward cultural differ-
ences and multicultural education because of the way in which
they were selected for participation; it can be assumed that
the answers the selected teachers gave to questions on
multi-
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cultural curriculum were not representative of what all
educators do or think.
Both of these biases suggest that all of the answers
given in the interviews were skewed away from reality and
toward what was assumed to be ideal or "right" in multi-
cultural education. These biases do not present as much of
a problem in the treatment of the data as might be expected,
however, since multicultural curriculum is an ideal concept
thus far, and must necessarily be articulated as such. Even
if educators answered every question by telling what they
thought the investigator wanted to hear, their answers re-
flected what they believed to be right, and what, in fact,
they might attempt to do given the opportunity.
A third source of bias in the interview data stems
from a heretofore unidentified source. This source was an
extraordinarily common set of inferences employed in the
schools and district visited for this study, which go some-
thing like this : Curricular solutions are subject matter
solutions, and if the problems that need solving are cultural,
then the solutions will be made in the social studies curri-
culum or course. It has been noted elsewhere that the teach-
ers who were interviewed were, for the most part, selected
by administrators, and that the administrators tended to
chose their "best" teachers. They also invariably chose
(elementary) self-contained classroom teachers, social studies
team leaders, or (high school) social studies or humanities
teachers. No mathematics or science teachers participated in
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the study, so there is therefore no data on what such teach-
ers might consider to be important assumptions or elements
for multicultural curriculum. Except for this one glaring
omission, the educators reflect a wide diversity of teaching
or administrative levels and ethnic backgrounds. They are
fairly evenly divided between the sexes. However, the num-
bers here reflect the sexual inequalities in the schools,
namely: men are less likely to teach at elementary schools,
and women are less likely to hold administrative positions.
Responses of the Educators to Questions
on Multicultural Curriculum Development
The purpose of this section of Chapter VI is to pro-
vide a question by question report of the responses educators
in multicultural school situations made to the interview
questions regarding multicultural curriculum. (A copy of the
entire interview schedule may be found in Appendix C.) Socio-
economic, demographic and ethnic information on the schools
in which interviews took place may be found in Table I,
Chapter II. Information on the roles, sex, and ethnic back-
grounds of interviewees is displayed in Table III on the fol-
lowing page .
In this section, each question on the interview sched-
ule will be listed in order, followed by a description of
the responses made by the educators. Prevailing themes will
be noted, as well as differences among the responses of parti-
cular groups, or especially unique responses made by a few
educators
.
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It should be kept in mind that not all of the edu-
cators responded to every question. This was partly due to
the free— flowing conversational nature of the interview
method. In some interviews, some questions were not di-
rectly put, because the conversation led away from, diverged
from, or was undermined by the interviewee. As was pre-
viously discussed some administrators did not provide rele-
vant answers to questions directly put. Teachers tended
more to listen to questions and to answer them directly.
1. What does the term "multicultural education" mean to you ?
Six educators made immediate, clear cut responses
to this question. All of them cast their definition in
terms of relationships among different groups. One teacher
said that multicultural education meant studying other
countries and cultures, and she saw interdisciplinary stud-
ies as the primary method used. Another teacher said that a
school with multicultural education shows the ability of
the school to "come across" to all the different groups of
students present. A third teacher described multicultural
education as "the basis of my existence." She therefore
related exposure to, awareness of, and respect for other
cultures to an overall philosophical framework for education.
A composite definition of multicultural education based
on the educators who responded would be thus: Education
where different cultural groups in the school are recognized
and respected, where students cultural horizons are
expanded
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by learning about other cultural groups outside of the
school
, where people develop attitudes toward cultural
diversity such as tolerance and respect.
2
.
the
so.
Should the curriculum of the school be different where
sstudents are from different cultural backgrounds? If~
Response was diverse on this question. While most
of the educators felt that the curriculum should be differ-
ent where the students are from different cultural back-
grounds, few were able to explain how. One administrator
stressed that if students do not speak English, they should
receive instruction in their native language. Several
teachers mentioned the need to know where the students were
coming from, and that the curriculum should be geared to
the individual differences of the students. At the elemen-
tary level, teachers stressed cultural information as being
necessary to diagnosis of student readiness for particular
tasks or lessons. One high school teacher mentioned that
the cultural differences among students at the school should
be a focal point of the curriculum, developed in an atmos-
phere where students felt free to discuss their differences
openly. Almost all educators said that expectations and
standards should not vary according to cultural groups, and
several said that cultural minorities should not be isolated
in ethnic studies programs. Overall, then, educators felt
that the curriculum should be different where students are
from different cultural backgrounds, but the aspects of
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curriculum in which changes were seen as desirable were
diagnosis and classroom methods. Aspects of the curri-
culum where changes were seen as not desirable were content
and goals or purposes (expectations)
.
r-1
Dg you think students have an awareness of the c ultural
backgrounds of others in the school? Outside of the srhnni?
Why ? ~
This question did not elicit a very strong or in-
teresting response. A few educators said that students
were well aware of the different cultural groups in the
school, where they lived in the residentially segregated
communities, and that little visiting between homes of cul-
turally different students took place after school. In one
such school, children clearly adopt linguistic modes and
phrases from each other. One elementary school teacher (a
native of a different country) said that her school children
had a very low awareness of other cultures, especially in-
ternationally. Her comparison was with children of other
countries who are well aware of the United States.
4 . How can a teacher help students of one culture become
aware of other cultures ?
The responses to this question fell into two cate-
gories. Most educators touched on both categories in their
responses. The first revolved around attitudes and involved
using incidents between students in the classroom to illus-
trate cultural differences. These incidents might be prej-
udices or stereotypes as they are revealed through the use
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of ethnic slurs or name calling. Incidents might also
arise out of the curiosity of students about others. Ed-
ucators recommend using these incidents to explore or ex-
plain concepts of prejudice or cultural difference, rather
than ignoring them. One teacher in a primarily black and
white high school has his students debate the issues sur-
rounding cultural conflict as part of the social studies
course
.
A second category of responses involved teaching
students about cultures not represented in the student body
of the school. Here, educators recommended either studying
particular, modern day, cultures in depth; or using the
social studies curriculum to investigate the common issues
and themes of humankind. In the former, teachers would pre-
sent another culture as they would present their own, with
sensitivity and realism, showing why particular beliefs or
behaviors make sense for the environment and the times. One
teacher suggested setting up a penpal relationship between
her students and students of the same age in another country.
In the latter, themes such as war and peace, family, or the
use of language were suggested for course content. In this
instance, many cultures would be examined to yield informa-
tion on the themes of humankind.
There was another overwhelming response to this ques-
tion which was unanticipated. All of the educators stressed
that it is impossible for teachers to help students of one
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culture become aware of other cultures unless they them-
selves were multicultural people. They indicated that
teachers must model the kind of respectful, inquiring be-
havior that they want their students to adopt toward other
cultures. As one teacher put it: "A narrow minded teacher
cannot have a multicultural classroom." One teacher recom-
mended cultural awareness workshops for teachers to enable
them to better teach about different cultures. A principal
went so far as to specify the attributes of a teacher who
could successfully teach culturally diverse students about
themselves and others: "self-confidence, stability, warmth,
understanding and an ability to tolerate ambiguity."
Overall, then, educators felt that students should
and could learn about the different cultural groups in their
school and outside of it, but that in order to do this it
is necessary that the teacher have crosscultural skills and
understanding as well.
5. What do you think the school should be doing particularly
for ethnic or cultural minority students ?
In response to this question, most educators indi-
cated that the school should adopt goals consistent with
the elimination of racism, the improvement of minority self-
concept, the responsibility of the majority of students to
learn about minority cultures and contributions, and the
responsibility of the school to prepare students with skills
and attitudes appropriate to the multicultural society.
Although one teacher said that the school should treat all
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students the same, no matter what cultural group they belong
to, several others disagreed. One principal said: "The
school has to do more to ensure that all students are get-
ting an equal chance. If that means doing more--then we
have to do more for the minority or whoever is not scoring
on achievement tests or whatever the measure of success is."
Several educators cited intensive academic instruction or
remediation in the basic skills as an example of what "doing
more" would be. Two educators said that the hiring and pro-
motion of minority staff would be an indicator of an attempt
to improve the school along multicultural lines. And one
administrator expressed a strong belief that the main teacher
in the classroom should speak the language of the students.
All of the educators suggested that the school has a respon-
sibility to improve intergroup relations among students, as
well as teach all students the basic skills (which include
reading, writing and computation, and proficiency in the
English language)
.
6. How important is it to you that the school do these
things? What aspects of schooling are more important, less
important ?
Only a few of the interviewees were asked to respond
directly to this question. After the first few administra-
tions it was dropped or shifted to another context because
it was somewhat unclear to respondents, and it seemed to
elicit a "pat" response. The three educators who made a
direct response said that it was extremely important to them
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that the school carry out their purposes with respect to
cultural minorities, and that without a sound basis of
intergroup tolerance, respect and belief in the worth of
each individual, schools will continue to fail in their
academic programs (some say because of the tension created
otherwise)
. Incidental information may have more of a
bearing on this question. One elementary school teacher
in a recently desegregated school district insisted that
her experience in working with culturally diverse students
has been so positive, both for herself and for her students',
that she will never go back to teaching in a segregated
setting again. She said that she would move to a city in-
stead. An administrator of funded programs, including a
bilingual elementary program, said that she had formerly
been a mathematics teacher. She became director of special
programs because she saw the special needs of culturally
diverse students in her district and began writing grant
proposals in order to do something about the problems.
(Her first grant was in the form of ten cameras from the
Polaroid Company to help motivate Portugese-American child-
ren to learn English through taking pictures and describing
them to others). In general, the educators seemed to feel
as though they are making efforts to do the things they
felt the schools should do for cultural minority students.
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fehuulT
decislQns about school curriculum made at your
With only one exception, this question was met with
a description of the formal policy making channels for cur-
riculum in the school district. A typical district's mech-
anisms for curriculum would look like this:
STATE LEGISLATURE GUIDELINES
(hours and subjects)
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD SUPERINTENDENT
(approval & budget) (scheduling and assignments)
ASS' T. SUPERINTENDENT FOR CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
(texts, monitoring, evaluation)
PRINCIPAL
(schoolwide scheduling and assignments)
TEACHER
(choosing classroom activities, methods & materials)
Two districts had curriculum committees consisting of
teachers at the level of the Assistant Superintendent for
Curriculum and Instruction. These committees made curricu-
lum guidelines in the various subjects and often recommended
texts for adoption by the district. Interestingly, however,
most of the educators thought that these formal channels
actually exercised very little control over what actually
happens in the classroom, except in the basic skills areas,
where standardized tests require proof of content.
The one exceptional response to this question came
from an elementary school teacher who worked in a team of
four teachers. She related that in reading and mathematics,
her team followed the required text, and that in social
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studies and science, the team attempts to "connect up with
the kids" by keying off of their interests. Thus the plan
for science for a week might revolve around some animals
that a student had brought to school.
The word "curriculum" seemed to bring to mind, in
these educators, textbooks and guides that are developed
outside the classroom; something that teachers do not make,
but are supposed to implement. The conceptualization of
curricular decision-making channels is remarkably similar
among the school districts visited in this study. Although
the question was a failure in that it was designed to elicit
information on a different conceptual level, it did bring
to light the way in which the educators interpret the mean-
ing of curriculum.
8. What would you do in school which would be especially
appropriate to the students who belong to ethnic or cultural
minorities? (Where would you get the support to do these
things? Are you trying any of these things? What?)
Most educators responded to this question as if they
had been asked, "What do you do . . .?" They gave concrete
answers based on the activities, programs and courses that
they had already developed and tried. The responses were
very similar to those to question 4 above, but on a more
operational level. Many specific examples were given, which
are listed below:
•Teacher should get to know each student and be a-
vailable to them to talk things out when they want to.
•With non-English speaking children, many visual aids
and materials in the native language should be used.
Bilingual children help non-English speaking child-
ren. Use minority students as resources in social
studies
.
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•Get acquainted with the parents of all students.
Have parent nights or picnics where parents willinteract with one another.
•Recognize the holidays and festivals of the various
cultural groups.
•Teach the social studies or literature courses such
that the contributions of all the cultural groups
in the school will be part of the curriculum. Give
students free choice among many types of literature
to read.
•Teach crosscultural systems or the universals of
culture. Perhaps use science fiction for large
perspective
.
•Have aids, visitors, and teachers who represent the
cultural backgrounds of the students
.
•Food: cook dishes of different cultural groups, have
suppers where parents and students try different
dishes, or have cafeteria staff that represents the
different cultural groups of the students and cooks
different dishes for students every day.
One high school teacher felt that it was his responsibility
to get students from cultural minorities involved in school.
He has many students who are poor, so he tries to get his
students to raise their sights by pointing out the descrep-
ancies in their lives. In one such exercise, he asks the
students to write down "What would you most like to be in
the whole world?" and following that, "What do you think
you'll be when you get out of high school?" He then has
them analyze their reasons for giving each answer, and tries
to get them to figure out ways to overcome the problems that
might prevent them from becoming what they most want to be.
Interestingly, the only teachers who mentioned
ethnic studies, said that it had been tried and found not
to work, because students quickly lost interest in the
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subjects. By far they favored integrating the cultural
backgrounds into the regular subjects, or teaching new
courses that show the commonalities among cultures (such
as a course in Cultural Pluralism offered at one high
school, which surveys sociology, social anthropology and
several cultural groups)
.
The overall recommendations, based on the responses
of the educators, is that the school itself should reflect
the different cultural groups that make up its student body,
in its staff, courses, materials, food and counseling.
9. What are your goals for teaching multicultural popula-
tions ?
This question was normally supplemented with another:
"What do you want the students to get out of coming to
school?" Educators had very clear ideas of their goals for
students, and, for the most part, they were in agreement.
Most importantly, they wanted their students to realize
their potential; to become happy, productive adults; with
the knowledge and skills to negotiate the environment inde-
pendently, and the ability to gather information, form be-
liefs, and make judgments and commitments. All of the edu-
cators felt that students needed to learn to read, write and
compute in order to negotiate the environment successfully.
One high school teacher thought students should take every
course available to them so that they wouldn't "close the
doors on their own future."
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A secondary goal for these educators was their de-
sire for their students to develop attitudes which would
help them to appreciate, understand and get along with
people of many different backgrounds, or as one social
studies teacher put it "to meet each man as you find him."
A few teachers said they wanted their students to learn to
respect others and to listen carefully to what others have
to say.
A multi-lingual program administrator said, with
conviction, I can tell you what we should not do: we
should not let students sit and vegetate, we should not
mainstream non-English speakers until they have conceptual
ability in English, and we should not shove minority stu-
dents into vocational training." She was hinting that the
goals that are most often stated are not necessarily the
ones by which the school operates.
10. Do you have a list of activities, or a unit plan that
you think is of particular importance to cultural under-
standing? Copy ?
Few elementary teachers had such plans or activities
on paper. They felt that they integrated cultural material
with the regular coursework. One elementary school had
behavioral objectives for integration and developing inter-
cultural understandings. These were to be measured by
student interaction in the cafeteria and after school. Special
counseling, class meetings and a human relations committee
had been established to implement them. A teacher in an-
other elementary school explained her course outline for
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social studies, in which the students study the world through
"cultural areas" which vary each year. (Some of the culture
areas were: Latin America, Europe, Southeast Asia, North
Africa and Australia.) The students do studies of the his-
tory, cultures, religions, music, art and foods of each
culture area.
Many of the high schools had courses that had been
developed to focus on cultures, intercultural understanding
or intercultural conflict. The Cultural Pluralism course
has already been cited under 8 above. The same school also
sponsors a history course on the Third World. Another high
school course in Cross-Cultural Systems investigates the
common themes of human groups such as accounting for the
unknown, division of land, time, kinship and family, the
role of men and women, and government.
As activities, educators cited taking the students
on regular field trips outside the school community, send-
ing multicultural groups of students to camp in the summer,
and sponsoring regular debates in which students could
research and air their opinions on issues of intercultural
concern.
11. What materials do you use with your students ?
This question was dropped from the schedule after
a few unsuccessful administrations. It is much too vague
for elementary school, and even at the high school level,
the immense amounts and variability of materials used in
social studies made it impossible to handle the answers.
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One elementary bilingual program employs a half
time curriculum writer
,
because there are very few mater-
ials of any kind in Azores Portugese, which is the language
of the children. At one high school, social studies teach-
ers write their own materials for courses which center
around concepts, and then supplement these materials with
trade and textbooks. The rest of the schools used pub-
lished texts or curriculum packages for classroom materials.
12. How do you develop or plan units and activities? Do
others participate in planning with you? Who are they, and
what roles do they play ?
Only five educators actually described their pro-
cess for developing unit plans or activities. Among these
five there was much agreement. First they would feel or
identify the need for a change. Then they would gather
information on the interests of the students, survey the
parents, or work with their own ideas until they developed
a temporary plan. One teacher reportedly organized her
innovations by (1) selecting content on the basis of the
students' interests, (2) making judgments as to the students'
readiness for the activities, and (3) sequencing the activi
ties in the plan to build experiences. After developing
a temporary plan, the educators would gain the approval of
whomever necessary (normally a formality with a department
chairperson or a curriculum committee) , and then try the
plan with a group of students. If the new plan seemed to
be motivating students and accomplishing its purposes,
it
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then could become institutionalized as part of the curri-
culum .
This question elicited very different information
than number 7 on curricular decision making, and illustrates
the different processes that pertain to curriculum develop-
ment in the practical school situation.
13. Are there any resources or support services you would
like to have in order to better teach students from cul-
turally diverse backgrounds ?
Virtually every educator had some impressions to
offer here. The responses fell into two different cate-
gories. One of these was staff resources, mentioned by
about half of the educators. They wanted more staff who
spoke the native languages of the students, and they wanted
more diagnostic personnel (psychologists and social workers)
to help them determine the students' individual readiness
for the school program.
The other category had to do with broadening the
experiences of the students. Over half the educators
indicated that they wanted the students to go on field trips,
to visit communities different from their own, to make con-
tact with people of different cultures, or to participate in
exchanges between schools or neighborhoods. Many also
mentioned that they wanted more "hands on" material for stu-
dents to work with, records of music from various
countries,
realistic films of life in other places and the like.
These
latter responses seem to indicate that educators
feel
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experience in different environments to be essential to
the learning of different cultures, and their feelings too,
that the students are not getting this at school now.
14. How might my study be helpful to you as an educator
of culturally diverse students ?
No one saw this study as essential to their educa-
tion of culturally diverse students, although one teacher
benevolently said that "it couldn't hurt." Four educators
actually gave suggestions about how they might use a design
for developing multicultural curriculum. One way would be
as a research device for discovering the needs of a school
for multicultural curriculum. Another would be as a source
of ideas, or as a set of tools for putting their ideas into
action. A final one would be to share the design with other
teachers to promote discussion of their common concerns
about culture in their classrooms.
Summary
Let us first recap those responses to the interview
questions on which there was considerable agreement among
educators. There were four vital points on which the edu-
cators were in agreement. One of these is that both the
staff and the curriculum of the school should reflect the
multicultural origins of its students. Another is the goals
which educators held for their students, and which reflected
their value of individualism. The third is the important
role the teacher plays in modeling good intercultural be-
havior to the students. The fourth is that students need
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to have experiences which help them practice behaving in
different cultural contexts. These may be considered com-
mon assumptions about multicultural education on the part
of educators in multicultural schools.
Now we will turn to the paradox in the responses
to questions 7 and 12. The very words in the questions
seemed to key the response on the part of the majority of
responders. In question 7, the educator was asked "How
are decisions about school curriculum made at your school?"
Question 12, on the other hand, asked "How do you develop
or plan units or activities ?" In the first question, the
word "decision" may have automatically made educators think
about formal channels, whereas in the second question, the
words "develop" and "plan" may have brought more day to
day, operational thoughts to mind. Further, the first ques-
tion was phrased without reference to the responder, and
the second contained the word "you, " which might have con-
tributed to the sense in the responses that "they" make
decisions about curriculum, and "we" develop units and
activities. Whether it was a result of the wording or not,
the educators clearly differentiated between these two
questions and gave responses that indicated two very dif-
ferent processes ongoing in curriculum development.
Questions 3, 6, 11 and 14 did not yield enough
information to adequately survey the assumptions and ele-
ments of curriculum as perceived by educators in multi-
cultural schools. Some of them were awkward or difficult
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to bring up in a conversation. These should probably be
rephrased or reconceptualized for a further study.
The responses of these educators to the interview
questions were in many aspects similar to responses which
might have been made by classical curriculum theorists,
had they been asked. These similarities will be explored
in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER VII
THE CONSTRUCTION OF A DESIGN FOR DEVELOPING
MULTICULTURAL CURRICULUM
Introduction
Chapters III through VI were an inquiry into cur-
riculum designs, educational anthropology and the work of
educators in multicultural schools. The task that remains
is to create order out of the dissonance that has been
generated from these different sources.
The first step in this process will be to select
a set of assumptions fundamental to multicultural curriculum.
Contradictions in the assumptions from the different sources
will be considered, repititious assumptions will be com-
bined, and the remainder will be advanced as assumptions
fundamental to multicultural curriculum.
These assumptions will be used to guide the selection
of the elements of multicultural curriculum. The elements
will be defined and organized into a design for developing
multicultural curriculum. Finally, the dynamics of the de-
sign will be discussed.
Selection of the Assumptions Fundamental
to Multicultural Curriculum
All of the assumptions which have been generated
from the four sources used in this study are listed below.
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They are organized according to the sources from which
they came, and, as can be seen, they are stated in many
modes and on many different levels of specificity.
Assumptions from Curriculum Designs
•curriculum should be developed in a logical manner
*’the school should define its task in relation to educational
purposes as distinct from other societal purposes
* ‘knowledge is defined and advanced by scientific investigation
*• curriculum is a process rather than a product
•means and ends do not sufficiently describe what the curriculum is
•curriculum designs must reflect the natural interactive processes
in human social behavior
•subjects or content are auxilliary to curriculum development
•a curriculum design provides a way of describing educational
desirables, a way of doing educational things, and a way of
defining what occurs in the process
Assumptions from Educational Anthropology
*
-education is a societal enculturation and acculturation process
•all cultures must be afforded a basic equal dignity
•the curriculum should be designed to eliminate ethnocentrism
•students need to experience cross-cultural situations to obtain a
multicultural perspective
•in multicultural education, one thinks in terms of humankind
•multicultural education is more a process of becoming a certain
kind of person than of learning certain facts
• teachers need to know how to provide for mutualities of meanings
•multicultural education is a reflective process
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members of all cultural groups In the school should participatein decision making
the curriculum should be organized with respect to the cultural
context of the school
it is equally important that both teachers and students adopt a
multicultural perspective
Assumptions from the Literature
on Multicultural Curriculum
•students need to develop positive self concepts, positive cultural
identities and respect for other cultural ways
•the curriculum should be bilingual where students speak languages
other than English. It is a valuable asset for any person to be
bilingual
•education for cultural pluralism teaches values which support
cultural diversity, encourages the expansion of existing cultures,
explores emerging and alternative life styles, and encourages
multiculturalism, multilingualism and multidialectism
•in multicultural education, the whole (cognitive and affective)
child is educated
•the curriculum may be organized effectively around cultural con-
cepts or the cultural context of the school
•many different approaches to a single problem may be necessary
for its effective solution
•the school has a responsibility to serve the community
•all teachers have a professional and moral obligation to teach
about all American ethnic groups and to integrate ethnic content
into curricula and courses
Assumptions from Interviews with
Educators in Multicultural Schools
•the purposes of education is to provide all students with skill in
reading, writing, computation and with the ability to interact
with others a social context
•the school should reflect the multicultures of the community in
both its curriculum and its staffing
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•teachers must model appropriate cross-cultural behaviors if
students are to learn the same
•social skills are learned by experience
*• curriculum is a formal document drawn up by policy making bodies;
activities are planned by teachers
Analysis of Contradictory Assumptions
Some of the assumptions which have been generated
from the four sources are contradictory of one another.
These are marked with a star. The contradictory assumptions
pose two major philosophical problems which need be re-
solved in order to construct a design for developing multi-
cultural curriculum.
The first of these is: What is the function of ed-
ucational institutions in the society? An assumption has
arisen from classical curriculum theory that the school
should define its tasks in relation to educational purposes
as distinct from other societal purposes. Ralph Tyler and
John Goodlad have made clear their belief that schools can
not make it their business to right social wrongs, which
are better handled by other social service agencies. Further,
in classical curriculum theory, the learning that goes on
in educational institutions is thought of as mastery of sub-
jects, or subject matter related skills.
Educational anthropologists' belief that schools are
agents of enculturation and acculturation contradicts these
assumptions. Educational anthroplogists believe that far
more than subject matter is learned in school. Jules
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Henry has said that subject matter is irrelevant to the
learnings that are accomplished in school, and that long
after the content is forgotten, the modes of human inter-
action developed at school will still pertain.
It is not within the scope of this study to develop
the concepts surrounding learning and education, but it is
clearly necessary here to accept some assumptions about the
role of education in the society. Let us start with two
givens. First, we have compulsory schooling in the United
States; and second, the schools are the only social insti-
tution in which an individual is obliged by the society to
participate. It would seem that by virtue of these two
givens schools may in reality serve many non-educational
(in the classical sense) function. Educational purposes
such as training for roles in the economy, keeping children
off the job market or allowing both parents to work have been
attributed to education by many social commentators. 1 To
^ome observers claim that these non-educational func-
tions have become major factors in institutions of higher ed-
ucation as well. "A great majority of our nine-million col-
lege students are not in school because they want to be or
because they want to learn. They are there because it has
become the thing to do or because college is a pleasant place
to be; because itfe the only way they can get parents or tax-
payers to support them without working at a job they don't
like; because Mother wanted them to go, or some other reason
entirely irrelevant to the course of studies for which college
is supposedly organized." Caroline Bird, "College is a Waste
of Time and Money," Psychology Today
,
Vol. 8 No. 12, May 1975,
p. 28. But the issue is not necessarily this clear. It may
not be that students are choosing these functions for colleges
but that a morass of societal factors compels people and in-
stitutions to behave as they do. Jules Henry traces non-
educational functions back to the elementary school, where
children are taught not to question or to learn, but to behave
in institutionally acceptable ways. In his perspective, "this
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ignore these functions in curriculum development seems naive,
especially in light of the failure of so many children to
succeed in schools as they are. So, for the purposes of
constructing a design for developing multicultural curricu-
lum, it will be assumed that education is an enculturation
and acculturation process which serves many functions in the
society, and that it is a worthwhile endeavor to examine
these functions for the purpose of more realistic curriculum
development or for the purpose of changing those functions.
The second problem posed by the contradictions among
assumptions is: What is curriculum? In classical curriculum
design, curriculum is the product which results from the
curriculum development process. Socio-cultural curriculum
theorists favor the notion that curriculum is the process
itself (the medium is the message) . The interviews with edu-
cators lend a third perspective, which is that curriculum
is something remote from and uncontrolled by the teacher
.
Educators seemed to feel that curriculum was a formal document.
Decker Walker found it useful to distinguish between
a curriculum, as events or materials-in-use which are capable
of affecting students, and a curriculum's design as the set
of explicit and implicit decisions that produced the curricu-
lum. At the Center for Curriculum of the University of
situation confronts the teacher at the college level in the
'stone wall' effect: students who will not discuss, who
will
,ot object! who will not examine, and who are likely to become
withdrawn and morose if forced to it by a determined
teac .
Jules Henry, "Is Education Possible?", Anthropological
Pe r
'nectivL In Education , Murray Wax, Stanley Diamond and Fred
Searing (eds.) (New York: Basic Books, 1971), p.
1^9.
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Massachusetts, the curriculum is viewed as having three
dimensions: the intended, the hidden and the emerging. in
the first chapter of the present study, curriculum was
defined as the sum of experiences and learning that
students acquire as a result of their contact with the
school, and curriculum design meant any organized set of
principles for thinking about curriculum definition, cur-
riculum development or curricular practices.
It might be useful in resolving this conflict to
introduce yet a third concept, one intended to bridge the
gap between the perceptions of the theorists and the educa-
tors. It has been said that the curriculum is what actually
happens, and that the curriculum design is the organized set
of principles that apply to what actually happens. The
intermediating concept proposed here is that of the curricu -
lum plan
,
or what the curriculum developer intends to have
happen. Now in multicultural curriculum development, part of
the object would be to narrow the gap between the curriculum
plan and the curriculum, by taking more and more of the un-
intended consequences of education into account in the
curriculum design. All of these definitions exclude the
view that curriculum is a book, a box, or a set of materials
to be applied to students.
One final problem in the assumptions as they appear
in the listing, is the notion underlying classical curriculum
theory that knowledge is defined and advanced by scientific
investigation. When juxtaposed against the overwhelming
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number of separate assumptions which call for pluralities
of viewpoints
, meanings and methods, it seems that this
assumption needs to be altered to be consistent with the
assumptions that educational anthropologists and educators
hold about multicultural schooling. So for the purposes of
constructing a design for developing multicultural curri-
culum, it will be assumed that scientific investigation is
one of many ways to define and advance knowledge.
Having considered these basic contradictions, it is
now possible to organize the remaining assumptions for the
construction of a design for developing multicultural curri-
culum.
Organization of Assumptions
The assumptions that remain to be considered are
stated on different levels of specificity and in relation
to different functions of multicultural curriculum design.
Some of the assumptions relate to the general purposes of
multicultural education. Some are specifically related to
curriculum design. Others pertain to aspects of the curri-
culum development process, and a final group concerns
necessary practices in multicultural schooling.
Some of the assumptions are repetitious of others.
The educational anthropological notion that students need
to experience cross-cultural situations to learn necessary
multicultural skills is reiterated by educators in inter-
views who believe that learning social skills is experiential.
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(It will be recalled that Franklin Bobbitt articulated this
belief as well.) Further, both educational anthropologists
and interviewed educators expressed the need for teachers
to learn and model multicultural behaviors in order to
effectively teach them to students. Finally, the literature
on multicultural curriculum and educational anthropology
revealed that the multicultural curriculum could be effec-
tively organized around concepts of culture or the cultural
context of the school. In the presentation of assumptions
fundamental to multicultural curriculum, the repititious
assumptions are combined and presented in the form of three
composite assumptions.
These, and the remaining assumptions, comprise a
list of 26 assumptions fundamental to multicultural curri-
culum. They are presented below in numbered order, moving from
the general to the specific.
The Fundamental Assumptions of
Multicultural Curriculum
1. education is a societal enculturation and acculturation process
accomplished partly in schools
2. all cultures must be afforded a basic equal dignity
3. education for cultural pluralism teaches values which support
cultural diversity, encourages the expansion of existing cul-
tures, explores emerging and alternative life styles, and
encourages multiculturalism, multilingualism and multidialectism
4. the purpose of education is to provide students with skills
in reading, writing, computing and social interaction
5. students need to develop positive self-concepts, positive cul-
tural identities, and a respect for other cultural ways
6. the school has a responsibility to serve the community in
which it exists
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7. a curriculum design provides a way of defining educationaldesirables, a way of doing educational things, and a way ofdefining what occurs in the process
8. a curriculum design has aspects of both process and product(means and ends do not sufficiently describe the curriculum)
9. a curriculum design must reflect the natural interactive pro-
cesses occurring in human social behavior
10. the curriculum may be effectively organized with respect to
the cultural context of the community (or around concepts of
cultures)
11. many different approaches to a problem may be necessary for
effective solution
12. the curriculum should be developed in a logical manner
13. the curriculum should be designed to eliminate ethnocentrism
14. the curriculum should be bilingual where students speak lan-
guages other than English
15. subjects or content are auxiliary to curriculum development
16. members of all cultural groups should participate in decisions
about curriculum
17. all teachers have professional and moral responsibility to
teach about American ethnic groups and to integrate ethnic
content into curricula and courses
18. in multicultural education, one thinks in terms of humankind
19. multicultural education is a process of becoming a certain
kind of person more than of learning certain content
20. multicultural education is a reflective process (one of looking
inward to discover self, and outward to discover others)
21. in multicultural education, the whole child (cognitive, affec-
tive and psychomotor) is educated
22. the school should reflect the multicultures of the community
in both its curriculum and its staffing
23. in multicultural education, knowledge is defined and advanced
in a number of ways, one of which is scientific
24. in multicultural education, teachers need to know how to provide
for mutualities of meanings
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25. teachers must learn and model multicultural behaviors in
order to teach them to students
26. students must experience cross-cultural situations in order
to learn how to behave multiculturally
Selection and Organization of the Elements of a
Design for Developing Multicultural Curriculum
The selection of the elements of this multicultural
curriculum design will be guided by the assumptions advanced
in the previous section. As may be recalled from Chapter
III, the elements of the classical curriculum design are data
sources, objectives, learning opportunities, organization and
evaluation. The elements of socio-cultural curriculum de-
signs are problems, deliberation, decisions and outcomes.
Some elements of this design for developing multicultural cur-
riculum are similar to elements of other curriculum designs.
The Elements of a Design for
Developing Multicultural Curriculum
The elements of this design for developing multi-
cultural curriculum are givens in the educational environment ,
shared understanding
,
educational desirables
,
curriculum
plans
,
outcomes
,
assessment
,
deliberation and action . The
first five are of a product or tangible nature. The last
three are of a process or linking nature.
Givens in the educational environment must be incor-
porated into the design because of assumptions identified
earlier which relate to the functions of education in the
larger social context; because the school exists in
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and reflects the community, and has a responsibility to
it; and because the organization of the curriculum stems
from the cultural context. 2 Givens in the educational
environment are the social realities, politics, policies,
traditions, ecology, science, technology and cultural
context of education; all of which are ways of organizing
the givens in the environment, and describing the forces
which impinge on education. 3 it is possible to control (to
a very limited extent) the forces which the givens exert on
education. This is done by consciously looking at larger
contexts, attempting to understand how they work, and making
curricular decisions which include as wide an understanding
of the givens as possible.
Shared understandings
,
as an element of multicul-
tural curriculum design, emerges from the assumptions that
members of all cultural groups should participate in cur-
ricular decision making, should be afforded a basic equal
dignity, and be treated with respect in the school curri-
culum. Here too, the assumption that in multicultural
education one thinks in terms of humankind, has importance.
2Goodlad has identified three levels of "remoteness"
from the learner in curricular decision making. John I.
Goodlad, The Development of a Conceptual System for Dealing
in Problems of Curriculum and Instruction (Los Angeles, Cal.:
U.C.L.A. and The Institute for the Development of Educational
Activities, 1966). It is useful to think of the givens in
the educational environment as existing on three levels as
well: realities in the school, realities in the immediate
school community, and realities in the society. Givens at
all of these levels must be considered in multicultural cur-
riculum development.
3The concept of givens subsumes the classical ele-
ment, data sources, and the socio-cultural element, problems.
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Shared understandings are the common perceptions of the
givens in the educational environment, arrived at through
deliberation, which may be stated in the form of a philos-
ophy of education or a contract mutually acceptable to all
members of the curriculum developing body. (The curriculum
developers will be discussed shortly. This body would take
the form of a committee which would likely include students,
parents, teachers and administrators, and representatives
of all cultural groups in the school community.)
Educational desirables are the goals, purposes, ob-
jectives or dreams-made-explicit upon which the curriculum
developing body can agree. Many of the assumptions funda-
mental to multicultural curriculum express hopes for what
multicultural education will be, or for what students in a
multicultural society will learn. Educational desirables
are the element of hope in the design for developing multi-
cultural curriculum.
Curriculum plans are necessitated by the large num-
bers of students in schools, and by the vast amounts of in-
formation which must be collected, sifted and coded to make
sense for a particular school. Curriculum plans are the
logical element of the design, but in multicultural curri-
culum development, plans are formulated through the use of
criteria which reflect the fundamental assumptions of multi-
cultural education (i.e., the school must reflect in both its
curriculum and staffing the multicultures of the community)
.
Plans are the procedures and content, the strategies and
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techniques
, which are devised to accomplish the educational
desirables
.
4 Like shared understandings and educational
desirables, the plans are formulated through deliberation.
Outcomes 5 are the result of actions taken in cur-
riculum development or curriculum implementation. It is
hoped that outcomes and educational desirables are two sides
of the same coin, and further, that the outcomes of multi-
cultural curriculum will be a vast improvement in the self-
and other-concepts of both students and educators. It is
expected also, that unforeseen or unintended outcomes will
come into play in multicultural curriculum.
The assumption that multicultural curriculum develop-
ment is a reflective process gives rise to the element of
assessment. Assessment is the pervasive element of this
design. It is the means for identifying the pluralities of
perspectives which can be brought to bear on a problem. It
is the process of formative and summative evaluation . 6 It
is the on-going effort to identify the cultural context
(both local and societal)
,
and to incorporate that context
4 Curriculum plans may include statements of objec-
tives and learning experiences or opportunities, as suggested
by classical theorists. They may also prescribe deliberative
processes such as the socio-cultural theorists recommend.
5Outcomes are an element of the socio-cultural cur-
riculum design as well.
6These two functions stem from socio-cultural problem-
ation and classical evaluation.
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into the curriculum in a realistic way. Assessment is the
scanning, study and analysis of the givens in the educational
environment, and it provides the input for the deliber-
ative process.
Deliberation , ^ as an element of multicultural cur-
riculum design, is the process by which the curriculum
developing body explores the givens, comes to shared
understandings, agrees on educational desirables, and for-
mulates curriculum plans. Deliberation is the preferred
method of decision making in multicultural curriculum devel-
opment, based on the assumptions that many different ap-
proaches to a particular problem may be necessary for its
effective solution, and that the members of the curriculum
developing body are co-equals, whose perceptions and assess-
ments of the givens are equally legitimately heard.
Multicultural curriculum development assumes that
educators and students will be actively involved in the cur-
riculum development and implementation process; that multi-
cultural education is an experiential process. Thereby
action becomes an element of this design. Action is required
by the statement of desirables and the formulation of plans,
and is the element of multicultural curriculum that prevents
the fruits of curriculum development from being typed up and
filed on a shelf.
deliberation is as described by the socio-cultural
curriculum theorists
.
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The eight elements of the design for developing
multicultural curriculum are shown in Table IV in relation
to the fundamental assumptions of multicultural curriculum.
Organization of the Elements
The order in which the eight elements of the design
were introduced reflects, in part, the organization of these
elements
. The givens in the educational environment are the
context in which all educational efforts, including multi-
cultural curriculum development, take place. These givens
affect all of the tangible and linking elements in the de-
sign. The givens may be perceived or unperceived, and as-
sessed in different ways by different members of the curri-
culum developing body. They are the source of shared under-
standings. They create the deliberative modes which may be
used. They affect agreement on educational modes which may
be used. They affect agreement on educational desirables
and curriculum plans. They delimit the extent and effec-
tiveness of action, and may cause outcomes to be unrelated to
desirables. In sum, the givens in the educational environ-
ment surround and set the stage for curriculum development.
Curriculum developers perceive the givens in the ed-
ucational environment, and their perceptions, and the per-
ceptions of others, form their assessment of the givens.
Assessment in multicultural curriculum development has many
functions, depending on the element to which it is applied.
Assessment should be a vital part of each step of multicul
tural curriculum development. It should generate shared
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understandings. It should be helpful in selecting educa-
tional desirables, and ensuring that the educational de-
sirables are appropriate. Assessment can be used to pre-
dict the efficacy of curriculum plans, and to choose among
alternative plans or solutions. Educational outcomes may
be assessed in terms of their relation to the desirables,
the plans, the understandings, or the givens. So while
-*-n the educational environment surround multicultural
curriculum development, assessment is central to it.
Through shared understandings of the educational
environment
,
a common basis for multicultural curriculum
is established. Shared understandings serve the function of
bringing diverse people together for a task, curriculum
development, and helping them establish working relationships
with each other. Educational desirables may be part of the
shared understandings, they may result from the process of
developing shared understandings, or they may be generated
through assessment of the givens or the outcomes of other
plans. They serve the purpose of goals or ideals toward which
the entire curriculum should move.
Both shared understandings and educational desirables
are approached through deliberation . Deliberation, in multi-
cultural curriculum development, is the means by which the
curriculum developers identify problems, explore alternatives
and choose solutions. It is the preferred group process in
multicultural curriculum development, because it affords each
party an equal opportunity to be heard and to influence de-
cisions .
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Through deliberation and action
, curriculum plans
are chosen and formulated. Curriculum plans are the
statement of what the curriculum intends to do and how it
ke done. They are based primarily on the educational
desirables, and descriptive of intended outcomes . Action
on the plans produces outcomes, which are also produced by
other measurable and unmeasurable forces in the educational
environment
.
Outcomes may affect the givens in the educational
environment. They may be directly assessed to yield infor-
mation about the effectiveness of the plans toward reaching
the desirables, or the appropriateness of the desirables.
Figure 9 on the next page shows the organization of
the elements of the design for developing multicultural
curriculum. The givens are shown surrounding the curricu-
lum design, affecting each of the elements, and in turn
being affected by them. The linking elements, assessment,
deliberation and action are set off with dotted lines to
show their pervasive and intangible nature. The four re-
maining tangible elements of the multicultural curriculum
design are shown revolving around the central assessment
process, the one and two way arrows representing how each
element influences the others.
fc-DUc/1-r
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Figure 9 : Organization of the Elements of the
Design for Developing Multicultural Curriculum
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The Dynamics of the Design for
Developing Multicultural Curriculum
An individual school is the fundamental unit of
multicultural curriculum development because the curriculum
and the curriculum development process must enfranchise and
reflect the cultural diversity of the school community in
the context of the larger multicultural society. Further-
more, a school is a manageable and somewhat personal insti-
in which actions are possible and outcomes are ob-
servable
.
Taking the school to be the fundamental unit of
multicultural curriculum development; and accepting the as-
sumption that members of all cultural groups in the community
should participate in making decisions about curriculum;
the appropriate curriculum developing body is a committee
which has, as at least some of its members, representatives
of the different cultural groups in the school community.
Other members would be those whose roles make them respon-
sible for the administration or the . implementation of the
curriculum: teachers and administrators. It is also seen
as desirable to have students participate in curriculum
development in some fashion, for two reasons: they are
(even at very young ages) the most direct source of informa-
tion about what works and what doesn't work, and they are
the client group to whom the school is attempting to do a
service. Subject matters specialists, curriculum specialists
and textbook publishers serve a consultory role in multicul-
tural curriculum development.
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The curriculum developing body, or committee, comes
together for the purpose of curriculum development. As with
any process, there is a desirable starting point for their
endeavors. Referring to Figure 9, it can be seen that the
committee may enter the process at virtually any point. But
in multicultural curriculum development, the desirable first
step is to establish a common basis of shared understandings.
The second step, then, would be to articulate educational
desirables. The third is to formulate curriculum plans and
the fourth is to create outcomes. These four steps in
multicultural curriculum development reflect four of the five
tangible elements of the design. They depend upon, for their
accomplishment, the operation of the three linking elements,
assessment, deliberation and action.
Assessment is a process through which information
about and perceptions of phenomena are collected and treated.
Assessment may be carried on by description and analysis,
empirical studies, evaluation techniques, or by overall scan-
ning of the environment to discover regularities in behavior
or phenomena. 8 Depending upon the task at hand, it may be
desirable to collect information on the attitudes and beliefs
of various groups of people, the behavior of students or
8 in addition to the traditional literature on assess-
ment and evaluation, the following may be of help in making
assessments for multicultural curriculum development: Seymour
B. Sarason, The Culture of the School and the Problem of
Change (Boston : A1 lyn & Bacon , Inc . , 19 71) , or Michael
Scriven, "The Methodology of Evaluation, AERA Monograph
Series on Curriculum Evaluation Book 1 (Chicago: Rand McNally
and Company, 1967), pp. 28-48.
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teachers or administrators, the environmental, financial
or physical resources available, or the different theore-
tical constructs that apply to a given situation.
ration is a collaborative decision making
mode, in which problems are identified, perspectives on
the problem are shared and explored, alternative solutions
are generated and assessed, and potential solutions are
chosen for action. 9 Deliberation presumes the operation
of mutually acceptable group processes. 10 The outcomes
of deliberation are decisions which reflect the entire
group. Thus in multicultural curriculum development, de-
liberation is the preferred mode of developing shared
understandings, articulating educational desirables and
formulating curriculum plans.
Action may be purposeful and relevant to desirables,
automatic, or exploratory. One of the purposes of develop-
ing multicultural curriculum is to resolve the contradic-
tions, or bridge the gaps, between what is said and what is
done
.
9The fundamentals of deliberation have been dis-
cussed in detail by Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
(New York: Herder and Herder, 19 72) , and Joseph Schwab, 'The
Practical: Arts of Eclectic," School Review , Vol. 79 No. 4,
(August 1971), pp. 493-542.
1
0
Hilda Taba has developed an excellent set of criteria
for effective group process.
.
"1. Groups tend to be more productive when their deliber
ations are conducted in a permissive atmosphere, when deci-
sions are kept open so that shifts in conclusions are possible
with new facts and analysis, when participation is encouraged
by incorporating each person's contribution into the thinking
of the group, and when critical comments are treated so that
their impact is devoid of sharp personal edges. . .
2. Most groups need opportunities to appraise their own
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These three linking elements, assessment, delibera-
tion and action, set the four steps of the multicultural cur
riculum development process in motion.
Step 1; Establishing a Common Basi s
of Shared Understandings
Multicultural curriculum development starts with the
selection of the curriculum developing body, and the relin-
quishment by the school district of the power to make de-
cisions about curriculum to that body. The curriculum de-
veloping body could be selected through a series of meetings
of the entire school community (i.e., teachers, administrators
and staff of the school, students, parents and other resi-
dents of the community)
. In the large meetings, perhaps
chaired by a town moderator or a person hired from outside
the community, the community would decide the numbers and
representation of the various groups for the committee, and
select committee members.
thought and work processes in order to become intelligent
about them. . . .
3. Protection of individual viewpoints and behavior in
groups needs to be assured, even of those who are over ag-
gressive and hostile or who express unsupportable notions.
This is especially important in the beginning stages of group
work when both morale and task orientation are as yet weak
and when the demands on reorientation are the heaviest.
4. Groups work more effectively when natural leadership
is cultivated and distributed. . . .
5. Communication channels must be established. This
involves procedures which assure that whatever is said and
done has a clear meaning to everyone. . . .
6 . Both the composition of the groups and the manner of
work need to be flexible. ..."
Hilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theory and Practice (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1962) , pp. 475-576.
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The committee would then begin its work by sharing
with each other their individual assessments of the givens
in the educational environment, or by commissioning a large
scale assessment to be done according to some specifications
they may draw up. Through deliberation, the committee
would arrive at a shared understanding of the givens in the
educational environment, perhaps expressed in the form of
a philosophy of education for the school, a contract per-
taining to their task, or a statement of needs they intend
to address. It is also important, at this point, for the
committee to develop some mutually acceptable group process
modes or rules and regulations for meetings, which would
be designed to ensure the full participation of each com-
mittee member in the deliberations.
In order to reflect their roles on the committee,
individual members might want to check the committee's
progress with their respective constituencies from time to
time
.
Step 2; Articulating Educational
Desirables
The next task which faces the committee is the arti-
culation of educational desirables; what they, as represen-
tatives of the school community, want the curriculum to do
for the community. Again, the members of the committee
might
share their individual assessment of the educational de-
sirables, and through deliberation arrive at some mutually
agreed upon statements.
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The desirables may be stated on a number of levels
of specificity. They might be classifiable as goals, pur-
poses, objectives or specific behavioral criteria. In
addition, a number of different types of desirables are
expected in multicultural curriculum. Three of these might
be: desirables for student education, desirables for teacher
education and desirables for community education. Further-
more, different desirables for different groups in the school
community may be acceptable
.
The articulation of educational desirables by the
committee becomes a statement of curricular intentions,
and so should be stated as clearly as possible. Here again,
individual committee members may desire to share their pro-
gress with their constituents, who may point out contra-
dictions or necessary additions.
Step 3: Formulating Curriculum Plans
Based on the desirables that the curriculum is to
accomplish or work toward, plans must be formulated for
their accomplishment. Depending on the different types of
desirables that emerge, the committee, at this point, might
divide up into sub-committees whose tasks relate to devel-
oping plans for a number of desirables. The committee
might also hire outside individuals or groups to develop
potential plans for them.
The curriculum plans should be developed through
deliberation (i.e., spelling out the problems, generating
alternative solutions, assessing the various solutions
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against the givens, and choosing alternative solutions).
The plans might include the procedures and content, the
strategies and techniques, that are to be used in an at-
tempt to accomplish the desirables. The committee should
develop a context for the plans, organized around the
context of the immediate and larger community, and re-
flecting in a realistic way the givens of the educational
environment. The plans should be compared with criteria
for multicultural curriculum, and should be reviewed by
representatives of different cultural groups, including
ethnic groups of color and white ethnics.
The curriculum plans, upon completion, may require
changes in existing procedures in the school, replacement
of existing programs, or changes in the organization of the
school itself. The plans should include a discussion of
how the resources available to the committee and the school
may be used in accomplishing the desirables.
Step 4: Creating and Investi -
gating Outcomes
Once formulated, it is necessary to take action on
the plans. The committee is responsible for the implementa-
tion of multicultural curriculum in that they must delegate
various operations in the plan to willing and responsibile
people in the school community, and they must monitor the
operations as they occur. The implementation of the curri-
culum creates outcomes which must be explored, investigated
or assessed by the committee.
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One task is to discover these outcomes. Another
is to assess whether the outcomes were related to the de-
sirables and in what ways. On the basis of outcomes, which
become givens in the educational environment, shared under-
standings, desirables or plans may be altered through de-
liberation. So, on the basis of the outcomes of one cycle
of multicultural curriculum development, the nature of the
committee or its membership may change, new approaches to
assessment, deliberation and action may be developed, or
the steps may be altered or resequenced.
As outcomes that are desirable for multicultural
education are accomplished, as student and educators learn
to interact in positive and meaningfully multicultural
ways, the entire design for developing multicultural curri-
culum may be replaced by a design more suited to emerging
needs. One of the desirable outcomes of this design for
developing multicultural curriculum is that individuals
in school communities will become knowledgeable about and
proficient in incorporating the multicultures of the local
and societal communities into curriculum, and will eventu-
ally create their own designs for developing curriculum.
CHAPTER VIII
IMPLICATIONS OF THE DESIGN FOR
MULTICULTURAL CURRICULUM
Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was to construct a design
for developing multicultural curriculum. The study was con-
ceptual in nature. The design was characterized by (1) a
number of fundamental assumptions, (2) a number of elements,
(3) organization and dynamics, and (4) was developed in a
practical and cultural context.
Four sources were explored to yield potential as-
sumptions and elements of multicultural curriculum: exist-
ing curriculum designs, educational anthropology, multicul-
tural curriculum literature, and educators in multicultural
schools. Seven curriculum designs were reviewed, reviews of
the literature in educational anthropology and multicultural
curriculum were conducted, and twenty educators in multicul-
tural schools were interviewed. Assumptions were gleaned
from each of the sources, contradictions among them were ex-
plored, and repititions were eliminated.
Twenty-six assumptions were selected as fundamental
to multicultural curriculum design. On the basis of these
assumptions, seven elements of a design for developing
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multicultural curriculum were advanced. These were givens
in the educational environment
, shared understandings
, edu-
cational desirables
, curriculum plans , outcomes
, assessment
,
deliberation and action . The first five were identified as
the tangible or product elements; the last three were identi-
fied as linking or process elements. The organization and
dynamics of the design for developing multicultural curricu-
lum were discussed, and four steps in multicultural curricu-
lum development were identified: (1) establishing a common
basis of shared understandings, (2) articulating educational
desirables, (3) formulating curriculum plans and (4) creating
educational outcomes.
In this final chapter, some implications of the
design, and some potentially fruitful directions for further
research in multicultural curriculum will be explored.
Implications of the Design for
Multicultural Curriculum
The need for a design for developing multicultural
curriculum rises from a morass of social factors in education
which have been ignored or unexplored. The hope in multi-
cultural education is that new approaches to the exploration
and incorporation of these factors into the curriculum may
be found.
In many ways, the design for developing multicultural
curriculum advanced in this study reflects the desirability
of radical social change as yet unaccomplished in this society.
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But given the conservative nature of educational institu-
tions and the longevity of social change, it becomes
necessary to find ways of incorporating multicultural per-
spectives within the present social structure of the
schools
.
This design does not pretend to predict what would
happen given a more radical social structure. Nor does it
predict what would happen in any given school should the
design be implemented there. The design does, however,
posit a new approach to thinking about curriculum defini-
tion, curriculum design and curricular practices which
could lead to a more multicultural curriculum in schools.
Within the existing organization of the schools,
this design for developing multicultural curriculum has
implications for curriculum development; teacher train-
ing; desegregation and integration; and the roles of stu-
dents, teachers, the community and other professionals in
curriculum development. Further, the design has implica-
tions for changes in the nature of the organization of
schools in the future.
Curriculum Development
In multicultural perspective, curriculum develop-
ment is a much broader enterprise than the organization
of programatic objectives or the conception and writing
of textual materials. Multicultural curriculum development
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as cast in the context of the multicultural society, has
as its major imperative the elimination of ethnocentrism
(with its concomitants, racism, nationalism and sexism).
The essential desirables in multicultural curriculum must
be the development in each individual of a positive cul-
tural identity and a profound respect for other cultural
ways. Curriculum developers themselves must raise their
awareness of the multicultures which exist in the society,
and thus confront their own ethnocentrism and its effects
on the curriculum they develop.
Multicultural curriculum development need not be
bound by traditional subject matter. A multicultural
curriculum is both interdisciplinary and extradisciplinary
.
Learnings may arise not only from subject matter disci-
plines, but from the social realities and cultural context
of the school itself. Further, what is desirable for stu-
dent learning is desirable for educator and community
learning as well.
Multicultural curriculum development might be car-
ried on in three streams. A student stream could be con-
cerned with formulating and attacking educational desir
ables as basic intellectual and social skills. The student
stream might be characterized by interdisciplinary studies,
student home exchange programs, individualized instruction
and remediation, apprenticeships, ethnic studies and the
learning of key second languages such as Spanish.
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A teacher stream could operationalize the need
for teachers to learn about the different cultural groups
in the society and to develop a strong sense of their own
cultural group in relation to their educational tasks.
The teacher stream might be characterized by pre- and in-
service training for teachers in cross cultural awareness,
ethnic studies and multicultural problems and methods.
These learnings might be supplemented by year round sup-
port groups whose function would be to keep teachers alert
to multicultural problems and to help them act on their own
understandings
.
In a community stream of multicultural curriculum
development, community readiness for participation in edu-
cation could be developed. This stream might be charac-
terized by night school offerings in a variety of topics
such as ethnic studies, cross cultural awareness, human
relations, social change or group process. Community panels
and committees should be formed and readied for decision
making roles.
In addition, some opportunities should be provided
for students, educators and community members to meet soci-
ally and professionally, to engage in dialogue about their
common concerns vis a vis the school. Cross fertilization
of ideas among the different parties concerned with educa-
tion is essential to multicultural curriculum development.
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Multicultural curriculum eminates from and requires
che development of shared understandings among the various
parties concerned with education. in order to develop such
shared understandings, people must learn to deliberate in a
group of equals and to develop commitment to resolving prob-
lems to the satisfaction of different groups. A multicul-
tural curriculum development process hopes to reverse the
systematic exclusion of minority groups from decision-making
positions in curriculum development. Here, the multicul-
tures of the United States would be systematically included
in deliberation and decision making. Where schools or dis-
tricts are monocultural
, deliberate attempts could be made
to incorporate the perspectives of the many cultural groups
which exist outside the community.
Teacher Training
The teacher is the vital link in the implementation
of multicultural curriculum. It has already been suggested
by educational anthropologists and educators in multicultural
schools that in-service teacher education is one major focus
of multicultural curriculum development. Additionally, teach-
ers should be prepared in their pre-service training for the
dual roles of curriculum developer and curriculum implementer
.
In multicultural curriculum, teachers are both decision makers
and actualizers of the decisions. In order to reflect these
dual roles, teacher training institutions should offer under-
graduates a strong background in multicultural curriculum
development.
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The design also implies that teachers are expected
to be continual learners; that they have things to learn
from their students, from the community and from the society.
Schools must be prepared to give teachers time to pursue
their roles as learners, and afford them the opportunity
to interact with other educators and the community.
Another important implication of the design is that
the teaching profession should represent and include teach-
ers from all of the many cultural groups in the society.
Professional organizations and teacher training insitut-
tions should recruit and train, in multicultural ways,
teachers from all cultural groups.
Desegregation and Integration
One of the fundamental assumptions of this design
is that students and educators need to interact with persons
culturally different from themselves in order to develop the
social skills necessary for life in a multicultural society.
The implication of this assumption is that healthily multi-
cultural schools should be desegregated, and there should be
a quality of interaction among racial groups which shows
the school to be truly integrated as well.
Using multicultural curriculum processes could help
the integration process in several ways. First, multicul-
tural curriculum design puts all racial groups on an equal
footing in the deliberating and decision-making processes.
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Thereby, each racial group could make an active input into
the school curriculum, and be involved in and committed to
the outcomes of education. The implementation of a multicul-
tural curriculum in a monocultural school could help prepare
the school for integration by setting in motion the processes
for changing the focus of education to reflect the multi-
cultural nature of the society. Further, monocultural schools
should seek ways to provide their students and teachers with
multicultural experiences, so that their students will have
successful social interactions in the society outside the
school
.
Roles in Curriculum Development
In multicultural curriculum development, traditional
roles must be relaxed. Students may at some time be teachers,
decision makers, or administrators, as well as learners. The
same is true for teachers, administrators and community mem-
bers. Everyone in a multicultural school must, at one time
or another, make decisions which would be traditionally
thought of as someone else's "job."
Essentially, it is the school community which should
hold the policy-making power in a multicultural school,
through its selection of students, professionals and lay
educators to participate in curriculum development. Such a
group might delegate certain decision-making responsibilities
to other persons or groups. For example, a group of teachers
might be asked to recommend ways in which particular innova-
tions might be implemented in the classrooms. Administrators
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might be charged with creating a flexible teaching schedule
so that teachers could participate in learning activities
of their own. Publishers might be requested to develop
materials which reflect certain established criteria. Stu-
dents might be consulted to determine the academic feasi-
bility or relevance of proposed programs.
Involvement of all sub units and cultural groups
in the curriculum development process is vital to the gen-
eration of shared understandings ab6ut multicultural educa-
tion and to the formulation of commitment to the outcomes
of that education.
Organization of the School
One of the ends of multicultural curriculum devel-
opment is toward institutionalizing a different power struc-
ture in schools, one which affords all cultural groups equal
respect and decision-making power. This implies that the
school community will eventually take control of political
and budgetary power as affects the school. Were this to
happen, a multicultural curriculum developing group, chosen
by the community, would not be an advisory body. It would
be a decision-making body which controls the development
and implementation of multicultural curriculum. Resource
allocation, management, maintenance, instruction and other
functions of the school could be overseen by such a group to
ensure their compliance with articulated multicultural de
sirables
.
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Multicultural schools of the future should be pre-
pared for change. In a decision-making system where actors
are equals, decisions are emerging and evolving. New in-
formation and new perspectives may continually be brought
to bear upon the problems approached by the school. The
problems themselves may shift and change. Information from
the implementers (teachers) and recipients (students) of the
curriculum would be given substantial respect in curricular
deliberations, for these are the groups that are consumately
involved in education.
The lines of decision making in a multicultural
school would flow from the many (representing all sub units)
to the few (administrators and so forth) . The functions of
the school should derive from articulated desirables, rather
than from tradition or policy. So the design of courses and
scheduling would revolve around student, educator and com-
munity learning.
Directions for Further Research
in Multicultural Curriculum
This study is simply the bare beginning of an idea
whose time has come. It needs to be expanded to provide a
clearer conception of the design for developing multicultural
curriculum. One way to expand the study would be to conduct
more extensive interviews in a wider spectrum of schools.
Thus, students, community members and social commentators
could provide helpful insights into the questions already
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approached with educators. The questions asked of the in-
terviewees could be improved by focusing them more directly
on assumptions and elements of multicultural curriculum.
Observations in multicultural schools could play a larger
role in the analysis of interview data. Other data sources
for assumptions about multicultural curriculum should be
explored. The assumptions that have been developed here
could be screened by representatives of various cultural
groups in the U.S to determine their comprehensiveness and
applicability
.
In a broader perspective, a case study of a school
attempting to implement this design would be helpful in
determining the design's practicality and completeness. As
sub-sections of such a study, particular innovations, stra-
tegies or techniques in multicultural education might be
traced to determine their effects on students, teachers and
community.
Changes in the approach to the study might produce
a more manageable design for multicultural curriculum.
Many problems in this study resulted from the extreme varia-
tion in the manner in which different sources reveal their
assumptions. The assumptions which were selected are not
readily organizable and did not clearly imply the elements
which were advanced. A further study might take the ap-
proach of documenting multicultural curriculum development
as it occurs in a selected school, and attempting to organ-
ize the processes that occur. This documentation might then
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be compared with studies of other schools making similar
efforts for a more comprehensive analysis.
In order to effectively implement multicultural
curriculum in schools, more information is needed on ways
to assess multicultural environment; and methods of
measuring the progress of students, educators and com-
munity toward mutual understandings should be developed.
Studies of deliberative group processes, role conflict
and effective group size should be applied to multicul-
tural curriculum.
Of special importance to the implementation of this,
or other designs for multicultural curriculum, is currently
unexplored information about the real priorities of educa-
tional institutions as regards multicultural curriculum.
Methods of determining whether given institutions will
actually commit resources to the effort should be developed
and used to determine where multicultural curriculum efforts
can best be implemented.
Long-range studies should explore ways in which var-
ious educational institutions (teacher training institutions,
universities, public and private schools) can cooperate or
pool their resources for the advancement of multicultural
education. The interdisciplinary, extradisciplinary and
community involvement aspects of multicultural curriculum
will require an organized restructuring of educational
development and delivery systems, and planning for such
restructuring should being immediately.
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The implementation of multicultural curriculum in
schools will require a massive cooperative effort by gov-
ernments, educational institutions, educators and communi-
ties. The necessary first step will be to develop commit-
ment among all these groups to the necessity of such action.
This study has been an attempt to organize the concepts
which surround multicultural curriculum development so that
the commitment may be better articulated; and to create a
design whereby comprehensive efforts to develop and imple-
ment curricula which promote multicultural perspectives in
schools may begin.
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APPENDIX A
CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THIS STUDY
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
« '/mJwrS/ 0/002
Dear Professor
We are examining rationales for developing curriculum to determine
their possible applicability in multi-cultural situations. At present
we have reviewed the following:
Paulo Friere, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
,
Cultural Action for Freedom
John Goodlad, The Development of a Conceptual System for
Dealing in Problems of Curriculum and Instruction
Joseph Schwab, The Practical: A Language for Curriculum
,
The Practical: Arts of Eclectic
,
The Practical III: Translation Into Curriculum
Hilda Taba, Curriculum Development: Theory and Practice
Ralph Tyler, Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction .
Please inform us of any further work you have done associated with
this inquiry. We would also appreciate you bringing to our attention other
curriculum rationales we have not yet reviewed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Robert L. Sinclair, Director
Center for Curriculum and Organization
RLS :HR:saf
Helen Roberts, Curriculum Associate
Center for Curriculum and Organization
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 250
STANFORD, CALIFORNIA 94305
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION January 6, 1975
Helen Roberts, Curriculum Associate
Robert L. Sinclair, Director
Center for Curriculum and Organization
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Folks:
Thank you for your letter inquiring about my work. The only
thinly that I have done that might be relevant to your inquiry is
a paper ,TA Naturalistic Model of the Process of Curriculum Development"
published in the School Review
,
Vol. 80, No. 1, November 1971. I am
enclosing a mimeograph version of the article which differs in only a
few unimportant details from the printed version.
I would also suggest that you consult the book by Broudy, Smith,
and Burnett with the title Democracy and Excellence in American Secondary
Education for a discussion of some issues in curriculum development that
are related to curriculum development in multicultural situations. The
point of view they present is one that any movement toward multicultural
education will have to contend with in some way.
I hope these are some help.
Decker F. Walker
Associate Professor
DFW:blm
enclosure
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
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BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024
December 15, 197*+
Dr. Robert L. Sinclair, Director
Center for Curriculum and Organization
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Bob:
It was good to hear from you and to remember those
wonderful conversations with you at Harvard Lexington
and at Delano.
About rationales for multi-cultural situations —
The Social Reconstructionists offer one of the most
complete theoretical models for construction of curriculum
in multi -cultural situations. The theory is well spelled
out in Theodore Brameld’s Philosophies of Education in
Cultural
.
Perspective (19 551”, and concrete examples of its
application are given in Brameld's Toward a Reconstructed
Philosophy of Education (1956)
.
I also think the rationales presented by Smith, Stanley,
and Shores in their classic Fundamentals of Curriculum
Development have much to offer those who would build better
programs for multi-cultural groups*
Currently, as you know, Popham and Alkin at UCLA
are stressing ’’needs assessment" as a useful procedure for
curriculum making. The R and D Center at UCLA issues a
"needs assessment" kit with an accompanying procedure for
helping participants determine appropriate educational ends.
Bob Stake at the University of Illinois also has a model
for getting at warranted outcomes. However, few of these
efforts seem to take into account how best to generate
objectives which will favor the cultural orientations of
different minority groups. Instead they seem to ask
252
Dr. Robert L. Sinclair ( 2 ) December 15, 197*+
participants to express preferences among a range of
prevailing majority group options.
I have been working with Ron Miller and Jim Vasques of
the Far West Regional Laboratory in connection with the
development of new needs assessment measures which will
reflect important orientations held by Hawaiian, Oriental,
Mexican and Black minority groups. Ron and Jim are responding
to a large need assessment program in 60 school districts.
They are interested in seeing that the approach leads to
more appropriate curriculum and instruction for the minority
students in these districts.
Sincerely
John D. McNeil
Professor of Education
Best wishes, Bob
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA
BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA IIARItARA • SANTA CIIUZ
pEPARTMENT OF EDUC ATION SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 93106
Dear Bob and Helen:
I am responding to your note concerning curriculum
applicable to multi-cultural situations.
In the strict sense I am unaware of other
rationales that would differ notably from those you
have reviewed. Additionally, my own work is still
not at a stage where it would be very helpful,
although I am attempting to develop my own rationale.
I would, however, strohgly recommend that you look at
the following two books, both of which have articles
which might be helpful:
'SfcA.Ukf cA.
,
HcCu^Ho^
.£^p .
Curriculum and the Cultural ^evolution*
Ed. by Purpel and Belanger ($11.50)
Dmd€ mjuArae.
and
Heightened Consciousness, Cultural Revolutionn
,
and Curriculum Theory
Ed. by Pinar
Both are available from McCutchan Publishing
Corporation, 2526 Grove Street, Berkeley, California
94704 .
Helen, Bob mentioned that you did a fine paper
on Freire and if you have an extra copy available I
would appreciate your sending it to me. Thanks.
Hi Ward!
Mark Phillips
) LS
/ ozl
Pli
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
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BERKELEY » DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE OF THE DEAN
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90024
November 26, 1974
Dr. Robert L. Sinclair, Director
Center for Curriculum § Organization
University of Massachusetts
School of Education
Amherst, MA 01002
Dear Bob:
This letter is directed to both you and Helen Roberts, but I thought I
would address it to you personally in order to continue to maintain communi-
cation. Incidentally, I assume your present post is a new one. It sounds
interesting.
In regard to your query of November 20, a book is in preparation which
will report research using my conceptual system: some of the work at UES,
several doctoral dissertations, and the like. McGraw-Hill will be the publisher,
but there are some difficult decisions yet to be made regarding inclusion/exclu-
sion, and so it may be 1976 before it is published.
Of perhaps more interest, given the question of applicability in multi-
cultural situations, you might be interested in taking a look at TOWARD A
MANKIND SCHOOL, just published by McGraw-Hill. It is the report of the attempt
of several of us to pull out concepts pertaining to the mankind idea and then
work them out in the UES setting. It might be more precisely related to your
interests. However, if you are concerned with a comprehensive rationale, you
would need to place this within the context of what can happen at the institu-
tional and instructional levels of decision making.
I have not picked up your trail in some time, and I do hope all goes well
with you. Kindest personal regards to you and family.
Cordi ally.
Jjohn I. Goodlad
Dean
JIG: jz
255THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Robert L. Sinclair and Helen Roberts
Center for Curriculum and Organization
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts
School of Education
Amherst 01002
Dear Drs. Sinclair and Roberts:
Thank you for your letter of inquiry asking
about my own work in the area of curriculum. Unfor-
tunately, I have no references to submit to you.
The ones you have listed look as though you
have already skimmed the cream. I have no further
suggestions
.
CHICAGO • ILLINOIS 60637
the graduate school of education
5835 KIMBARK AVENUE
Office of the Dean
November 26, 1974
Philip W. Jackson
Chairman and Dean
PWJ
:
pjr
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ms. Helen Roberts
Staff Associate
Center for Curriculum
429 Hills House North
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Dear Ms. Roberts:
I am indeed happy to be included in your research effort
leading to the design of a multicultural curriculum. Please
find attached a list of my publications. If you have trouble
obtaining any of them, let me know and I will try to get copies
for you. I am revising the paper I recently gave at the
American Anthropology Association meetings and will send you
a copy when It is finished.
In the meantime, please keep me informed of your progress.
If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
288 EDUCATION BUILDING
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
AREA CODE 217 333-3023
March 12, 1975
Very cordially yours,
lacquetta Hill Burnett
Professor of Intercultural
Education
Sociocultural Division
Department of Educational
Psychology
Anthropologist, Bureau of
Educational Research
JHB
:
j lh
Enc
.
APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (WITH RATIONALE) ADMINISTERED
ORALLY TO EDUCATIONAL PRACTITIONERS IN
MULTICULTURAL SCHOOL SITUATIONS
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Questions Designed to Generate Assumptions For Multicultural
Curriculum :
1. What do you think the school should be doing particularly
for ethnic or cultural minority students?
2. How important is it to you that the school do these things?
3. Should the curriculum of the school be different where
students are from different cultural backgrounds? If
so, how?
4. Do you think students should have an awareness of the
cultural background of others in the school? Outside of
the school?
5. What does the term "multicultural education" mean to you?
Questions Designed to Elicit Elements of Multicultural Cur-
riculum :
6. What are your goals for teaching? Are they written down?
7. What would you do in school which would be especially
appropriate to the students who belong to ethnic or cul-
tural minorities? Where would you get support for these
things?
8. How can a teacher help students of one culture become
aware of other cultures?
9. Do you have a list of activities, or a unit plan that you
think is of particular importance for cultural understand-
ing ?
10. What materials do you use with your students?
11. Are there any resources or support services you would like
to have in order to better teach students from culturally
diverse backgrounds? What are they?
Questions Designed to Guide the Organization of the Design for
Multicultural Curriculum ?
12.
How do you develop or plan units and activities? Do any
others participate in planning with you? Who are they,
and what roles do they play?
13 .
14 .
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How are decisions about school curriculum made at vour
school? 1
Is there any way in which my study could be helpful to
you? How?
APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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Teacher/Administrator
School/District
Private/Public
Date
# Students
School Location:
Home Location:
Elementary/Middle/Secondary Students
'
Ages
Rural/Suburban/Urban (Town)
Religious
Rural/Suburban/Urban (Town) Aff.'s
%
Family Income Levels: Wealthy/Middle Class/Poor
%
Ethnic-cultural Backgrounds of Students
%
%
1.
What does the term "multicultural education" mean to you?
2.
Should the curriculum of the school be different where the
students are from different cultural backgrounds? How?
3.
Do you think that students should have an awareness of the
cultural backgrounds of others in the school? Outside of
the school? Why?
4 . How can a teacher help students of one culture become aware
of other cultures?
2625.
What do you think the school should be doing particularlytor ethnic or cultural minority students?
6.
How important is it to you that the school do these
things? What aspects of schooling are more important?
Less important?7.
How are decisions about school curriculum made at your
school?
8.
What would you do in school which would be especially
appropriate to ethnic or cultural minorities? (Where
would you get support to do these things? Are you trying
any of them? What are they and how do they work?)
9.
What are your goals for teaching multicultural populations?
10.
Do you have a list of activities or a unit plan that you
think is of particular importance to cultural understand-
ing? (Copy?)
11 . What materials do you use with your students? Assessment?
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12 .
13 .
14 .
How do you develop or plan units and activities? Do
others participate in planning with you? Who are they
and what roles do they play?
Are there any resources or support services you would
like to have in order to better teach students from cul-
turally diverse backgrounds?
How might my study be helpful to you as an educator of
culturally diverse students?

